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ProgQsal for BMC women at HPA snagged
by Mark Joffe

Administrators of · both CollefSCOncl~ded'that,BryJ?. Mawr

stilents- who draw into the

!if8iord

Park Apartments ·.
11Al next year will not be
~off the meal plan, after
r.iag to reconcile their opposiJC.pesitions at a meeting Tues-

iJJmorning.

-

illemeeting of deans, business
.agers and other officials
.ited after Mary Maples
!'1m, ·Acting · Undergraduate
llllt. announced that Bryn
lwt would suffer a "financial
tlt!bbip" if it allowed ; its
!lllleatsliving at HPA to get off
tie meal plan next year. The
grGUP, along With additional administra!.Qrs and students, will
meet ~giun lie~t week in
Dunn's office to try to resolve
!hi: problem.

s2s,ooo loss
Paul Klug, Bryn. Mawr's
Dltsiness manager and compu says, "f tbiU tJn.h'.r. l: troller. estimated the College
l!D run 3:25 indoots.'Th~ would lose $150 for each student
oftbeoutdoor E off the meal plan, because i!_ con-

tracts with Seilers on a percapita basis. Bryn Mawr's total
loss would be approximat~ly
$25 ,000 if 50 of its st udents the maximum number that could
live at HPA - opted to be off the
meal plan.
Klug explained that Bryn
Mawr had already contracted
with Seilers for 958 students and
that it would lose the board fees
of any student off the meal plan.
This loss "would have to be pass- ·
ed on to t h e remaining students"
by increasing room and board.
Dunn said that decreasing the
number of students on the meal
plan by renegotiating the contract would also result l.n a price
increase, because Seilers raises
the variable costs as the number
of contracts decreases .
Just another dorm

Stephen Wolf, Haverford's
business manager , did not . ant icipate such a heavy loss for
Bryn Mawr, because he was
"initially under the impression
that t hese women would be (considered) off-campus residents at
Bryn Mawr. " But Dunn said that

Council, had asked Sam Gubins,
the only way these women could
Associate Vice President for
be considered as part of .Bryn
Planning and Finance at ·HaverMawr's 55-student off-campus
ford in early February if he could
quota would be if they paid 'HP A
forsee any . financial complicarent and were not included as
tions for Haverford or Bryn
part of the campus housing exMawr if students in the housing
change.
exchange at HPA were off the
Donna Mancini , Assistant
meal plan next year.
Dean· of Student Affairs, said
Gubins talked to Wolf, who
that women living at HP A would
decided there would be no prob- have to be part of the exchange.
lem for either school, based on
She maintained that HPA
the assumption that these
"should be treated as another
women would be living offdormitory" and consequently, "a
certain percentage of Bryn Mawr - campus. At a later date, Gorchow asked Wolf to contact
women should live there." In adKlug. "I didn't hear from Wolf
dition, Haverford probably could
for a week," said Gorchow.
not house 20 "non-residents" at
"When I called back, he had not
HPA beyond the normal exchange cut-off.
Lac~

•

called Klug. I asked him to call
on the spot."
"Damn annoyed"

Klug said that Wolf first called
him about a week and a half ago.
At that point, KhJg revealed that
these students would not be
counted as part of the offcampus quota. According to Gorchow, Wolf said that he thought
that he and Klug could work it
out, but that Klug would have to
check with Dunn.
Dunn called the Student Affairs Office at Haver£9rd last
Friday to say that it would be impossible for Bryn Mawr students
(Continued on page 18)

of cooperation

Bruce Gorchow, Chairman of
the Haverford Housing Committee , cited "a lack of communication and then a lack of cooperation" as the reasons for the late
discovery of the discrepancy and
the resulting impasse on the part
of the two administrations. Gorchow and Kim Devlin,
Head of Bryn Mawr's Resid! nce

•
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:ft£'SIOitcosts unbalance budget
- byTomSchomburg

ShinuiWidener
The Administrative Advisory
.e day before some of tiP. U!mmittee (AAC) will soon
Fvr6 bdnm in asmall!rcl'l: reoom~end a budget to the facul!: ~idener. Excellent l"rlvrr:; 1 ty posstb~y- by the end of next
!.~ were turned in byS€\"i~ ~ week.. Risrng fuel costs and
fvrd thle~. Perhaps th!c~ racanctes at HPA caused unex,..,,~sire. ~Io.-ever. were ~ peeled defici~ in_ las~ year's
·,personal best:J.l.9!!!t!i I oudget, but maJOr fmancial prob1
: ~~ \ndv Farquhar's s:re:; ~ a~a~ed with the end o_f
3.! · · · mile and ROCII !IpansiOn Will not surface until
9Al rwo • · 'tb II)) 1980-81
·, 1·19.1 ID e ,
·
~
p.,..rker- lxl ed lldly at tt~ The AAC report should be
Parker 1\"BS xt:eck with a!!!'- ready by next Friday. According
~3rt but cam~l'nor. 'Roc~! ~•.eco~omics Prof. Michael
t:;~e. Satd I ~mn~ He• WetnStern, the chairman of the
;~wed a lot ~;0\'e; thel!sl rommittee, the proposal "is real~bl)' 8~ srwekre.' . ly a set of recc::-i"~lilendations
iJf!!nyb?dY t of the f~!t· ' ~de br, the comm1ttee to the
[..ail 1\ffk mos coro!X'"': •acuity .. A copy of the porposal
~k 3 b.~ ~ro~
a!BI~ Ji, will go to each faculty member
!f::reverrhe __0 turntd ;n;.::' and to Student's Council
ren:~ned ad11=..t(lflll!l!re; :: members as soon as .AAC coml'fl! stroll€ 'jjiliree f~ C
p!;tes the recommendations.
~hroore. A ;easonJllk-i:' We have c~mple~ed J?Ost of
.~." ·J•l''!iltned 111 • -1:; !d ilie proposal, Wemstem sa1d
W< ""'-~
na
I''
·
\!:ke caraf~ ra-tchin~'lf.:~ lednesday. "The two items of
' !X'r and Jun Ca ~{d;lr:: cverwhelming importance, tuic~::nw 34 9 ~ell ~ twn and faculty-staff salaries,
!'£' 0 exfrt'!lle]\ ~-~ Jl\(' must be considered last."
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Tuition on Tuesday

e committee may consider
tUition ~d ~alaries ·next Tues8
';,1 ~ heroile.
~·r day, Wernstem added .
;~~olfin¥ 1 ,!Jareonelll<;.·" . '·Some imbalances" will appear
Thr ford> ;td{lf~;·
tn lhe_l>udget, Weinstein surmistC.fin~
ed, "but there will be no
..hti8f . ~100,000 deficits as there were a
1~ fewyears ago. This year we planJjnlitstlO·J·;:: ted for a balance, but there is
p-.t tO _space the ~l [t: t!ason to believe we will en~-!0~ \!'ill fll.~~dui!l'~ rounter an actual deficit ."
't'Jbe ~die~nnext .. Tins fall's biggest deviations
Hu\\1rdJ3('0 arY ~J. l~ : • •romlast year's budget estimat~s
1 resulted from a $67,000 JUmp m
'd yFe~ru
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ut ilities expenditures and a
$35,000 revenue drop resulting
from vacancies at HPA , according to Sam Gubins, ' Associate
Vice President for Planning and
Finance .
Fuel oil skyrockets

The largest part of last year's
increase in utility costs was a
massive increase in the price of
fuel oil, which the College uses in
its central power plant to heat
the steam that heats most of the
buildings on campus. From July
1978 t o February 1979, the price
of grade-6 fuel oil increased 35
percent, from 30.9 cents per
gallon to 41.7 cents per gallon.
Other utilities, including gas,
electricity, water and sewage,

also increased in price over the
past year. -Utilities are a significant part
of the budget, said Gubins. "Utilities represents five percent of
total College outlays.
"We expected some increasein
utilities cost, but not so much,"
added Gubins. "The rise in fuel
expenses exceeded the estimates
we made by a considerable
_margin."

1

No offsetting

The elements considered in last
year's estimate included severity
of the winter, improved utilities
efficiency and decreased ener gy
usage , explained the Vice President.

(Continued on page 14)

Residence Council Head Kim Devlin fears that the dorm exchange level
will decrease if Bryn Mawr does not allow its students to live at HPA off
the meal plan next year.

Provost seeks to cut some small claSses
by Matt Hill -

Provost Thomas D'Andrea has proposed
that certain Haverford classes with an enrollment of six or fewer students be cancelled in
order to allow full-time professors to t each
Freshman Seminars and Writing Seminars,
in a letter t o the faculty dated Jan. 5.
D'Andrea explained that the rationale for
t he proposed change stems from a shortage
of professors for the Seminar program . Poli.
sci. Prof Harvey Glickman, who is Chairman
of the Committee on General Programs, was
forced this year to hire several extra part_time teachers t o meet the need for seminars.
"Ha d we known t h at sever al courses could
have been cancelled fo r lack of enrollment,"
D'Andrea said, "we could have avoided h iring
the extra sections of Freshman Seminar, ~md
enjoyed the ext ra benefit of having more of

the sections taught by members of the
regular full-t ime faculty."
D'Andrea emphasized the importance of
the Freshman Seminar program. "Recall that
the few educational experiences that the
faculty as a body feels strongly enough about
to require of every Haverford student, get
the commitment to the program appears to
be failing, as more and more of them have to
be taught by interim and part-time appointments," he wrote.
FSP important

The proposal would reallocate faculty
members to "deploy our resources more
economically and "improve the effectiveness
of the freshman seminar program," said
D'Andrea's letter.
In an interview, D'Andrea explained that
underenrollment has caused some problems.

"Small is beautiful, but teeny isn't," he said.
Faculty members will often consult with
D'Andrea about whether they should hold a
very small class, and there is not enough flexibility to shift things around at that time.
The result, said D'Andrea;· is that such professors go underemployed.
Not all cancellable

-

He also recognized that not all small
classes could be cancelled. "Obviously," he
wrote, "there are sound educational reasons
why some small classes cannot be cancelled,
- and I am not suggesting that I will impose a
rigid rule without exceptions." No classes required for a major would be cancelled.
'
D'Andrea admitted that , in some senses,
doing away with very small classes is antithetical to Haverford's tradition. "I
recognized the potential risks - it could be
(Continued on page 18)
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Speaker asserts conspiracies distort:lacts
by Mike Carlos

"I don't believe there is any
history after 1948," said conspiracy theorist John Judge in
reference to the cover-up operations of assassinations, murders
and other conflicts during the
past three decades. Judge spoke
it Tuesday's sparsely-attended
Collection.
Judge has researched numerous killings over the past 12
years and believes that the
public's attention has been constantly misdirected from · the
true stories in events ranging
from the assassination of President John F. Kennedy to therecent ma~s deaths in Jonestown,
Guyana.
At the root of these cover-up
projects said Judge, is an
organization known as the
Defense InteJligence Agency
(DIA), which began its operations shortly after World War II
and whose budget, be claimed, is
currently greater than that of
the FBI and CIA combined.
Info from releases

~.

In · regard to particular
assassinations and murders, the
theorist acquired. most of his information from news releases. "I
now have several hundred cubic
feet of newspaper clippings,"
claimed Judge. He said his
research has led him _to believe
that characteristics of many
murders can be fitted into a
general pattern.
One such characteristic of this
pattern is a staged "rescue" of a
subject from a danger immediately before his murder, with the
intention of strengthening the
public's faith in security.
For example, rock star Jimi
Hendrix was rescued from a kidnap attempt preceding his death
from a supposed drug overdose.
Likewise, President Kennedy's
security force cancelled a motorcade because of a threat in Miami
prior to his assassination.
Leftist involvement

"'
I

'
~
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~

Another common factor ,
Judge said, concerns the publicizing of a leftist political
group's involvement in a murder.
In the John Kennedy assassination, for instance, Lee Harvey
Oswald was said to have been
connected with Communist par- ·
ties.
Judge devoted much of his
-speech to the Jonestown incident. ''The people in Guyana
were murdered," he stated. He
believes that the evidence collected in Guyana rules out the
possibility of mass suicide.
. One reason for the unlikeliness
of the suicides, Judge maintain-

ed, is the contradiction between
the supposed voluntary cyanide
poisoning as the cause of the
deaths and the . conditions and
positions of the bodies when they
were found . Cyanide, upon entering the bodies, would have caused muscle spasms, which would
have contorted the limbs of the
victims, said Judge. However,
the bodies were discovered without evidence of spastic contortion; they lay face down in rows,
with their arms around one
another.
Delayed autopsies

Judge also revealed his suspicions regarding "errors and the
lack of organization" in the in~
vestigation of the death~. Autopsies were not conducted immediately to verify that cyanide was
responsible for the deaths; the
bodies were not diagnosed until
they were somewhat decomposed, he noted.
Furthermore, Guyanese government investigators discovered 70 victims with injection
marks behind their' arms - a
position on the body that Judge
feels would be very difficult for
one to reach.
As a result, Judge feels that
the Jonestown incident was instead a mass murder. He maintained that Jim Jones and
several others working with
Jones in Guyana were part of a
DIA operation interested in conducting "mind control" experiments on hundreds of unsuspecting people he had lured
away on a religious pretext.
Suspicious backgrounds

Juqge has researched the
backgrounds of Jopes and his coworkers in Jonestown, including
Terri Buford and Larry Layton,
and has established that each
had ties with military intelligence as well as doctors involved in genetic mutation.
"If you don't look at the
backgrounds -of these people,
they just seem to be names -on a
piece of paper," said the theorist.
''These aren't just people who
walked off the streets."
Specifically, Judge stated, the
operation was conducted to
discover
whether
certain
physical· experiments could alter
a person's emotional state or
one's comple4! identity. Doctors connected with the intelligence agency believed that certain parts, either natural or ar:
tificial, could be removed from or
placed into the brain to alter personality characteristics, he continued.
Boston psychosurgery

Judge pointed to one example

'{.

•
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in which doctors thought that
they could prevent blacks in
Boston from rioting. The doctors
believed that since the blacks
lived in the same environment
and since some rioted and others
did 'not, those that did riot had
something in their brains that
provoked them to do so; thus by
removing a part of the brain,
they would no longer be inclined
to riot, he said.
The intention of conducting
such experiments, Judge believes, explains many of the
events that took place in Jones-

town, including the discovery of
drugged food, Jones's desire for
isolation and t~e $26 million in
bank accounts m th~ names of
J?nes and those workmg close to
h1m.
Furthermore, the arrival of
former California Congressman
Leo Ryan ·and several press
members in Jonestown may have
provoked the mass murder, believes Judge, since the intelligence agency feared that its
operations would be discovered.
As to the long range goals of
the DIA, Judge believes that it is

searching f · '
manipulate or "
that it can ~~u;e to
would involve
minds and the
tiallaw
...,,,."UIJOIIaF.
·
Along these linea
murders and terrorist
can be understood,
those involved wish to
public believe that won!
more security and
"These people create
. paranoia they want yre
follow," he said.

8-D volunteers experie ·
varied interests o ff :Cam
Both Gere and Findlay have run into
ficulties during their time at their~
cies.

by Jim Kinsella

A small group of Haverford and Bryn Mawr stu·
dents has been showing up everywhere from innercity schools to museums in the Philadelphia area as
they take advantage of Eighth Dimension volunteer opportunities.
Freshman Steve Gere and junior Jim Findlay's
work with the Eighth Dimension exemplifies what
one can get himself into by volunteering.
"Right now I'm helping to run the Planned
Parenthood Resource Center at 1212 Sansom
Street," said Gere. "The place is a library of in, formation on birth control and family planning. I
reshelve and take inventory regularly.

"I was the only male in my instruction
seven people, and it was diffiCult for me to
stand a lot of the female problems of
sexuality,'' related Gere. "For instance, 11111111
male describe _to a female what
when inserting a diaphragm? Andthe iDstnltiC
text is written for the female instructor,
gave me a sense of what it is like to beinan 111
dominated by a group other than your own.'
Findlay found that "the only real problem is lit
I want to do more interviewingandless!Tisean:h11
file, but I should be branching out more as~
goes on. The researching alone can get a Gi
tedious."
How do they sum up their Eighth llimeusiu
perience?
'

Birth control talks

"But eventually I'll be giving talks to groups of
high school students on methods of birth control
and fa!llily planning in general," he explained.
"One of the most interesting parts of the job was
the training. I had to take a month of instruction
on explaining birth control to groups," noted Gere.
"I've already experienced some of the difficulties
in combatting sexual misconceptions by conversa·
tions with people who call the center for information," added Gere. "One man called asking where
he could get an abortion for his daughter. I explained that he had reached the information center
and I would have to switch him to the clinic. He
quickly insisted that he didn't want his daughter to
come in contact with the information center and
that 'the l!ist thing she needs is more information
on sex.'"

-

"I enjoy the job primarily because it pres!lltll
good opportunity to get into Philly and wozhiC
people outside the academic sphere. It's a ~
experience in a different realm than Haverford Cit
lege can offer within its physical boundaries.'
Both agreed that ~it gave them some l!ell!! i
helping others. But· Gere asserted thatbis inilil
drive wasn't altruistic: ''The opportunityto eJIIIl
my personal experience was the first tbingthati:
tracted me."
Findlay added that "the progr&l!! is exlleJlJ
flexible, which makes planning yourowniOO I!I!
easy.''
"I have to say that it's changed my educaida
Haverford from passive tO- active," OOIIllWIII
Gere.

Public interest law

Jiin Findlay also underwent an orientation
period for his work on police abuse for the Public
Interest Law Center, which is located at 13th and
Walnut, in Philadelphia.
''The first semester I spent nearly all my time
compiling information from the newspapers for the
center's annual report. The number of cases cited
on public abuse is incredible, so it was a pretty big
job," he explained. .
''The initial work leads into interviewing actual
cases of police abuse. I consider the interviews the
best part of the job. On my 1st assignment I interviewed a guy who was just- recently beaten by -an
enraged cop because he was just suspected of a
crime," continued Findlay.

-
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Parents Day

PRIVATE TUTOR

MIT, B.S. Biology
Experienced Teacher
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~~' said Bollad. AAr
Bryn Mawr's biennial Parents' Day willre b!ll ~1ingstudeut-,.,_..
on Sat., March 31. Activities will-beginwitlutll :.aings "wewi '-••
a.m. coffee, donuts and registration. Faculty W. ~id! 'II~" Iiiii ...
tures on academic subjects will be-held in trelall ilj actk;Q . . . . .
morning and afternoon.
iitt-d.!ll\o~"'··
President McPherson will address theparellbit
11:15 in Goodhart with luncheon afterwards mill
dining halls. Stud~nts will give a presentatioo il
the afternoon, followed by tea. In~tedJ*!Ib
may also attend the Junior Show thateveuiug.
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with a
reviews tailored
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~:::" 'Dean search ·finalist to visit ·
by Deena Gross

Perience

_school in 1960, Romer received
her Ph.D. in English from Harvard in 1968. Her dissertation
was on "Alcestis as a figure of
· wisdom: a new interpretation of
Chaucer 's legend of go od
women."
Romer's other teaching and administrative appointments have
included Assistant Professor.
and Assistant Dean and Vice
Dean for Women at the University of Pennsylvania from 1967 to
1971: and member of the literature faculty and Dean of
Studies at Sarah Lawrence College from 197 1 to 1972.

The Senior Associate Dean of
. Brown
University,
Karen
Romer , will visit Bryn Maw~ on
March 20 and 21 as a fin alist in
the search for a new Dean of the
Undergraduate College .
Romer, who is 42 , "has had
cleaning experience at a couple of
different places that are very
respected ," noted senior Brenda
Wright in explaining the committee's interest in Romer.
Wright is one of the two student
representatives on the search
committee.
At Brown . Romer supervises
eight . other Assistant and
Associate Deans of the College.
and coordinates the academic
support services for underby Claudia Gutwirth
graduates, including· academic
A group of Bryn Mawr upadvising, pre-professional counperclassmen have -formed new
seling, studying abroad and advising about going on -leave. She · organization , Voice for Campus
Action (VCA) with the purpose
is also an Assistant Professor of
. ·of supplying information and
English at the Universit y.
stimulating discussion of issues
Since coming to Brown in
within the Bryn Mawr communi1972, Romer has served on the
ty.
ad hoc Committee to Develop
"We'd like to address issues obWomen's Studies, and has
jectively," commented Melanie
chaired the Task Force on Career
Edwards , one of the group's
Counseling and Preprofessional
seven founder-members . EdAdvising, and the Committee on
wards who sees VCA as primariIndependent Concentration of
ly an information source, hopes
the University's educational
the group will encourage the
policy committee.
"flow of ideas and turn ideas into
After receiving an A.B. magna
action."
. cum laude from Radcliffe in
1959, and an M.A. ·from that
Discussion, Edwards believes,

As the firs t candidate t o visit
t he campus, Romer will arrive on
the morning of March 2 0 and
meet with "all constituencies of
. the College," explained Wrigh t .
A tentative schedule includes ·
two meetings that day with the
faculty, a dinner that night with
student leaders and an open
meeting ;~ith students 'ln· Erdman living room at 7 p.m.
Other candidates may come to
campus after Romer, although
plans are not yet finalized, added
Wright. The search committee
plans to meet on March 24 to
discuss the matter further .

Women gain Voice
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Newly elected SGA Presiden t Cheryl Holland believes that regularly
·' scheduled dorm meetings will increase student input -in SGA affairs.
'
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~
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Holliln d sounds out stUdent'vieWs
.- .

by Susan Davis

, . ..... it~tsa

"During the election they said
\lfliiD MJ aln h ith Cheryl's not forceful enough. I
. . . . . It'saleming don't think that's true. I know
-...-~~allmford~ exactly when I should stand my
own ground. I will take forceful
thatitptedlll• EI!Siof action,"' asserted new SGA Presia.o.e.-ltllathl inirill dentCheryl Holland.
. "fte~toexpanl ' Holland wants a "much more
approachable, open-door student
liS tie lilt lhiiC that at·
counCil. Every Friday night she
t '!he ~ i extrdl andVice-President Libby White"
plalliDI JOlf 0111 jOO IPIY are going to go to specific dorms
and knock on doors ·and talk to
11
people," promised Holland. ·
·
':ttit'adllalfllmY.,tion
''Scheduled
dorm
meetings
~ ~- rJJve: oonunentlll every two weeks" will be "a real
plteinpfat improving- communlication between students and
SGA," said Holland. After
receiving student input from the
meetings "we will discuss it and
d~ide whether we should take
any action on what students
seemto be feeling," she explain-

.~·

ed.

-

sion and wrote a statement to
students clarifying the decision
and this should be read to all the
students, not just SGA. " Dorm
meetings would give SGA the
chance to read the letter to all
students.
"People will be interested (in
the meetings). We'll get enough
people to make it worthwhile,"
continued Holland. "Obviously
800 students would not want to
come to an SGA meeting: It's a
good-way for students to express
their concern . It might eliminat e
the
crisis-type
situation,"
Holland believes.
Plenary planned

A Plenary is being planned for
this spring. "There will be a successful one," promised Holland.
··we have the tune and experience ," she said , noting that the
Plenary will "discuss restructuring SG A and Honor Board resoh,Itions, which concern filekeeping at the College." Holland
would not give her views on
either topic, feeling that she is
"supposed to be unbiased ."
Students Council President
Paul Tumminia and Holland met
last week. "We cleared up
misconceptions
that
both
presidents had about t he other
school," commented Holland. To
eliminate unevenly scheduled activities "we will be placing a
large calendar for the rest of the
semester in Thcmas Great Hall,
which will have all student ·
events on it," she said . Anyo~e
wishing to schedule an event w1ll
be able to consult the calendar.

An identical calendar will be
placed in the Haverford -Dining
Cen.ter.
SGA and Students-Council will
publish a "condensed 'who's who' .
list in the next few weeks,"
stated Holland. "That could be a
real help to all students. It will
just list specifically wha t everyone is responsible for and how to
get in touch with them," she explained. A "complete" list will be
ready at the beginning of next
semester.
Concession policy

"The two schools are coming
up with a . joint concessions .
policy," coritin ued Holland,
which will decide · whether
students entrepreneurs or clubs
have priority i~ sales._
"SC and SGA are thinking of
having discussions for both cal:npuses on the future of cooperation, sometime after the board
makes their decision one way or
another (on Haverford going
coed), but before the end of the
year," revealed Holland.
If Haverford decides to admit
freshman women "I then· feel it is
the responsibility of · student
government to ensure social
cooperation," stated Holland.
She included not only parties in
her definition of social cooperation, but also "working together
as student governments.

kind of_ value do we feel that we
are receiving from a women's
education. There should be some
real input on what we should be
doing as a wou1en's college," commented Holland.
Holland feels that there should
be more tolerance between the
coed and single-sex oriented
groups at the College: "I ci.on't
think the two divisions are
necessarily bad, except when
there is no longer tolerance in
the community. Both types of
women are needed at the school
for the exchange of lifestyle and
ideas," she stated.
In response to former SGA
President Diane Lewis' call .for
SGA t.o give more "moral support" to campus organizations,
Holland said: "We were elected
to represent our constituents on
any level we are called upon for,"
but qualified this by noting that
"you can-have an overall policy to
morally support organizations
whenever possible, but each decision should be made separately. "

BMC as women's college

"This is a real opportunity for
Bryn Mawr to look at ourselves
and do some thinking about what

The Bryn Mawr-Haverford Col lege News

will "maximize possibilities for
appropriate changes ar ound the
community." VCA . will work
with SGA to organize bi-weekly
-dorm meetings.
Hilar y Her dman , an other
founder-member of VCA sees the
organization as a "serviceoriented" body, whose members
are "willing to listen and know
who to contact" and can thus
deal-with specific problems f aced
by students.
"By focusing on one thing at a
time we'll have more time than
SGA," said Herdman , adding
that the group will "eliminat e
some of the dirty work" SGA has
todo.
The first issue the group will
tackle is, according to Edwards ,
"setting up specific goals and
clearly defining the mission of
the coliege. We're worried about
over-restriction, 01: what consequences does applying a single
set of priorities in all decisionmaking processes have for Bryn
Mawr," she noted.
But VCA is "not trying to
espouse particular issues," Edwards said. "We're trying to keep
it very nebulous ," she added.
Rather than make decisions, the
group would like to "spark
discussions that lead somewhere." Edwards emphasized
that VCA' is not a lobbying
group! but instead hopes to ·be an
effective advisory body.
Both Edwards and Herdman
foresee the possible division of
opinion within the group as
something positive. According to
Edwards, diversity of opinion
will furnish VCA with "checks
and balances to preserve objectivity."
Members of the group , which
will present different sides of
various issues in a weekly letter
to The News, are Ursula Bartels,
Catherine DuBeau, Melanie Edwards, Gillian Facer, Hilary
Herdman, Martha Kaplan, and
Chingling Tan co.
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Ho-nor Council members
Simon Abraham '82
*Reid Blackwelder '80
Howard Chilcoat '80
. Josh Drachman '81
- Dave Drooz '79
carlos Gomez '81
Mark Grunblatt '80
Steve Hoffman '81
Ira Kelberman '79
Chri s Klose '82
Tom Norton '82
Terry Ward '79
*chairman

. -- 322 Barclay.
21 Comfort
Denbigh
22 Lunt
202 Leeds
319 Barclay
72 Lloyd
22 Lunt
Rhoads
32 Jones
23 Jones
55 Lloyd

649-1596
649-2654
527-5723
649-1958
642-7938
649-4598
896-5386
649-1958
525-3544
896-6822
649-2361
649-9611
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Lehrer will speak--at H C Commencement t: ·-(0111~... ~~- ·
.

J im Lehrer, associate editor
and anchor of the McNeill Lehrer
Report on public television, will
speak at Haverford's Commencement on Monday, May 14.
Lehrer won an Emmy and the
1974 George Polk Award for excellence in television reporting
for his coverage of the Senate
Watergate Committee's investigation and the House Judiciary
Committee's impeachment inqmry.
He also worked on Channel
WETA/26 productions which
received the George Foster
Peabody Award for overall
broadcast journalism excellence
and the American Bar Association Silver Gravel Certificate of
Merit.
Prior to joining WETA/26 ,
Lehrer served as public affairs
coordinator for the Public Broadcasting Service, anchorman on
several news programs, and city
editor of the Dallas Time-Herald.
Lehrer is the author of "We
Were Dreamers" and "Viva
Max", which was made into a
feature movie.

SGA plans
SGA Steering Committee met
Wednesday to formulate plans
for the year. The Steering Committee decided to have Plenary,
review Financial Aid, sponsor
the Seven Sisters Conference
and publish a who's who.
The committee is scheduling
an activities fair for the first
week of next semester. Clubs
"will give out information about
what their club does," explained
Holland. The fair will "give_
students a chance to see how
they can get involved," she commented.
\

SGA elections
Sophomore Reenie Wagner
and junior Dana Mann ·-were
elected Representatives of
Women· Living at Haverford in
elections held Wednesday.
In other .balloting, seniors
Chingling Tanco and Missy
Young, and freshmen Ana Maria
Lopez and Lisa Louis were
elected Members-at-Large. The
four ra~unopposed .

DuBeau_meets
:J--

r

')...

F:acul ty
Represen ta ti ve
Catherine DuBeau will meet
with interested students during
Sunday brunch in Erdman.

Good blood
j.

248 plnts of blood were collected by the Red Cross Bloodmobile while at Bryn Mawr College this past Monday and 'Tues. day.
This total fell only two pints
short of the Red Cross' desired
goal, explained Blood Program
Coordinator Ora Ehmann, who
?dded that the response this year
was· the best ever for the College.
108 pints were donated Monday, and an additional140 were
given the following day. The
donors were primarily from
Bryn Mawr (192 donors), while
some Haverfordians (42) and out-
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side individuals (24) contributed
the rest. Other people (45) showed up to give blood but had· to be
deferred for a variety of medical
reasons .
Ehmann commented that the
donations will help "supply all
130 Delaware Valley hospitals
with volunteer blood," hence
reducing the need for potentially
infected commercially obtained
· blood.
The blood collected at Bryn
Mawr will be broken down into
three to six basic components for
use by anyone who needs it, said
Wilena Denworth, deputy nurse
for the professional staff.
The. Red Cross has been collecting at Bryn Mawr since 1975.
Last year the drive was cancelled
because of t4e flu . In case anyone
missed the chance to give blood,
next week the bloodmobile will
go to the Haverford School and
Harcum.

Coleman awards
The John R. Coleman Awards
give funds to Haverford students
so that they may undertake off.
campus projects to ''broaden the
range of their human sympathies
and understanding."
Projects may entail a semester's or year's leave, or may be
done on a part-time extra-curricular basis. A selection committee will determine the recipients
of the awards, which may range ·
up to $500 each.
Details of the application and
selection proceedure are available in the Career Planning Office , and applications must be
submitted by April2.

Jacket lost
A blue down jacket with red
hanging strap at the collar was
taken from the coat racks at the
Dining center by someone who
left his own similar coat there.
Please return to Sam Gubins in
Roberts.

SGA agenda ·
L Rollcall
II. Acceptance of minutes
III. Additions to agenda ·
IV. ReportS
a. Concessions - Melanie Edwards
b. Residence - Kim Devlin
.c. Hall meetings
d. Election r~sults - Ros Cummins
e. Plenary
f. Appointments Libby
White
g. Curriculum committee 7
Sarah Murray
V. Announcements
The SGA Meeting will be held
in the
Blue Room of the College Inn at 7 p.m .

Business Club

what it does on its investments;
Assessment of the retirement
community and College acquisitionofHPA;
The financial aspect of the College's expansion plans, or why,
with a decreasing college-age
population, the College chooses
to expand;
Financial advice for College
students;
Diverstment that need not financially damage the Cqllege.
Interested students can discuss
these and other ideas at the
regular meeting of the Business
Club, March 8 at 6:15p.m. in the
Swarthmore room of the Dining
Center.
Following the meeting, at 7
p.m., Ellen and Richard ('66)
Grossman will discuss "Working
together- combining marriage
and family with a successful entrepreneurial career." The couple
founded Cambridge Fabrications, one of the largest highfashion textile import businesses
in the U.S.

SCagenda
Agenda for the Students Council meeting on March 4:
I Student Council Budget:
Transfer of savings to six month
certificate.
II Concession!?: Approval of
Final Proposal
III Appointments: CSSP Approval
·
IV Fact-finding committee on
racism; see last Sun. minutes
V Housing: Is there a solution?
VI Honor
Council . dorm
meetings.
VII Old Business
VIII Other Business

Free _speeches
The Eighth Dimension has,
available on request, copies of
the Feb. 20 Collection speech
"Religion and the future of the
U.S. in the world," by the Rev.
M. William Howard, President of
the National Council of Churches
of Christ in the USA.
Since the snowstorm postponed Collection until noon that
day, all interested- community
members can receive a copy of
that talk by calling Muhammed
Kenyatta or Lee Rothberg · at
649-9600 ext. 222, or stopping
by 316/317Founders.

Health talks
A series of informal discussions will be offered this
semester at the Morris Infirmary
on health related topics. All

Cycle racing
The Cycle Racing -Team will
hold an organizational meeting
this Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the
Sunken Lounge. If you are interested but unable to attend,
contact Bill Thompson or
Howard Chilcoat in Denbigh,
527-5723.

Course forms
Course evaluation forms musC
be turned in by next Friday or a
course evaluation booklet will
not be forthcoming this semester.
If you need blank forms, contact David Lo in Erdman or
Sarah Murray in Pem West.

HC-food bids
Haverford will go out on bids
for next year's food service according to President Stevens.
Stevens reported that he notified
ARA and invited them to submit
bids.

Chile concert
The Chi lean fo lk · group
Quilapayun will appear ia concert at 8 p.m. Thurs. March 8 in
Irvine Auditorium, 34th and
Spruce- Streets. Joan Jara ,
widow of folk artist Victor Jara
who was slain in Chile's military
coup, will appear with the group.
Tickets start at $4.50. For more
information call the Chile
Emergency Committee at 6775591.

Bracelet found
· A gold bracelet was found in
Goodhart auditorium on Feb 24.
If you can identify it, it's yours .
Contact Carolyn at 649-3183.

Mangione 'talks
Haverford Library Associates
have announced t heir 1979 Program .of Events, which· features
three authors and a photographer speaking about their
fields of interest. These events
are open without charge to
Library Associates and t heir
guests.

From the Bryn Mawr Deans'Office
Cornell University
minority summer fellowship

Cornell University offers · a
minority summerfellowship pro-

Bi-College speculators take
note: The Business and Manag~ment Group at Haverfm;d. IS
diversifying. Projects now bemg
explored include:
Contests involving the stock
market, including bonds, options, commodities and stocks.
Haverford's investment situation - why the College earns

discussions will be held from
8;30 to 10 P-Ill· on Thursdays.
Abortion will be the topic of
the March 8 discussion. A guest
speaker from the Women's Suburban Clinic will discuss what is
involved before, during and after
an abortion.
Birth Control what is
available, a nd its effectivenesswill be the topic of the March 22
discussion.

gram for post-junior college
. premed students. Further information is available in the
Undergraduate Dean's Office.

Major teas

Fri., Mar. 2
Fri., Mar. 2
Mon., Mar. 4
Mon., Mar. 5
Wed., Mar. 6
Wed., Mar. 6
Thurs., Mar. 8
Thurs., Mar. 8

political science
chemistry
mathematics
Russian
physics
history
cities ·
Spanish

4 p.m. Vernon Room, Haffner
2:30 p.m. Physics Lounge
4 p.m. Math Wing, Sciences Bldg.
4:30 p.m. Russian House
·
8 p.m. Rockefeller Living Room
4:30p.m. Vernon Room, Haffner
4:30p.m. Vernon Room, Haffner
7 p.m., Vernon Room, Haffner
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discussion by the College's educational Policy Committee (EPC).
Submitted by sociology Prof.
Mark Gould to the faculty last
vear, the proposal was later sent
~ EPC. which is now "di~cussing
the issues" that surround it, according .to EPC student representative Niria Sch us fer.
Other aspects of-the proposal
include ~retooling" the faculty ,
"restructuring" the curriculum
and expanding the admissions
office. ·
Minorities and others

The 200 students "will include
a significant number of blacks,

~BWeepe~

PuertO . _Ricans, chicanos, and
~er-frlin'brities, but will illso in-
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clude whites drawn from various
ethnicgroups which makeup our
society."
'Retooling" the faculty, termed 'the core of the proposal" by
Gould, would take place over a
five year span. During this time,
'50 Haverford faculty members
will have had the opporfurii ty t o•
redefme the nature of at least
some of the courses they teach ,
while being freed from part of
iheir normal teaching obliga-
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,a ,_. p 6) the illryt ~ Gould also proposes that ~courses be restructured in order
lo be accessible to both the
I working~ students and the ·
sludenfs now on· campus, "so as
Se,.. 6l\lilan. Hoooruy to provide a better education for
CDIItic.!aylilnrl',iOO ' all ourstudents."
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Expanded admissions

..... I.inry in ~df~ Expanding tile admi"S.s ions office by establishing stronger ties
with schools likely to furnish
working-class students
is
another aspect of the proposal.
1
Department representative s
night work with the admissions
off~ee to select those student s to
f.e brought to the College with in
ihe program.
Gould contends that grant
!JOney is available to pay "adj::nct" professors to t each
flllSeS ·during the "- retoo1ing
~noo. Tim proposal also allows
for a.director and "at least one
~r_son with extens.l.ve experience
. in leaching students of tl@_ sort
re are desirous of bringing to

,aww•.

CorreCtions

~ campus.

j .'I think it's very clear that this

' ~ a racist community," said
' Gouldin expiainrng the need for
bs proposal. ''We have defined.
il educational strategy which
takes this institution accessible
~ students from upper-middle
class, elitist backgrounds and not

1'1\
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CamPus diversity

accessible to students of perhaps
greater intellectual potential
fr om working class or educationally deprived black, Puerto
Rican and white ethnic backgr ounds," he added.

tain-. Maybe there are sources of
funds out there, but I s uspect
t here aren't," said Ambler, who
did not anticipate much of an increase in working class represent ation unless there were a substantial increase in funds . "It's
going to be tough enough t o stay
where we are, let alone adding,"
he concluded .

Wintner s ilent

EPC Chairman Cla ude Wintner r efused commen t.on t he proposal while it was still in committ ee. He also indicat ed t hat EPC
student representative Jim Findlay's letter outlining t he plan
should not have appeared in The
News (Feb. 2).
Other members of t he administration, however , wer e willing
to discuss the proposal, although
r eaction to Gould's plan was mixed.
Provost Tom D'Andrea , also an
EPC member is, "cer tainly in
favor of diversifying Haver ford
- t he student body, facult y and
administ ration. But it's (the
Gould proposal) a far step . There
a re limit s to what you can do. "

Foundations unwilling

D'Andrea agreed that "raising
money is a hard job, and I don't
know that working class education is a high priority with a
foundation. Until the money's ill
hand, I'm not going to be making
wild claims about it."
St evens agreed, noting that
"Foundations just don't give
money for ongoing programs like
this."
Nevertheless , Gould maintained that, "one will never know until one tries with some systematic effort. The work can't
really be done until the College
commits itself to the program,
subject to its funding," he added.

Stevens interested

President S tevens said, "I
t hink m any t hings in the Gould
proposal are very interesting,
and I'm not unsympathetic to the
approach. I'm commit ted to
keeping this as socially open a
place as possible. " He called it "a
gamble I might be prepared to do
if we had sufficient resources."
But the biggest -objection to
the proposal appears to be financial.
Admissions
Director
William Ambler noted that
"(Director_ of Financial Aid)
David Hoy and I, in a very r ough
kind of way, t ried to figure out
what would happen if t here were
200 mor e 'working class' studen t s ." Ambler est imated t hat a
minimum of $475,000 per year
would be needed for g rants , excluding t he cost s of loans and
jobs, for the 200 students.
.
"These just seem like impossible figures fo r t h e College to at -

25 per class

EPC member Karla SpurlockEvans, who is also the College's
Director of Minority Affairs,
originally felt the College could
increase the number of minority
and working class students to 20
percent "without spending a lot
of money." After conferring with
Stevens, however, she believed
that by lowering Gould's figUre
of 200 students to-100, the College could afford the program-: ,
"If it's true that we cannot afford to diversify along socioeconomic lines, such that 25
more students per average class
of 250 are from working class
backgrounds, then I am very
pessimistic about the College's
capacity to offer its student a
meaningful and diverse experience," comme~ted Spurl_ockEvans.

Along with , D'Andrea and
Ambler, Spurlock-Evans_ also
voiced objections and raised
questions aside from those conceriiingthe program's finances.
An internal process?

Spurlock-Evans had "some
serious questions about the practicality or possibility of success
in retooling: whether the expenditure will justify the gains.
"I believe that much of the

necessary to provide an education for these people?" He continued that "Mark believed,
when he appeared before EPC,
that we were bound to fail for
the first sever al years. That puts
a tremendous moral obligation
on a person ."
A wanted education

Ambler further asked whether
the College was "really providing
the kind of education these students want."
In attempting to explain opposition to his proposal, Gould
noted that "a lot of people are
·just frightened of this. Many of
us are at Haverford simply because its not a very strenuous
place."
"Haverford will be a very mediocre college in 10 years in
terms of the remarkably inferior
student body, unless something
is done," he maintained.
k

One ·of many
Sociology Prof. Mark Gou ld's
proposal to bring 200 working
class student's to campus and to
make changes in the curriculum
and faculty is not- . now
econ9mica lly feasible, according
to College adminisJrators.

change in a class will be as a
result of an· internal process - a
personal self-inspection on the
instructor's part," she explained.
"All the retooling in the world
will not help a professor relate to
students he does not acknowledge as intellectually capable,"
added Spurlock-Evans.
D'Andrea asked "what is

,..

Spurlock-Evans supports "in
general the underlying idea - we
can benefit by a socio-economically more diverse student
body," she said. "However, I do
believe that Mark's is only one
proposal of many that should be
put before the community," added the Director of Minority Affairs .
Schuster agreed that, "it would
be unfair not to look at other
possible ways to deal with the
problem," yet s he added that
"last year, people knew about the
proposal, but they seem to have
forgotten about it. I wish people
would talk to me about it."
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Se lect f rom over 100 Brands Imported & Domes t ic Beer
the Main Lines Beer Can Collectors Headquarters.
H av e you t asted:

GERMANY
Becks
Dab
Dinkelacke r
Dortmunde r
Hofbrau
lsenbeck
Paulaner
Pschorr
St Pau li Girl
Spat en
Wurzbu rger

A USTRALIA
Fost er Lager

USA
Seirra
Du bo is
Fri endship
Old e Engl is h
Duquesne

THE

ENGLAND

HOLLAND

Bass A le
Skol
Watneys Red Barrel Hei neken
John Courage
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Pil sner Urquelt
MEXICO
Dos Equis (XX)
CANADA
Moose head
JAPAN
Mo lson
Ki ri n

PHILIPPINES

IRELAND

i979

Harp Lager
Guinness Stout

San Miguel

USA

Carlsberg

Coors
Heileman
A.B. C .
Iron Cit y
Blat z
Falstaff
Fye & Drum

Schells Steinhaus
Old German
Milwaukee
Old Bohem ian Bock
Olde Froth ings losh
Hop 'n Gator

DENMARK
USA

....

ADDRESS - -- - - ---------------------CITY
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Please send me the Stanford University 1979 Summer
Session !3ulletin.
82

BEER MART

~...

A spectrum of introductory
and advanced courses, worl~
shops, and se minars in the
arts, earth sciences, education, engineering, the humanities, social sciences, and
sciences and mathematics.
Summer session runs June 25
to August 18~
All students in good standing ore invited to attend . For
a course bul letin and application form , moil the coupo n
below to Stanford Summer
Session, 13uilding 1, Stanford
University: Stanfo rd ,
California 94305.
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These goddamn committees, they're a pain in the ass.
· -Haverford philosophy Prof Paul Des~
nstewtfls
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Take the risk
The dorm meetings held to discuss
racism at Haverford are now over, and
t hey have given a few indications both
about the race problem at the College and
about the direction we as a community
.ought to take in bettering understanding
bet ween whites and minorities.
Several messages came through clearly
a t t he meetings: minority students want
t o be treated as peQple, not as problems or
curiosities. Furthermore, they do not see
solving racial difficulties as a matter of
. absorbing minorities into the majority
culture - of obliterating the minority
table in the Dining Center - but rather as
a m at ter of understanding and respecting
differences.
Whites, on the other hand, are eager to
transcend racial barriers, but those very
barriers have prevented them from gaining insight into minority concerns. And
both groups have built up defensive walls
that make un-selfconscious discussion of
race relations extremely difficult.
It seems clear that if racial tensions are
to be eased at the College, whites, blacks,
Hispanics and other minorities will have
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. Social cooperation is now a very salient
part of hi-College life, and it is crucial t hat
it remain so throughout the next few
years. We needn't reinind anyone of the
major role played by the dorm exchange in
social cooperation, and since the next few
years may be trying times in the hi-College community, we don't need a suddenly
plumetting dorm exchange to exacerbate
the matter.
What is more, Bryn Mawr does not just
· "get the costs," while Haverford retains
the benefits of cooperation (as Dean Dunn
has said). The H P A option is very
valuable for an increasing number of Bryn
Mawrters, and it is time the Bryn Mawr
ad.lninistration realized this.
Haverford has finally taken a very sane ·
step toward giving the traditional on. campus area a healt hy blend of all classes.
But to do this requires substantial cooperation on Bryn Mawr's part, and Haverford
must realize that its plans may take
several years t o come t o fruition, once it
ceases acting within its current vacuum.
We acknowledge that there are no easy
solutions to the HP N dorm exchange
problem. But the two Colleges must try
very very hard during the next week to
find one - and this does not mean a
return to the ~tatus quo, either. _Bryn
Mawr must emerge from its shield of
"financial prudence" and Haverford must
come to balance its desl.re for a more
diverse campus with its desire to avoid an
all-male one. In any case, both must do so
soon, for it is already March, and room
draw is upon us.
·,:...' ..,:. ~-;··
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to talk to one another on subjects that
they find uncomfortable. Not surprisingly, then, nobody wants to go first. Whites
fear that if they make an active effort to
learn about minority viewpoints and problems from minorities themselves, they
will be dismissed as condescending white
liberals dabbling in csocial awareness.
Minorities, on the other hand~ do not want
to be put in the position of having to explain-themselves.__ of putting themselves
on show.
The concerns ar.e u"ot unfounded, but
the racial situation at the College
demands that people be willing to push
themselves into uncomfortable situations.
Complacency never breeds true selfexamination, while uncertainty (if it does
not dissolve into panic) can at times be
very beneficial.
The past weeks' meetings have been
useful as a start towards making racial
harmony a reality here instead of a catchword, but they are only a start. If community members refuse to take the risk of
opening up, then discussions on racism
will go nowhere.

Administrators backslide
Three years ago, HPA was an anathe- ·
ma; you couldn't convince a Bryn Mawr
student to live there if you promised her
straight 4.0's.
But times change, and as the Haverford
Park Apartments become a desirable
_reality for Haverford undergraduates,
they take on a similar light for Bryn
Mawrters interested in moving to Haverford - as well as for Bryn Mawrters who
wouldn't have considered it ·until crossliving brought the advantage of culinary
(and other),independence.
·
Thus we are astonished by the stubbon
reluctance on the part of Btyn Mawr to
permit 50 of its matriculants to move
there under the dorm exchange, yet retain
the option of getting off the meal plan.
And we are even more appalled because
this reluctance, coupled with uncooperativeness on Haverford's part, could well
strike the death-knell for social cooperat ion by substantially decreasing the dorm
exchange. ,
We understand the financial hardship
that the 50 would cause for Bryn Mawr
under its current contract with Seilers.
$25 ,000 is indeed a hefty sum for a College t hat anticipates a half-million dollar
deficit in t he coming year.
But we would like to remind the Bryn
Mawr administration that cooperation
isn't merely a financial plus to be reneged
on when it has the potential to cause
financial distress. Cooperation with
Haverford goes beyond relieving Bryn
Mawr of a need for its own .music and
religion departments.
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Answer to -t he problem
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Lest I be identified
_ With the guy ar ound here
Who complains a bout Applebee
I'll ignore her career.
Sitting here hear ing our upright
friends yell
Confronting racism t oo often t o
tell,
Tumminia and Ca r y make selfright eous noise
Condemning the community "those bad lit tle boys!"
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Must you workhard tolll!kl:;
feel guilty?
The answer's not lettasat.i
"holier than thou,"
But better recruiting-It'!
have it rightnow.
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LeaVing }?i-College grind fof, brotherly love
by Jonathan Stevens

Not much to tell, I guess. Spent a night
in the city: no, not Manhattan, neither
sryll..Mawr, no! even Camde~. I ventured
into Philadelphia, that bonafide beautiful
City of Brotherly Love right nex t door.
Left dorm life and its trappings behind,
strode free and inspired down the chilly
Pbilly alleys, played at being a real per~ll. more than a mere student. I masked
11yid~tity in the anonymous darkness of
the city, disturbed only occasiona lly by
eYeDJy-spaced tungsten lamps.
!let the city fully unfold before my
eager eyes.- it still in~ox~cates. There is
an atmosphere of liqmd energy lying
,are in the puddles or Philadelphia
ts, and I haven't mastered it.

Will Durant knows that only someone
·twenty knows more than twenty cen( • ·thus I cannot pose as the self~· cologne-drenched, and urbane
'miiaJe.~er strolling effortlessly into the
!&demy of Music.

-

.

!missed the Paoli Local into town by a
few seconds, and was standing dazed and

Jlllling at the station when a helpful invalid fondling;some stray dogs informed
me !bat a buS/subway combination into
Cster City via 69th St. might be what I
ns looking for, so I bounded onto the
nearest bus and propelled myself into
oowh~.

Where is Upper Darby, anyhow? Alut as obscure as Queens, in the mind of
lll06t decent; honest,

upright, meateating, church-picnic-attending, sort-ofhard-working, Oh-Margaret-won't-ourretirement-be-wonderful, 2 .3-children-inW"--ihe-backyard middle Americans. The bus
and subway were quite unreminiscen t of
, the 'Paoli Local stocked full of Main Line
princesses returning from
their
ShQ!!Akovich.

'1M transport w.as rather black and
graffitied, rather dirty and a little scary,
reryun-Main'Line. The blacks swayed to
I and fro unabashedly .to the unharmonious
workhardtoma.keus j Dirt syncopated throb~ing of the rusty,

~~~1ng
l
recruiting-

Upon jogging vigorously to the Walnut
St. Theater, I found their Woody Allen
special was sold out. Yes. Well. Shit.
What to do , after I kick the nearest wall?
Hey , maybe the Orchestra's playin' tonight. Sure, St evens , you're going to attend the Symphony, the cynosure of proper Philadelphia society, in jeans and
sneakers.
·
I waltzed on over to 14th and Locust,
and found to my understandable delight
that I might have to add to two consecutive failures the inability to get into
the concert hall, due to the 6 1/2 mile long
line for the cheap Amphitheater seats
available: Student heaven, as ·it's affectionately called, is great - acoustically
it's magnificent and the people who sit up
there have none of the money with all of
the sophistication.
Just walking around at intermission is
the most fun one C;an have without
laughing; taking that leap of faith and actually talking to someone is outer spacian.
I got in and jogged enthusiastically up the
679 steps leading to the Amphitheater, to
the taunts of those taking the ascension at
a slower rate: "show-off!" and "Young-un!"
I took a seat next to a very interestinglooking old gentleman, and then promptly
hurried back downstairs in order to grab a
bite to eat. Here identity was blurred as I
jogged wantonly through the garbagecluttered streets. I burst into a cheap
burger joint, blurted out my lusting for
the cheesesteak advertised in the window, no I don't want onions, yeh whip on some
mayonnaise, mind if I just sit by the corner and watch the street?

A rather young black dude who apparently worked there had just dropped a·
few coins into the oversized jukebox in the
corner, and started singing along. Puccini
it wasn 't, but very human it was. Those
jukeboxes are now stereo: one speaker
delivers t he song, and the other emits an
incredibly loud t hrobbing beat twice as
loud as the melody.
I Wanna Hold Your Hand, to Pneumatic
drill. Stouffer's could take some tips' frorp.
a place like this: great service (Hey, you
want mustard on 'at?), beautiful Muzak
("We don't want to sit down, we wanna
get down."), a- comfortable and classy atmosphere (they were taking out the garbage before my eyes as I munched on the
hoagie), and roomy (Occupancy by more
than 14 unlawful read a sign on the wall.)
There was just time upon returning to
the Academy to read the program notes
before the start of the all-Brahms concert.
':Twas truly an incredible concert: a
refr~shing and-thorough thrill came over
me throughout the performance. The last
piece on t he program was his 4th Symphony; by the work's conclusion I dis- covered an involuntary grin on my face
from ~ar to ear, and I found myself en. thusiastically applauding the mastery of
~rahms and the ·Philadelphia Orchestra,
while falling short of really understanding what the composer had in mind.
I felt simply incredibly exhilarated; all
that the program notes had spouted came
true through the performance; I physically sensed the humor, the "darkly handsome tones," the happiness which enveloped Brahms at the time he wrote a
few of the pieces, the compassion find
warmth which Brahms was expressing to
a friend in one section, the interplay and
interweaving of themes - of beauty. It
was transplendent, almost as great as doing bells, but more spiritually uplifting.
And then the d~ncing. I Morrised all
·around the dry fountains near the entrance to the subway and Penn Center, to
the amusement of many nearby folks. In
spontaneity and weirdness like dancing in
downtown Philly late one night, you have
to tell yourself you won't be intimidated

L€tters to the Editor
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Satirization not violent representation

itrightftOW.

~in response to Mary Van Buren's

.~:ie;-in-last weeks News concerning the
·~moolic enactment of a rape" in the

~hman class finale. It seems to me that
~t is not only reading too much into it,

.~...-er's~tocome~ r.r. a1so doing some of her own append_..J. t.dfelJows. '·g '
beJ're not suw
L ·

! ="

O.P.G~

speeding subway, taut features screwed
forward, unspeaking. Some spoke, however, boister ously and with good cheer to
friends on the train. ·
The atmosphere was unst~rile, un- upperclass, unmasked, and utterly without
pretense. Was t his a proper place for a
nervous , upper-middle class, well- intentioned H averford College student? Unequivocally yes.

Fl!St of all, Ms. Van Buren con t ends

,81

j tJtone need not "be Freudian to under>.!!ld the intagery of a battering r am

1

1

:.-~aking into a fortified enclosure,

~P€Qally when the ram is a t welve foot
r\al~s." This is quite true. However none
:f~eabove took place.
.Theeleven foot four inch (Let's stick to
';:ts. Mary.) phallus did not break into
~~'fortified enclosure" and in fact never
.:.;n approached the side of the stage
tt!re the "fortress of Virginity" was
~ted. Now that we've established wha t
~f pby did not entail, let us examine
ltatactually happened.
,The SCene was meant to depict how a
~hman, newly exposed to chaste, frigid
l bMawrters, begins to suffer delusions
.1gtandeur and drE:)ams of conquest and
~ ual gratification for himself and his
:~:n~. The conquest which we were
~lr!zmg in this skit had nothing t o do

cnday,March 2, 1979

with violence. What it dealt with was the
urgent "gotta get me a woman tonight"
emotion which permeates every party on
campus .
This seeking out a sexual partner (and
women do it , too, dear .) is aggressive, but
not violent. Wha t we attempted to depict,
a nd wh at you misread, was the aggressive, not violen t, pursuit of sexual
g ratification. Rape is never sexually gratifying, n ot even for the rapist .
What "King Kock" depicted was not a
"manifes tation .. . of sexual violence." but
rather a satirization of sexuarfantasy. Examine t he lyrics t o the song. They cont ain no r efer ence t o sexual assault. What
t h ey point to are delusions of grandeur,
and those delusions of grandeur, in the
opinion of 95 per cen t of the Class Nite audience wer e funny.
Furt h ermore , Ms. Van Buren claims
that "The sexual a ttitudes presented in
that sketch m er ely added .to t~e ins~nsitive atmosphere of a society .m wh~c~
rape is an unquestioned and fnghtemng
part of all our lives. " To that bold accusation 1 can only reply that no sexual attitudes were presented in that sketch.
What we did was to sat irize a sexual at-

titude which adds to the frustrations of a
majority of people in our society. Also, I
did not realize that rape was "an unques;
tioned . .. part of all our lives," but I suppose that living ·in an ivory tower like
Jersey City, I've become out of touch with
the uglier aspects of society:
Finally, instead of moving her soapbox
to another corner, Ms. Van Buren tries to
draw a parallel between the "recent sexual
assault of a Bryn Mawr student" and the
freshman finale.
By aligning what was intended as a
farce with a despicable act of unmitigated
cruelty, Ms. Van Buren implies that all
those who took part in, or were even
slightly amused· by the freshman finale
are degenerate paFiahs whose presence on
this earth is, to say the least, regrettable.
I only hope that she and Mr. Cary can save
the world.
Kevin Rush '82

P.S. I wonder if any of you realized
when your parents were reading you the
story of "The Three Little Pigs" that it
was the symbolic enactment of a rape .
After all, ohe does not have to be Freudian
to understand the imagery of a wolf huffing and puffing on a fortified enclosure.

The Bryn Mawr-Haverford College News

by what the passing cars, the imposing
buildings, the whole coniormist environment tells you you'll do.
You shall walk in a straight line to get
where you are going. Well, maybe you will
and probably' you will but maybe you
won't. Why can dancing free to soul as
nothing else ? ~

..

Anyhow , I swear that William Penn
atop Penn Center's pinnacle smiled at me
a smile embodying 300 years of accumulated wisdom. That Ultimate Quaker
smiles upon seemingly senseless spontaneity.

,\
'' {.
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Reorganize draft

I would like to thank Rob Kusner and AI
Essa for their letter concerning the draft
proposal passed at the most recent
Plenary. (The News, Feb. 23, p. 10). Joe
Prochaska and I have decided to reply in
separate letters to The News, because we
differ on several points.
The basic .philosophy behind the proposal is that a peacetime military draft
should not be adopted by the United
States government, nor should the old
system of Selective Service be reestablished. My personal belief is that a
person should not be forced to serve in a
military organization during peacetime,
when an individual's freedom is far more
important than any organization.
Furthermore, the re-adoption by Congress of the old Selective Service system is
unacceptable because it is discriminatory
and can be considered as merely the first
step on the road to the draft. Most sources
agree that the re-establishment of the
Selective Service system would mean the
return of the draft in a short time.
This does not mean I necessarily oppose
nonmilitary · conscription by a central
authority. Conscription would be acceptable if it allowed alternatives to" military
service, such as service in government
agencies other than the armed forces, or
work in an organization such as VISTA or
the Peace Corps. Indeed, I advocate such a
system.
(think that two years of mandatory
service to our country is a good ·idea, if
that two years of mandatory service
allows some freedom of choice regarding
the type of service, and as long as such a
system did not discriminate on the basis
of sex.
I would, however, place one restriction
on this proposed service. Although aH
United States citizens, regardless of race,
sex, creed, or national origin, between the
ages of eighteen and twenty-four, exempted only for reasons of health , would be required to serve, an individual could not be
forced to interupt a college career.
That does not mean that one could be
exempted for -educational reasons. I am
just asking that no one be forced to leave
college in the midst of working for a
degree.
I believe that I have adequately
answered the questions raised by the letter of Messrs. Essaand Kusner. If they, or
anyone, wishes to discuss anything re::garding "the draft proposal, I would be
more than happy to talk with you. I live in
315 Gummere, and am there most evenings from seven to nine.
Finally, if you would like a copy of the
proposal sent to your Congressmen and
Senators in your name, see me, Joe Prochaska, or a member of student government.
Daniel Harper, '82
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Where do I begin and where does it all
end? I wish I could answer this. The racist
tendencies of Haverford College even
reach to the level of intramural sports,
basketball to be exact. Some might imply
that I, Kevin Long, am a sore loser and
poor sport. So be it. I am a tough competitor and I, like anyone else, love to win.
But how do you win a basketball game
when you only _h ave five players on the
court and the other team has six or seven
men on the court?
All the old stereotypes of the Black
Super Athlete are obvious. On Monday,
my team, the Joint, lost in the A-league
finals . It is not important who we lost to,
what is important though, is that the officiating was a factor in the outcome of
the game.
- Even spectators could see the biases
because tliey were so blatant. You ask me
to cite examples; members of the opposing
team stated that they were glad to win
but not in the manner that they did, two
of the five starting players on the Join.t
fouled out of the game, two of the rest of
the starting five had four fouls apiece.
What makes it worse is that these four
players are members of the minority community-at Haverford. Dave Cohen repeatedly inquired about the number -of fouls
on key players on the Joint, asking
whether or not they had fouled out. He
also said to Bruce Newman; "My younger
brother plays better than you." This is ob.vious hostility against an important ball
player on the Joint. Even the league's
commissioner, Skip Jarocki, supposedly
an objective, impartial observer , displayed jubilation during . our opponent's
win. He also selected the officials for the
game.
These are just the racial factors involved in one game. Throughout the course of
the season we encountered racial · bias;
Carlos and I were referees in the league
and only once did we ref a game involving
one of the top four teams. Virtually all of
our games were officiated by members of

the top teams.
Most of the close games we were involved in saw us burdened by fouls, many
which were, not only invisible, -but invidious. Overcoming these obstacles was a
fruitless venture, we lost the big one.
More important, our opponents did not
beat us, the officiating beat us.
Do not mistake me, my cynicism and
bitterness does not only come from the
subjective nature of intramural basketball. It reaches deeper into the social,
political and cultural racism prevalent at
Haverford.
Retrospectively, I cannot say my four
years at: "Haverfraud" have been happy. I
have become too cynical and bitter because of the racist attitudes and men tality
inherent in the College. I wonder if the
presently heightened racial awareness
will help. My four-year stay at "Haverfraud" has left me disillusioned, bitter ,
and cynical. Most of all ANGRY.
Kevin C. Long ' 79
co-captain of "The Joint"
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I'm sitting by a swimming pool
I sip a tall drink, sweet and cool
And water beads upon the glass.
The waves roll in. The days, t hey pa~s.
The rich man's daughter brings me food,
I kiss her cheek and whisper lewd
Remarks into her giggling ear.
She says I'm bad and pours me beer

.

_,.

And then champagne until I totter .
Lips are cooler , skin is hotter,
Lose my mind. I lose my head
And t umble with her into bed.
And then I wake up from my slumber,
Chilled by February, numb or
J ust plain sick of snow and ice
I try to sleep, find paradise.
somnambulan tly,
docherty
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The Freedonia Film Series (the film
series that can't afford to bomb) would
· like to thank the community for their support of our grand opening. Mr. Marx
would have been proud of the acceptance
of Freedonia. We have decided not to fade
into oblivion, but to come back even
stronger with another film .
In response to the proposed reinstatement of the draft and the continued escalation in Southeast Asia, t he
Freedonia Film Series believes it is our duty to show the finest , sat irical, anti-war
comedy that currently exists. The film is,
of course, Stanley Kubrick's "Dr. Strangelove," starring Peter Sellers and George C.
Scott.
Winner of 60 international awards, the
film was initially criticized ·for going too
far, only to be surpassed by America's
foreign policy in the late sixties and early
seventies.
Showings are at 8:30 and 10:30 tonight
in Stokes. We will continue to hold o ur admission price to one dollar.
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is made explicit in
the proposal that it is a
~ working proposal'
meant to provoke further
discussion of the issues
and concerns that it
raises. Since everyone
else is dragging their
leet, we would like to do
some prod~i~g.

·- -------=-...
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Science security checkupRecent articles in both The News and The College News have reporteda ~l·
security in the Science Building . As science majors, this is a:n issue withwhib~
very concerned. Reports from friends who regularly study at theScieneelluikliJrt l
to believe t h at t here r eally was no step-up in security, therefore we drtil!da:
vestigate t he sit uat ion. The following a r e our findings:

Date
Februa r y 20

Februar y 21
Feb r uar y 22

Febr uary 23

Febr uary24

T ime
9 :30-9:50 p.m.

Observations
Three doors· were open: the !*Jii!
back door, the geology door, llllll tlt
front door of the building.•
No security guard was pn!lll
anywhere in the building
9 :00-9:45 p.m.
Same as previous night.
8 :30-9:1 5 p.m.Four doors were open: the ph~
door, the geology door, ~ -
front door, and the front door<lit
building.*
No security guard was ~
anywhere in the building.
8:30-9:10 p.m.
Four doors were open: the Iiiii.
door, the physics back door,
· chemistry door that leads -18 IIJ.
organic chemistry lab**, andtheflll
door of the building* .
8:30-9:10 p.m.
Three doors were open: t.h!! 1111
front door, the physics backdolr.11i
the front door of the building.*
The same security guard was seen•
two floors.

Tobegin with, Mr. GoUt's J10PB1 ill
obviously not ll'ithoutwtlbas. .
1)The exactnature ol tile~
~left open. I! faeulty memben iDteraBial
in this program are to be giwn lime elf to
restructure their C0U1Be! C11e lllllld if II
!now enct1y what they are ..,.., to
liaveto show fir their efbta.
mThe Jlll1Q!II is ..._ ill ill
/efmition of 'wmtiug da' .... I
llljor point amsideriug lilt llle JIIOPiillll
~ lba!e people to IXIIIIIie fallyfifthofHava'ford'sstw~eatbody.
3)lt-- the lliDt fmMiiug for ad
an ambitious progrq ~ be bmd. At
~e Barclay~ ~ ol '1'-1...
Feb. 20 ·Mr. 8ieftas esfimaled ~
!iO!lll!ed Pf\1l1ll wouij ~
unately S2 000 000 a • ·
no,OCKJ,coo ~ loti 'l'bis . Jell. or

I

*Physics front door should only be open on one side.
..,;
* *Ch emistry doors cannot be locked simply by pulling the door shu~~ :1
used. On th e night of February 23r d , we called the security guard to
took approximately 25 minutes for the guard to arrive.
.
We respectfully submit t he following suggestions to the admini~trati:d~i
a. It would be better to have lights on in stairways, rather than m un
,
b. Security's telephone number should be on t he telephones, for easy a~ !Xi
c. Si~s saying. "~ull door shut" should be placed o~ all doors ~~ ('Jitt'
·aut omatically. This m cludes all doors except for t he chemistry doors, which
.I
locked with keys.
.
. ....
d. A security guard should be at t he Science Building permanently, WJthou1
security presence on t he rest of the campus.

Ti mothy Sullivan '81
Matthew Kelly '81
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The Concert Series Committee

I dream or sand and of sea water,
Sparkling green. A rich man's daughter
Pretty, tan, with soft attraction
Stares at me and yearns for action.

'f OU DOES/tJ '( H1f F'm G4U

1 YJI4

The Concert Series Committee was distressed by the mayhem that preceded the
George Thorogood concert last Friday.
We apologize for the ·possibility that the
mob scene in the lobby caused people·
physical- harm or had a detrimental effect
on their enjoyment of the concert.
Considerable damage was done to Goodhart Hall before and during the concert,
primarily at the hands of non-College people. To prevent that type of occurence
from happening again, we are recommending the following changes in procedure to SC and SGA:
1. No person without a Bryn Mawr or
Haverford College ID will be allowed to attend a Concert Series concert.
2. The doors will be opened at least onehalf hour before the scheduled start of the
concert.
3. Security guards from outside of the
hi-College community will be hired t o
keep order at the concerts.
The above changes are necessary if the
Concert Series is to be allowed to use an
on-campus auditorium. Above all , we
want hi-College students to have a safe
and enjoyable time at the concerts.
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Alternate proposal on diversity at, Haverford
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In the wake of recent campus discussions more people are searching for
"creative solutions to the problem of
racism at Haverford." This search has led
to a wider consideration of the proposal
presented by Prof. lV!ark Gould to the
faculty a year ago. (For those who are still
unfamiliar \yith the proposal, Jim FindJay's letter to The News on page 10 of the
Feb. 2 edition gives a general summary
which is adequate for our purposes here.)
Although it has been discussed by faculty committees, notably the Educational
Policy Committee and .the Humanities
Committee, no action has been taken except to conclude that:
1) A fundamental revision of our curriculum based on a questioning of our
basic offerings is inappropriate. The
assumption being that st udents who do
not find these offerings relevant will not
choose to attend Haverford (Humanities
Committee Minutes 4/8/78).
2) The proposal offered by Mr. Gould is
not specific enough to act upon (Jim
Findlay's letter, column three, eight lines
from the bottom).

1) The College Committee on Faculty
Appointments has finally begun to move
toward fulfillment of its charge, increasing the minority representation in the
fac ulty to reflect that of the U.S. population by 1982.
2) The Committee on Administrative
.Hiring has moved even more forcefully in
t.l-tis direction.
3) More conscientious recruiting of
minority students by the Admissions Office has led to a marked increase i.n the
numbers of minority students in the
classes of '81 and '82 . Counting
minorities, women, and working class
students presently attending Haverford
one finds almost 200 have been accounted
for .
4)_Over the past year the Director of
Minority Affairs, Karla Spurlock-Evans,
has continued to play an increasingly effective role within our community.
5) Lastly, but most importantly for our
proposa-l, the Eighth Dimension program,
the result of pz:otracted efforts primarily
on the part of students like Bob Waldman
'78, is now a reality. After only one year
fully one fifth of the student body has
volunteered for this program.
The concerns and issues raised by Mr.
Gould are legitimate and timely. Capitalizing on the progress made in the past
year, but recognizing the weaknesses of
Mr. Gould's proposed program, we would
like to offer some suggestions on how we
should proceed in the near future.

would of course be submitted to the WRO
as well as the professor.
Biologx 101b: A Behavioral View could
be designed to incorporate volunteer work
in a V .D. clinic, or a family planning agency. One of the three lab sections would
consist of this volunteer work as an alternative to the end of the semester lab project.
THE ABOVE SPECIFIC EXAMPLES
ARE NOT lN ANY WAY ATTEMPTS TO
SINGLE OUT INDIVIDUALS. THEY
ARE PROVIDED AS DEMONSTRATIONS OF THE POTENTIAL THAT
ALREADY EXISTS HERE AND WHICH
CAN BE MORE FULLY REALIZED
WITH A LITTLE IMAGINATION.

the volunteers. Faculty will have to
restructure some of the curriculum to incorporate the social service aspects into
their courses. The Administration will
have to raise the money.

Haverford has traditionally nurtured an atmosphere· of introspection and self-examination. Maybe it is time to
shift our gaze. We think
that Daniel Berrigan put
it very well when he said
uto deal successfully
with the problems on
campus, you have to deal
with the problems offcampus."

Any course revision outside of the
Freshman Seminar program would be better accomplished as a cooperative effort
bet ween t eachers and interested students,
especially majors who had -taken the
course previously.
In the spirit of maximizing our potential, we would like to point out that as
:
· · ~, ~~.
recent ly as the late '60s Haverford
students were expected to fulfill a
If it is appropriate to talk of a "grass
physical education OR SOCIAL SERVICE
roots" movement within this community,
requirement for graduation. We would
It is made explicit in
then surely such a movement.will be needlike to see this requirement reinstated and
ed to ensure the success of· this · or any
the proposal that it is a
can think of no ggod argumeri.t to the consimilar proposal. We can not reasonably
11
trary.
WOrk-ing
proposal"
expect any committee or individual to do
The long established Presidential
the job which is rightfully the respon- ·
meant to provoke further
Discretionary Fund has . subsidized
.sibility of the entire community.
students doing volunteer work over the
discussion of the issues
Peter Vos '80
summer. Following that lead why not
Mark
Grunblatt '79
and concerns that if ,
Instead of .restructur- creat~ more opportunities for students
raises. Since everyone ing the entire curriculum who must work to finance themselves durP.S. On an apparently unrelated topic,
ing the school year using the newly
we would like to say that it has been an
else is dragging their aver a five year period it established John R. Coleman awards as a honor
and a pleasure to have worked with
feet, we would like to do may be wiser to begin by guideline?
the Class of '79 in the last four Class Nite
The appropriateness of making Eighth
Productions. We rest on our laurels confisome pfodd_ing.
restructuring the most Dimension volunteer programs a gradua- , dent that it will be a long time before any
requirement has been challenged on
class again captures the Best Actor's
flexible parts of the cur- tion
the following grounds:
Award three years running by three dif1) Such "socially conscious" programs
riculum. The -most obferent actors.
have no place in academics. This may be a
vious area is the Fresh- defensible position at Amherst' or
To begin with, Mr. Gould's proposal is
but not at Haverford.
obviously not without weaknesses.
man Seminar program. Princeton,
2) The College would be implicitly sanc1) The exact nature of the restructuring
These
courses
are tioning the activities of any organization
is left open. If faculty members interested
in this program are to be given time off to
In our letter to TP,e News last week we
famous for their novel ap- to which it provided student volunteers.
The Director of the Eighth Dimension
restructure their course& one would like to
stated that Rep. Hamilton of New York
proaches to interesting Program, · Muhammad Kenyatta , has had proposed a new selective serviceknow exactly what they are supposed to
pointed out that eyen if this were true,
have to ·show fur their efforts.
conscription plan to Congress. It should
fields and wide variation there
is a sufficient number of agencies
2) The proposal is ambiguous in its
have read that Rep. Holtzman (N.Y.) has
in both structure and which the College could easily support, submitted
defmition of "working class" students, a
this proposal.
without compromising its ethical standmajor point considering that the propos~!
Rob Kusner '81
content.
ards.
expects these people to comprise fully one .·
AI Essa '81
3) It is unfair to inflict upon any
fifth of Haverford's student body.
organization volunteers who don't want to
3) It assumes the grant funding for such
be there. This is a legitimate reservation. ·
an ambitious program could be found. At
It should be a relatively easy task to · For this reason, we have carefully design- .
the Barc;lay Dorm Meeting of Tuesday,
ed this proposal to maximize the utility of
Feb. 20 Mr. Stevens · estimated that the
design eight Freshman Seminars (four to
Whilst Applebee sits in her room:
the socially relevant Eighth Dimension
proposed program would cost approx- . be taught each semester) incorporating
Her brain's obviously sapped,
program, while -maintaining its purely
community service aspects relevant to the
imately $2,000,000 a year,
or
Though this week she wrote not of doom
voluntary nature.
field of study. For example, students in
$10,000,000 in total. This is roughly half
. Our proposal, incorporation of socially
Her "wet cow" description's quite apt .
The Environmental Crisis might work for
Haverford's present endowment.
relevant volunteer programs as attractive
the Sierra Club, those enrolled in The
4) To assume that at the end of five
:·A marvel of meter!" a voice says to me
options in:
Scientist as Revolutionary could help the
)'ears "the funds would disappear, but the
While noting the wonderful rhyme ,
1) eight Freshman Seminars
Keystone Energy Alliance. Students takprogram would continue" seems unrealBut as for humor it's slightly off-key
2) three General Programs courses
ing Literature of the Ghetto could assist
Yitic. The 200 "working class" students
Her poems must be just too sublime.
3) fulfillment of credit for graduation
any number of inner-city community
that would be admitted would probably
4) employment for students receiving
groups.
require some form of financial aid.
I sit in my room longing to know
fmancial aid, is a workable solution to the
The possibilities do not end with the
Last spring the Board of Managers
Upon
what poet she is modeled,
problems
and
concerns
addressed
above.
Freshman Seminars. Even within the
made it clear that "it is a practice, and not
it be Byron-or Donne-or Shelley-or
Could
Funding
for
this
proposal
should
be
more
established
parts
of
the
curriculm
a policy, of the College to meet the full
Poenowhere near ten million dollars. In fact,
possibilities exist. Many General Profinancial needs of admitted students."
Keats never wrote such ineffable twaddle!
it should not substantially increase the
grams courses could be expanded to inDirector of Financial Aid, David Hoy, an·fundings for the programs we have menclude some service component.
ticipates potential difficulty in continuing
I'll shut up righ t now about this feminine
tioned.
Instead of simply letting weekly
this practice with the classes of '83, and
bard
This
proposal
does
not
need
a
five
year
assignments
in
Problems
in
Public
ooyond. Under these circumstances it
It
can
be
implemented
using
timetable.
For
this poem's really a dumb thing,
Management culminate in a final exam,
does not seem advisable to intentionally
But
seeing as Applebee's thoroughly Bryn
our
present
resources.
If
work
began
now
students
who
throughout
the
semester
increase the number of students receiving
Mawr'd
we could have a working program by
have worked for the Welfare Rights
aid beyond the presently estimated 40~/o
She ciughta come up with something!
September.
level.
·
Organization (a . group dedicated to prothis
proThe
burden
of
implementing
Furmite MacGregor '81
tecting
the
rights
of
local
welfare
reciSince the proposal was first presented
P.S. "Leisure" don't rhyme nohow with
pients) could submit plans for the' reor- ' posal is evenly spread throughout the
to the faculty the situation at t he College
community., Students will, of course, be
"pleasure."
ganization of that group. These plans
has changed.
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The third secret

Desultory thoughts on random subjects __ ··

Eeny; Meeny, Jelly Beanie, the Spirits are
about to speak.
·
-BullwinkleMoose
b Martha Ba less

Y
Y
.
Desultory thoughts on random subjects:

Assum~~ that w_e do ge_t th~s new student bwldmg, ~Ith sw~n:mg pools,
squash courts, offices,
cafes,
a, cyclotron, what are we-gomg_to _call
It. Its not too early to start thmking,
someone comes up with "Deficit
Hall.,
_got
Applebee Barn and a Corneha Otis Skmner Workshop (no, we do,
really) so we could go the alumnae rou~e:
Hepb~n Hall, Moore Hall, Balch Hall,
McFolhcle Hall. Or Wales: the next county
down seems to be Brecknock. All I ask is

auditonu~s,

~~d

befo~?
~eve

~n

that we don't name it after a faceless per- son who had the virtue to have a lot of
money.
Can somebody tell me (I'm sure somebody will) what Miriam Coffin Canaday
did?
. What is the difference between spendmg money to ensure a good college, which
will attract applicants, and spending
money to establish features that will attract applicants? Corollary: is the essential difference between squash courts and
a music department that the squash
courts are a nice tangible feature that will
attract applicants?
Corollary: Why do we cut things to save
money and then, finding money again,
spend it on entirely different things? I'm
just asking. .
-

. •t•IC 'VIO
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tly
misdirected'
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Mr. Sikov's "Are We Missing the
Point?" (the New~, 16 February 1979) is
violently misdirected. The use of we is a
convention that dictates that a writer
might niake his point more persuasively if
he identifies himself with his reader; in
this instance, however, it is undiluted insolence that prompts its use. From his article it is clear that Mr. Sikov thinks he's
not "missing the point;" what he is really
asking is: "Are you missing the point?"
I humbly submit that we are not; further, I suggest that Mr. Sikov's article
serves only to proclaim grandly its
writer's appalling parochialism and show
puerile his smug preten~ions to intellec- ·
tual elitism.
.
"Swept Away by an Unusual Destiny in
the Blue Sea of August" is not a "goddawful attack on women and decency,"
and neither is it a depiction of the
"phallus-oriented subjugation of women"
(despite the awe-inspiring Billy Wilder).
Lina Wertmuller does not insist "on
· smearing happy sadism across the screen
for the audience's pleasure without caring
or even knowing a,bout the resulting
shallowness," nor does she reduce "Marxist political dynamics to a cheap affair on
a beach."
These pronouncements not only miss
the point: they wallow in the sty of intolerable sophistic self-confidence. Even a
cursory examination of the substance of
the film will demonstrate . . .
"Swept Away" neatly divides .into
halves: the first, dealing with the domination of money, property, and their possessor in the "civilized" world; the second,
with the domination of instinct,
resourcefulness, and their possessor in the
"primitive" world. Sex and Marx merely
provide the gauges on which the shift in
power is indicated. Hence, it is entirely
fallacious to picture womanhood as the
sole subject of assault.
In the first part, it is a woman who "attacks" and "subjugates" with her unopposed tirade against Communism - (which
against Gennarino constitutes mental
rape) and with her cruel demonstration of
sexual superiority in her provocative sunbathing. The "happy sadism" Mr. Sikov is
so concerned about is merely a demonstration of power: hers is through mental
cruelty; his, through physical brutality.
And this supposed "sadism" is really
quite harmless: he enjoys her cock-teasing, and her skin remains flawless after
repeated "attacks." Thus it would seem
that the "resulting shallowness" is properly in Mr. Sikov's mind.
"Abrupt cuts, ineffectual camera movements, and a basic inability to construct a
coherent scene were at the core of 'Swept
Away.'" With all appropriate respect for
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What we ~eed is a world where,
confront _Chm~ und~r the Social ~~~
Code f? r mvadmg VIetnam- and~
they will come to the meeting and . <:
.

What happened to the chair swing in
the Dorothy_Y~rnon Roo~?
One Admisswns recrmter, ~n alum~a,
who v:as he~e last semester said some _mterestmg thmgs about how the outside
world sees Bryn Mawr. When people have

a ~eg~~ive impressio~ oft~~ College, _she
said, Its ~ot t~~t were elitist, snobbish,
gay or gnr:ds: Its that Bryn
has a
number of_crazieS.
There IS a pomt, she smd, ~o the admirable goal of socializing the hitherto ur:socialized, but who ":'ants ~ send their
daughter to a place
a SIZable popula_tion of senously d1_s~urb~d peo~le?
Creativity, ev~n eccentnc1ty, IS one thmg;
derangement IS another.
'
I saw "Superman" last week, and the_rf s
one scene where the outlaws take off m a
boat with the police shooting at them
fromHonor
the dock.
saysthiS commumty
!'lbo"?t
our
CodeItand
ill

II'ttt:::
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Sldered for publication.
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anything deemed libelOUS
or offensive

general that I t~ought, for a ~eeting m~Mr. Sikov, I disagree. In terms o~. strucment before reality retu;,ned, Why don t
ture, the film may again be divided m two: they just confront them?
the-scenes primarily on the yacht, and the
scenes primarily on the isl~nd. we~t
The News welcomes submissions for
muller achieves rhythm by usmg the apquote of the week. Quotes should be by
propriate tempo for each part.
.
faculty or administration members and s ub·
The scenes on the yacht are constituted
mitted to . Llew Young in Denbigh by
of a frenzied succession of shots that a;Wednesday evening.
company the incessant beat of Raffaela s
mouth. The scenes on the island follow
each other in languid succession. B"?t
there are slow and peaceful sequences _m
the yacht scenes; ther~ are fr_antJc,
lem exists, but for the sake of 81Jl11Ei;
In response to the letter last week from
energy-filled sequences m the Island
wilr assume that America'11armedn
Messrs. Kusner and Essa, I would like to
scenes. The effect of these is variety. Or:e
might even be tempted to say symbohc
give my reasons, for opposing peacetime · are unprepared · to meet a war l&t;
_m ore than a few weekS. According ~a t
... Wertmuller's "abrupt cuts" are hardly
registration and/or conscription. My
report rpadeb y the Joint Chiefsof&li ,
"ineffectuaL"
reasons are both libertarian and
Mr. Sikov maliglis Wertmuller's camera
to the President in 1978 on llle deki '
"pragmatic."
movements. I think they were intelligentposture_ of the United _.States, it ~ I
My libertarian argument is based on one
ly, even cleverly done, and always _with a _ simple principle: peacetime registration
take seven months to recruit ll!d In:.
men.
~
view towards the evocation of the nght efand/or conscription goes beyond the
This may seem like an intaminliy lr; I
fect: the long shot _from the disinterested
power of a liberal democratic government.
"eye" in the final scene; the long shot from
period ofj ime; yetwhenitmplal~i!t :
(I inctude registration with conscription
the sympathetic-eye in the seen~ where
proper perspective the lll8Jl!lOlWl!l* ·
because registration is but a prelude to
Gennariiio tenderly holds a sleepmg Rafbecomes
the least nf our worries. l\ri
conscription and in any case places one in
faela amidst a barren section of the island;
would take six months to achieft ll) 1 '
fear of conscription. From now on I will
the evocative panning of the slo'_'l'lY
replacement rates for munitions (blk '
use the term "draft" to mean "registration
changing horizon; the diagonal trackmg
shells, etc_.), nine months to • ,
and/or conscription.") I see my duties -to
shot of Gennarino as the helicopter moves
- replacement rates in rifles ml tili
my country as paying taxes, obeying conaway from the pier.
missiles, over 9nll year for 1!111!!
stitutional laws, and defending my counScenes are constructed on the screen
fighting vehicles (tanks, PAC's,er.J.ai ·
try against attack.
over two . years for planes&.1 JJjf
and reconstructed ~in some cas~s) in t~e
In times of war when the country is
ticated wea'Ponry.
~
vdiewtert'shmdi~d. Tht e~r cpoahretrteontcheei~i~!:~ ~~ under. attack, the government may deWe will have trained t.rooiB. '-••
ue o e rrec or, m
·
d h I
· th
d
·
h · k W tm Her has admirably fulfilled
ma_n t at serve m e arme services.
guns to put in their hands. ToCI)II8tl
t m
er u
Bemg from Tennessee, I would probably
hers
d. · y
·
t.
"readiness"
problem would
volunteer
to defen It . et m peace
Mr· S'k
1 ov's "Wer. t mu 11e r's bungled ath
.
d tn 1me,
penditure of_tens of billiollll ofi6Dt
tern ts at artiness only exposed her lack
t ere IS no war, no enemy, an
us no
defense. Needless to say, this W!J IIf ,
need. for a draft
0f p h
pect sends the military-industriaJtulji.l
a co eren t an d th ou ghtful aesthetic
""'"
•"
h . To allow
d th e· government
h
l'f ·
has the - tone of a holy prophet laying
to d1ct~te w at I_am to o Wit ~Y 1_ em
1
into backflips.
·
. t m an the dicta for
peacetime,
of natwnal
down for 1gnoran
, what
- , · even m
b the
· name
t l't
·
1
I oppose peacetime registratiou Ill«
secunty, ISh to su mit· to tod a f1 ananlib
rue.
s h ou ld an d sh ould n Ot be ., in view of the
conscription for the reasons-&OOw:~!l
ualifications he presents, I find it
I oppose t e peacetime ra t on
eragree with these reasons, you canb.. ~
ll
t
tanan
grounds.
q
repe en .
.
_
stopping tn e draft by contacting,-tt
But perhaps, what is most offensive
I also oppose the peacetime draft for
gressmen and the 'President. Forii!GrEI
about Mr. Sikov's article is his grotesque
"pragmatic" reasons. The draft has been
tion on objection to the draft el'!ll d'
sneer at the moral, aesthetic, and intellechailed as a cure for all the arm€d services'
does pass, you can contact these pi!'
tual "validity" of the community. I protest
manpower needs and for our lack of "milCentral Committee for
against his -assumption that "the basic
itary readiness." It is neither of these. AcConscientious Objectors
cording to the Pentagon, our armed fo r ces
-'
desire of the crowd at "Swept Away" was
2016 Walnut Street
are understrength. The crux of this probto be impressed by something foreign ."
Philadelphia, Pa. 19100
I protest against his snide remark that
lem is the failure to recruit and retain
(215) (568-7971
"Wertmuller's film .. . might well appeal
non-coms; at all other levels we are close
to the strength the Defense Department
to an audience who hasn't read Marx and
N a tion~l Interreligious Servit'e ~r;
can't speak Italian." I protest against his
recommends.
Conscientious ObjectoJS
conception of "this community's desire for
We have, in fac t, more generals per man
550 Washington Bldg.
esoterica and quasi-intellectual pointnow than ever before. The peacetime
15th and-New York Ave.NW
making."
.
.
draft will not solve this problem, for it
D.C. 20005
, Washington,
Finally, I protest agamst his condeswill only bring in enlisted men who will
(202) 393-4868
serve one term (without enough sargeants
cending approach, his conte:nptuous tone,
and his holier-than-t~o~ attitude. I refu~e
to lead or train them properly) and t hen
Incidentally, you can stillhave&ll Pl';
to have my moral pnnc1pl~s, my aesthetic
leave, reducing .the professionalism and
the Plenary resolution sent to ymg t~t
judgements. and my mtellectual rereadiness to a lower leveL
gressmen: just send me a note viA caDit~
sponses, created, dictated, thrust upon me
Nor will the peacetime draft solve our
mail or in person giving -your stale--·
by some (two-bit ignoramous).
"readiness" requirements. It is quesdistrict along with your homeaddreSi·
- . Joe pJOChiSk'~
Roman P. Bonzon '82
tionable whether or not a readiness prob-

Opposing peacetime conscription
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For relief
rube biief.
Briefness mBeautiful
(But if Beauty is only skin-deep
Is that true of Brevity too?
On profOUDder levels would ,e find
VerbOOty or non-communication?)
rd better abort
If I want to stay short.
Curtly,
a.p.b.

End of career
As manager of "l'obie aDd the ~
Boys,• Heel that it is my duty to lrillr to
tight the nmnerous ~ llld

outright emrs in Ms. Gna' review of
their act. I Win not dwell oo the entie
CJas, Nile review (as tedious as the sabi~~:t). I will not even note that the ~ftc~

singer'sname is Stanger (one 'r).
First, the group is not a pereuqJ
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For relief
I'll be brief.
Briefness is Beali tiful.
(But if Beauty is only skin-deep
Is that true of Brevity too?
On profounder levels would we find
Verbosity or non-communication?)
rd better abort
If! want to stay short.
Curtly,
a.p.b.
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End of career
As manager of "Tobie and the White
Boys," I feel that it is my duty to bring to
light the numerous discrepancies and
outright errors in Ms. Gross' review of
their act. I
not dwell on the entire
Class Nite review (as tedious as the subject). I will not even note that the lead
singer's name is Stanger (one 'r').
First, the group is not a perennial
favorite, rather biennial. Having supervisirl the White Boys' (Phil Bentson, Tom
Roby, and Guian Heintzen) triumphant
Mediterranian tour this past year, it was
quite impossible for them to be here last

will

Year.

Second, Ms. Gross' comment on the attire of the group tears it. They do not
wear polyester. I can onJy feel sorry for
the hi-College community. For, . after a
four Year friendly relationship with the
College, I feel we must terminate the contract.
~e fleeting and desultory (nay, insulting) review is another example of the
media's attempts to destroy"the careers of
~e artists (e.g. Elvis, The Beatles, Sex
rJS!ols).

Rather than let-it continue, I have decided, on behalf of the group, that 1979 was
the last time that "Tobie and the White
~s" ever appear in concert at Roberts.
na, the blame~ must lie on your
shoulders.
John A. Simler '79
Manager

Fnday, March 2, 1979

.:...- =---~;;;::"'T"
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Startling literary imagery
I hate to saturate an already polluted
opinion page, but I must alleviate certain
misconceptions concerning the recent
surge of perverted occurences; "perverted" refers not to the sexual humor of
late, but to the.methods by which we communicate our opinions and to the interpretations we associate with other people's actions. It is a perversion· that we
· struggle to write psuedo-witty letters to
newspapers in order to communicate
ideas, which are often misinterpreted, to
people who live next door.
The most unbelievable misconceptions
concern the freshmen's recent extracurricular activities. The snow sculpture and
the Freshman class finale were obvious
allusions to John Milton's Paradise Losf.
The concepts of disillusionment, the symbols of good vs. evil, and the literary
parallels were-.so incredibly self-evident
that I felt it needed no explanation.
Didn't anyone notice how the 12-meter
length of the "Marion Masterpiece"
parallels the 12 books of Paradise Lost?
No. Did those screaming Rebels in
Menapause sitting high on their geldings
notice the symbolism of birth and creation? No. How about the juxtaposition of
the paradox of the Fortunate Fall with
Adam's echo of the medieval hymn 0 felix
culpa?
·

Merion land sale grave mistake
I am concerned about the reaction of the
administration to the i3sue of Haverford's
sale of land to the Merion Golf Club. This
issue was raised last week by David
Chang, an action I would like to thank him
for.
If progressive social institutions such as
Haverfor.fl refrain from calling into ·question such policies as Merion's restrictive
membership process when the opportunity affords itself, then those institutions
become party to the perpetuation of institutional racism.
In order for Haverford to play a positive
role in the mitigation of social injustice, it
must first be consistently conscious of the
implications of its dealings with the world
outside. The fact that no objection was
raised by anyone aware of the prospectiye
land sale does not indicate that the deal
was morally proper. It merely proves that
those people were unaware of any moral
contradiction.
It also indicates that if Haverford is to
be morally consistent with its lofty principles, then every effort must be made to
be sure that we are conscious of the
ethical implications of ·Our actions. A
statement by a member of the College administration that we are not "in a position
to call into question the morality of the
club" leaves one with the impression that
Haverford condones the "elitist" policies
of Merion, elitist in name but racist in
substance.
In order to maintain its commitment to
challenging racism in society, Haverford
must raise these issues with institutions
. Jike Merion where possible. For this to be
possible, it must be clear to the members
of the Haverford community that this is
indeed a place in which an issue like that
raised by David Chang will be taken seriously and that all possible action will be
taken to insure that Haverford is not contributing to the predominance of racism
in our society.
The reaction to David Chang's efforts
by the administration will inhibit ~imi_lar
future investigations. Instead of fmdmg
an atmosphere conducive to inquiry,
Chang was given justifications fo_r H~:rer
forci's actions in the deal. These JUStlfica~
tions included assertions that Merion is
not blatantly racist.
But regardless of whether Merion prac-

71"

tices "potential discrimination" (Eric
Rosenthal) o ~ whether no blacks "have
ever applied" (Steve Cary) or whether we
are not also "elitist" (Sam Gubins), this
college cannot but undermine its credibility as a progressive social institution
unless·we make a serious effort to employ
our resources to change what we believe
to be wrong.
Christopher P. Muste '80

Mawrters at HP A
Although Bryn Mawr is a single sex institution there is a large emphasis placed
by the Admissions Office on cooperation
with Haverford. By offering "the best of
both worlds" to prospective students Bryn
Mawr has attracted many who otherwise
_would be elsewhere. I feel that the Bryn
Mawr administration is under an obligation to fulfill its promises to those
students.
By the aecision not to allow Bryn Mawr
students to live at RPA off the meal plan,
the administration is violating its commitment both tQ a large portion of the Bryn
Mawr community and to Haverford. This
decision may result in lowering the dorm
exchange causing many groups of students to be dissatisfied, and dealing a
blow to cooperation. I feel this must not
happen.
It is within the power of the Bryn Mawr
administration to not only fulfill its commitment to Bryn Mawr students by giving
more of them the chance to live where '
they want be it one of the four single sex
or four coed Bryn Mawr dorms, Haverford
or HPA, but to further cooperation by
making it a desirable co~d community.
The Bryn Mawr administration must not
miss this opportunity to put into action its
policies on cooperation and at the same
time to satisfy a large portion of Haverford and Bryn Mawr students.
Daphne Goldman '82

The News is interested in finding cartoonists willing to draw for the opinions
section on a regular basis. Those interested should contact Rich Pomerantz in
Gummere or Llew Young in Denbigh.

The Bryn Mawr-Haverford College News

Obviously some people never read Book
XII. And I suppose the purpose of the
three sperm cells totally escaped most
people: Recall the Christian concept of the
Trinity and the passage "The cock crowed
three times" It's in the Bible, remember?
Finally, who questioned why was it
pointed at Merion?
How egocentrical can you get! It was not
pointed at you. If one took time to examine the work, it would be clear that it
pointed northeast toward Bread Street
Cheapside, London, the birth place of
Milton.
Then comes the Freshman play. Didn't
.
it remind you of the grand opera scen'e in
~
Pandaemonium (Book X). The scene was
"
symbolic of Satan's first attempt to
, ,.j
seduce Eve in a dream which occurs in · ~'
Book III (again the #3: the recurring
'!.
theme of the Trinity). There is also the
"':
recapitulating symbolism in the relationships of God to Angels, Satan to Demons,
and King Kock to Vassals. Also notice
that K.K. entered stage left while the
Gates of Paradise are known in mythol·-~
ogy to be West.
Now allow me to explain the simple,
honest-to-goodness truth behind our actions- AND DAMN YOUR FREUD AND
GRANDILOQUENT SYMBOLISM! 'The
snow sculpture was constructed because it
•
was fun, challenging, controversial, a
J
social comment and something to do. It
was located as such because Merion Green
is the largest and the work's direction was
totally arbitrary (unless it should face the
Taylor fire escape,- the corner of the
r
library, or the woods).
As for the notorious Class Nite skit, it
was funny, repulsive, satirical, and imaginitive. Also the College does not allow
freshmen to escape the stigma of "most
.f.
crude" so we might as well be the best and
most importantly we had a serious statement to make concerning today's values.
We remain disillusioned and disappointed
with the quality of today's entertainment
which lacks an innate degree of excellence
and must depend on obscenity for humor.
We wanted to mirror this degradation;
we wan ted everyone to see their reflection
in our 11 foot 4 inch bucket of water {and
then throw that shocking cold water in
society's face) . It' did strike some people
with too much force - to those individuals we apologize - but we did it, we are
proud of our ingenuity, but we are aware
that cerf4in actions and forms of communications are often misinterpreted.
P.S. Check out those literary allusions
- they really work.
Alfred Kulik '82

4.0 for effort
David Stern's blatant condemnation of
part one of the Faculty Show was totally
unjustified. While somewhat lacking the
refinement of a professional performance,
the entire show offered especially unusual
entertainment of various~ sorts and was
not compa'rable op. any level to Haverford's Class Nite.
It is a shame that Mr. Stern could find
absolutely nothing positive in the facul-,
ty's commendable effort to brighten a
dreary February evening, and reflective, I
believe, 'of distorted and insensitive
criticism. He failed to appreciate the show
for what it was meant to be - a night of
fun rather than a perfectly polished talent
show.
I'm sure most members of the audience
both enjoyed the performance and admired the participants for having the guts
to get up there and parody themselves.
Perhaps Mr. Stern will reconsider - even
if the first part of the show deserved a
mere 3.7 in achie~~ment, didn't it rate at
4.0 for effort?
Mary Pat Meyer '80
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Wyndham pf.ovides good food~
by Ashley Dartnell
If any of you have wondered ,
while rushing to grab a boring Erdman lunch or whi le traipsing ac ross
the lawn to a Haffner wine and
cheese party, what the sprawling
white bui lding situated between
Erdman and Haffner is, you have yet
to be introduced to Bryn Mawr's
alumnae hou-se: Wyndham.
Wyndham was built in 1796 by a
Quaker widow named Patience
Morgan. In 1818 it was purchased by
Thomas Humphrey, a member of the
fami ly which gave Bryn ~awr its
original name of Hump_~reysville.
The home was next bought by
Thomas Ely around 1893 and was
then sold to the College in 1926.
Many oJd timers st ill refer to Wyndham as the "Ely house."
Wyndham next housed the music
department and any stray freshman
who cou ld not be accomodated in
theregulardorms.ln 1938 it became
French house and remained a
language center until mid-1967,
when it became the official alumnae
headquarters. Renovation and the
addit ion of a new wing prepared
Wyndham for the onslaught of activities that would soon overwhelm
the old Quaker home.
The front door
- As well as headquarters for t he
alumnae, Wyn dham is, as manager
Joan Wood cock stated , " the front
door to Bry n Mawr. " She noted
some of t he "u nique se rvices of
Wyndham. We help every individual's personal needs. Parents of
sick students. prov idi ng a CL'P of
co ffee when a person is freezing,
providing·company when people are
lonely."
The house pe rform s many of function s of a hote l, with a homey touch
of t radit ional Bryn Mawr pervading
th roughout. Five double roo ms and
two sing le room s decorated in 18t h
ce ntury style provide resp ite for an
average of 35 overnigh t guests eac h
wee k. The rates are reasonable, parti cularly since a ligh t breakfast ,
served in the breakfast room , is included in the charge .
-

.
'-

,.

findi ng list , so if a change f rom
Se ilers is in call , nab a f rie nd and a
bottle of wine and head over to
W y nd ham some W ed nesday.
Both lunch and d inne r open to
Coll ege pe rso nn el as w ell as
me m be rs of t he o ut s ide c ommu n ity.
A s we ll as the se regu lar se rvices ,
Wyndham has fac i li t ies fo r
mee ti ngs, ,recep t io ns, gard en par-

Aceording to Woodcock, much
controversy surrounds the Wyndham breakfast. H igh costs forced
- the College to stop serving Engl ish
muffins and eggs for breakfast. Irate
alumnae , used to homemade jam ,
fresh honey and the two eggs served while-manager Wilde Mellencamp pres ided , ref used to tole rate
the paltry continental fare . Soft boi l-

Anot
recalle
of 1ranr

Coleman, Wyndham's
baker, excitedly
former Athletic
Applebee's adventures.
i mately age 70, Applebee '·r;·
around like a young gin ·
outplayed the young
hockey players."
also abound in theut:anern. - .
as the alumnae house.
visited his daug~ter,
came as the Donnelly
Elizabeth Bishop read

··wen:

and pr•
wanteKat
andWi
natufo
•·She
talke
Hepbl

Backstairs at White '-e
Wyndham has receiYed
dignitaries, actresses,Pres::- 1
daughters, ptincessesamS\'
" It was shades of backstarst
White House," obServed Wrt"'" ,

•. .tJ)ining
the "ARA Dishroom
by Lucas Held ~ dishrc-<lm•. tel, being an example
Band 0urn ,
ptron
Last week the first parte! ~. According to Gaffney, rece
explored some positive illl · remiere pertormance severa1
aspects of serving food tote' the Po was"veryfavomble," but he
students while working for~~o reveal if there were anynew
ARA. At ~averford, four ~~ inthe offing. "We.. wa~ to keep
another srde of the food-serr;;;~sguessing," he marntamed.
tion: the dishroom . .
Dave :irstenberg, who ~.as~
Wijhdishinhand
downstarrs for two years. sa:~ide from the singing, there may be
been asked " four or five tilr!s t!!ething exciting about keeping up
headwaiter (at Haverford Ills lb the unpred~table challenges of a
responsibi lity for the eveMIJ"'~ssbelt. Says Slobodian, "if you're
Sund ay brunch, both forsc~t:. Jct, you're worth your weight ingold
den t workers, cleaniRQ UIJF. '~stairs." The whole scene is
for absent workgrs), but 1t£f~istent of John Henry's contest
time. Chris Chenoweth ··
dish roon::t " they're not
and then added
rather be down here.'.'
·Two conveyor belts;
si de of the Dining
trays in. Pa.rallel to
endless inner belt,
which leads into at_ .
wi th large blue ruhliAriill
-

t

ties , weddings, lectures , afternoon
bridge and sl ide sho w s.
Not eve ryo ne , how eve r, is en tit led
to Wynd ham' s serv ices. In fact ,
Woodcock like s to thi n k of Wyn dham as a "ki nd of club. " Seni ors,
profe ssors , s taff, al um nae and .
guest c ard holders are all w elcome .
Guest card holders are nominated
by alumnae . The Friends of Music.
Frie nds of the Library and Friends of
Hobs and Pitman are also members.
The history of Wyndham is inextricably linked with that of the
Deanery. The Deane.ry. one of the
College ' s original buildings, was the
Buffet luncheon
home of fo rm er PrE;:sident M . Carey
Thomas
. She moved i nto th e
Wed nesday ni ghts are spec ial at
ry
in 1885 an d remained there
Deane
Wyndham fo r the ir cand lelight bu ffo
r
almos
t five d ecade s. W ith t he _
fet s. Eac h Wedn esday feat ures a difhelp of Lockwood d e Fores t ; an artferent d inne r: t he f irst We dnesday in
ist with a p re-R aphae li t e outlook,
each month is International Night;
Thomas expand ed the house f rom a
t he second , chef's surp rise; the
fiv e room c ottage to a 46 room manthi rd, roast bee f del igh t and ~h e
s io n . Sh e fi li ed t he noo ks and cranfourth , again a chef 's surp rise. The
-· nie s o f t he Deane ry w it h t reasures
meals are on ly $5 for t hose in t he
f ro m he r travels all over the world ~
ed eggs are once aQain served.
After breakfast the small Kitchen
staff, headed by Dulinary Ins t it ute of
America alumna Margaret Manni ng ,
beg i ns preparation of a sum pt uou s
buffet lu nc heon . A near capac it y
crowd partake s of the t wo en tree s ,
various vegetables and assorted
salads. Approximate ly 2000 people
l1,m ch on the meal partia lly prepared
by Mary·coleman , the desert chef
who has cooked at the Deanery and
now at Wynd ham for over 29years
and who plan s to continue until
"they make me stop ."

Trays

Eclecti c m ism atch

'-

-~

~
-Sl
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The house became an oddly
eclectic m ismatch of what Mellencamp calls 18th century Italian dime
store. However, when Canaday was
bui lt , the Deanery was torn down :
Much of its conten t s were moved to
W y ndham.
Like t he Deanery, aff irmed Woodcoc k, Wyndham is "t he central
e nte rtai ni ng faci l ity for t he College
and as su ch has m an y d ist ingu ished
personage s vi s it. " The l ist of ·
schol arl y, fam o u s ar:t d talen t ed individuals to have vi s ited th e
Deanery and Wyndham is phe nomena!.
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When I visited the
workers were quick.
hibited a smooth twn.hPll!hn,. ;
emptying a plate with
he stacked another with
Kevin Gaffney demnnstr
"multi-plate and
niques," passed on, he
Firstenberg.
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Ford and Linda Bird

came to interview Mrs.
vvn'''"-'~·nnina for Ladies Home Jour-

Another "very exciting time''
recalled by Woodcock was the v i si t
of Iranian Princess Ashraf Pahlavi.
"We _
h ad to accomodate her guards
and prepare for her in case she
wanted to stay. "
Katherine Hepburn also visited
and was quite a hit. " She was so
natural!" exc laim ed Woodcock.
" She went right into_the kitchen and
· talked to the sta ff." Rumors about
Hepburn's s i mp le l ife style are unfounded according to Woodcock, if
the number of suitcases accompanying her was any indication.
The presiden t s of all t he Seven
Siste rs have also s tayed at Wyndham. Two visiting professors from
Russia made Wyndham their home
for six weeks . The Board of T r ustees

have _often me t in Wyndham and
many stay t h e n ight. And Eudora

l

We lty also visits annually and "i s
very warm and friendly."

·ng~·center dish washing iS all wOrk

::J-;oom, the "ARA Dishroom
ja'ld Quintet," being an example
~.:cording to Gaffney, reception
miere performance several
~pwas "very favor~ble," but he
reveal if there were any new
!heoffing. "We want to keep
.gdeSSing," he maintained.
W"lthdlshinhand

estimated that only about half of the
trays are cleared of paper goods.
Glasses seem to take the brunt of student abuse, and are stuffed with cigarette
· ashes, napk i ns , icecream cones , rolls,
and even .styrofoam cups. All of thi s
"really slows up the system ," according
to Gaffney.
· " Students ," Fi rstenberg sai d , "have
no recognition for the people that have
to clean up after them. " But Chenoweth
and Gaffney both see it as unintenti ona l. " People don't think abou t what
they 're doin g."
·
In the potroom , Jay is even more insulated . H e i s a li the man with l ittle fat
..on him so that th e veins on his arm s

says, "I'm going to do a very excellent
job here."
From the perspective of management, Frank O'Bri en , Director of Dining
Service for ARA at Haverford, praised
both the headwaiters and the Food
Committee. He ca ll ed the Committee
" very cooperative, very understanding
and very realistic. They make sure we
fulfill our ob ligations." Dining Center
Committee chairman Fred Fowler, he
said was "i nterested and conscientious," with a "tremendous perspective ."
Eyes arid stomach

O' Bri en, who has worked at Marqu ette Universi ty and Lockhaven , said
that foo d ~aste , w hi le not any worse
than anywhere else, is still a problem.
" In a cafeteria,'' he said "you always
take more than you eat.'".Bu t compared with the other schools ,
loss of ch ina and glas sware is "above
and beyond what it s hould be'' O' Brien
recently ordered $4QOO worth of china
which he hopes w ill last through the
semester.
At Bry-n Mawr, several f iri ngs by
Seife rs managers had led to what Deir·
dre Sumpter ca ll ed "job insecurity.' '
Tom Whalen, manager for the Bryn
Mawr account, said there had been
"som e awkwardness " and that a new
system is now in effect, where all firin"gs
go through him.

waiter. O' Brien explained that under the
Federal Government's sub-m inimum
wage clause they need only pay 85 percent of minimum. A spokesman for
SAGA, the food-service at Swarthmore,
said starting wage was $2.47, exactly
the 85 percent demanded under the subminimum wage clause.
Minimum and Sub-minimum

ARA, however also pays high school
students $2.65 an hour, above what the
sub-min imu m wage clause specifies but
below the regu lar min imum. Both Bryn
Mawr and SwarthmOTe pay th ei r high
sch ool employee s the current min im um wage .
•
Fina_lly, among the cooks, Gertrude
Waters at Haffner was mentioned often
b]' stu dents. "She' s a big fri endly.
wonde rful woman," said Sarah Whitley.
In turn Waters said she found the
students "very nice."
Erlene, who looks to be in her early
twenti es, also wo rks at Haffner full time. "Students," she said, are ~"quite
easy to get along with.· · Then , with a
wi se smile she added, " I learn a lot from
watching them ."

Messy trays

stan d out clearly. You might guess that
he works in water, just from seeing t he
gold watch band above his elbow .
No complaints

A potwashe r is independent and Jay
prefe rs it that way. "I can't le t other peopie t h ink for me ," he says , and notes
- with pride that "over t_he pas t two
weeks, not one s upervisor has come to
me complaining, except to tell m~. how
things are sh ap ing up around here.

not, their job could be
other students. Gaffney
13
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Jay is indepe ndent in background
too H e says h e w as "the f irst black
·
rato r "
and w orked
heart-pump . ope
•
DeBake
y t he heart
h
1
M
under D r.
.I C hae · look 1
·ng f' or emp lo ysu rgeon Wh I 1e e I S
. th e m eantim e"
he
men! as ·a nurse, " 1n
'

Mary Lou Soczek, a junior, said she
fi nds managers at Se ifers "generally
very responsive ," and working 25 hours
a week as s he does, she gets to know
them "a lot better." Apparently some of
the worke rs get to know the whole
operation. During part of last year's blizzard, "Denbigh was completely run by ·
students," she said.
At Bryn~Mawr, lunch servets have no
time to eat du,ring working hou rs, give or
take a bite or two. Thus, according to
one server, they "don't get time to eat
meals they've paid for. " But on the other
hand, no time is deducted , and Soczek
for one prefers it that way. •
.
.
For students,
Se1lers
pays slightly
T
· ·
better. hey pay mm1mum wage, curre nt 1Y $2 .90 , w h"1l e ARA pays servers
$2.50 , $2 .65 f or wor k.mg beverages
85 f
d. h
d $3
'
$2.
o r IS room an
.00 for head-
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Budgeting tighter after fuel price :hikes
(Continued from page 1)

Weinstein pointed out that
although Haverford cut its
energy use last year, conservation measures did not offset the
rise in price.
"For next year's estimate we
plan on increased fuel prices and
decreased utilitzation," Gubins
said. "We are drastically increasing our estimates of utility costs
for next year, from $484,000 to
$551,000. That's a $67 ,000 increase, or 13.8 percent over our
or:iginal estimate."
Conservation, too

In the long run, Gubins hopes
to cut energy costs through conservation. Over $150,000 has
already been spent over the past
t wo years to insulate buildings
and install regulating devices on
steam lines. Currently, the
Roberts Hall roof is beil}g reinsulated.
·
The second major cause for
this fall's deficit was revenue lost
through vacancies at HP A.
Gubins traced the 10 current
vacancies to three factors: too
many apartments ·reserved for
student use last spring; a sharp
drop in enrollment for the second semester and the difficulty
of renting apartments in the fall
and winter months.
"April through August is the
peak rental period," Gubins said.
"By September, those who need
apartments have found them."
Unfortunately, rather than rent
apartments freely last spring,
Haverford reserved several fm:
student use in the fall. "Consequently, we have a shortfall in

'

revenues of approximately
$35,000," Gubins said.
HPA figure lower

For next year, Gubins plans to
underestimate the number of
apartments to reserve for
students at HPA. In the event
that student apartments at HPA
are underreserved, excess students will be housed in oncampus visitors' suites and in living rooms_ on a temporary basis.
Both Weinstein and Gubins
called attention to the fiscal
crunch soon to result from the
end of expansion.

"Down the road," Weinstein
said, "deficits of up to a quarter
of a million dollars are possible.
Naturally, we will make adjustments to ameliorate those
deficits as time goes on.
"For the last couple ·of years,
we have benefitted from expansion in the purely financial
sense," he continued. "We have
realized those benefits in the
form of increased revenue. That
ends after next year. After next
year, there will be no 'more rapid
revenue increases."
Gubins explained the consequences: "In budgeting for
1980-81 and beyond, the College
must make very painful choices
to maintain fiscal balance.
Limited administration

"The major variables that AAC
might consider will be: increasing fees, decreasing student aid,
and decreasing compensation for
College employees. Beyond that,

~~
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Cook's first song wss titJed
"The Daythe )fartians Landed."

Between verses. he referred to it
as a"weird s00g," an adjective
which, it turned out. applied to
many of his J)llgS. T!Je. Ford
Motor CompanYWould love it
but purple foreigners might ~
upset by its implications.

upholstery, spreading ~
waste and splashing ketchuo CJ
walls, drapes and pictUro,
Friend's -files and papers i ilt
untouched. The lock on thelb:J
to the office had been pickal a
slipped open, and not fol't'ed.lt:
cost of the damage has not ~
determined, and the ru.ipi',
have not been found.

Good CGIIJIIOS8f ...
This iong was 8Ct'OIIlJl8llie
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but Cook was

Snows to Melt" also displa.....l

Ursinus Grizzly Feb.23
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BACH
ORGAN

~HORAI.fl
CHOIR·ORCHI
(Concerto Soli'!
Soloists:

Nancy Nicks MertineJt
Jeremy Slavin,
Edward Bogusz

Sunday,
March 11, 1~n
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!Jjslyrics·

Undentif~ed intruders i'8Jlso:l.
ed President Friend's off(ce tl;
night of Feb. 20, s~

:- --

inS~~ts to ~e delight

of an apP!'fCIBtive apdiellCE!· on
J)esPite the JI]OIISOOll goJDg
outside, the ()fe was COJII·
fortabiY(illed Rogel cook

'

Bryn Mawr Presbyterian ~~<
625 Mootgomery Aver:.
Bryn Mawr, Penns~··
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:hly ~ slightly ~p
lified

The college has suspende! !
junior who allegedly pulled 1
false alarm. The st]Jdent will•
main suspended until the ~
has completed its investigatit
of the incident. The Chairmli
the Judiciary Board 111U
Dean ~of Students are inl'!l:
gating the case.

GuitBt

wss Cafe.

Nightc!:f~ander

Swarthmore Phoenix Feb.23

library c:in the Main Line.
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BRYN MAWR. PA.
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CLASSICAL
Record Department
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YOU BET YOUR LIFE

+tme._
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·

~1 night

SGA .joined the American stn.
dent Federation this week. ~
return for dues, the organizanc.,
will provide lobbying Be!'vir!s,
conferences, a monthly newsJt:.
ter on issues, and a l'esoll!cl
center for student government.

Feb.16

Two Tufts students charged
the infirmary with incorrect
diagnoses and mistreatment. The
first incident in valved a victim
of an automobile accident whose
wound was not treated properly.
The second complainant charged
that a nurse maintained an "un·
caring and uninterested" at-.
t itude towards a student who fell
down a flight of stairs. Both vic~
t ims received t he necessary
treatment elsewhere, although
had they gone untreated, the
wounds could have been fatal. ·

nnounc1ng ••w•

M-rth~ 6> ~u Ln
St+o.e-;-S

tlfr

Tufts Observer

Friday(3/2/79), 3 tii6-Thre~drinksforthepriceof2
Tuesday, (3/16/79), Cafe Ole, s til2, $2 cover
Wed. (3/7/79), Cafe Ole, 9 til2, $2 cover
Visit Maxims, the newest Music

:.t

"!

Cathy Paraskos will· write
checks for club expenses Tuesday
from 12 to 1:30 in the lef~ side of
Haverford's Dining Center.
Dana Leibson will write checks
Wednesday from 12 to 1:30 in
Erdman.

Feb. 6

Former Haverford President
John R. Coleman has accepted an
invitation to speak at the college
conference to be held at tlle University, that will attempt to
bring "togeth.er representatives of
the eight Ivy Leagues colleges,
Stanford and the University of
Chicago so that they can exchange ideas on undergraduat:e
issues. Other speakers who will
address the conference include
political activist Sam Brown and
architect-philosopher Buckminster Fuller.

tAS~cl a.f- ~+,;,t rrc.uiN-:3

Sun

bY RQIIIfd P.Akfi!S \

SGA notes

•

'{oU'J vo..u;...-ho~ dD des
~e.. ffrc \flo lUi.v e.

Guitarists

discriminating against lower k.
come groups.
After AAC reports to ~'
faculty, the faculty will l'ecoin.
mend a budget to the adnrinistr;.
tion. President ~tevens IYilJ add
to the. proposal, which then g~
to the Board of Managers.

Coleman to speak ·lit.·Penn

-

C0m1N6, ····

'Roy

term.
"We're locked in," noted
Weinstein. "We can't charge less
than other comparable colleges
for t uition - we're not wealthy
enough. We can't charge morewe would drive students away,
and we'd probably be

College roundup

Quarter-million deficit?

v'a..c..a, naA

Sfr~~-~

the committee will consider the
entire budget line by line. It will
evaluate each program's funding
and even existence," he added.
Weinstein anticipates placing
"an absolute lid on the size of the
administration." Other proposals
include cutting the number of
courses and departments. Weins·
_ tein emphasized that such a decision would not be made by the
budget committee.
"There are no easy answers,"
he said. "I don't have any sense
of prediction."
Tuition rates, however, will
undoubtedly rise in the long
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Guit'd~i:Sts · take over Cafe
by Ronald P. Akins

SundaY ~night was Guitar
N~htin the Three Seasons Cafe.
Roger Cook and Troy Alexander
nimbly plucked slightly amplllied instrUments to the delight
of!llappreciative audience.
Despite the monsoon going on
outside, the Cafe was comfoctably filled as Roger Cook
~the evening by performOg &nngS predominantly of" his
(l(II OOIIlpo8ition. His voice lack~ the vibrato of most "mellow"
s'ngel&. but one was more than
iilliD( to overlook this flaw in
~~of his dexterous command
of hisinstrument and the wit of
~lyric:s.

Cook's first song was ti tied
'Tile !My the Martians Landed."
8etllien yerses, he referred to it
ill 'weird song," an adjective
rut it.turned out, applied to
!:IDJ of hiS songs. The- Ford
lka Coolpany would love it,
(lj ~ roreigners might be
!j&tbyits implications.
Good ccll_!!poser- • • •

'!Is ~ was accompanied by
strum:mc. lHit Cook was quick . to
~ that he could do some fan~ tiriiug ~well . ''The Winter
lm to Melt" also displayed
(d's talent with a pen. This
~- unencumbered

ballad was well-written, complete with well-placed interludes.
"Experiment #13" was
dedicated to chemistry-biologypre-med type people, and proceeded to describe what can happen in a lab if one doesn't keep a
close eye on one's · test tubes.
Thanks to flasks of water and
some other substance which only .
a chem major could indentify,
the song had a happy ending.
... but not perfect

The audience was taught all
about dipthongs by "Learn Your
Lessons Well," though this was
not Cook's intent. The number
was a serious ballad, but
overflowed with elongated
syllables with highly unstable
American vowels.
The Erdman Crowd got the
dedication to the Caribbean folk
song, "Big Bamboo." You guess
what that one was about!
Influences appear

At this point, Cook returned to
the land of the normal (?) with an
excellent rendition of Tim Harper's "If i Were a Carpenter."
This was followed by the provocatively titled "A Minor
Thing," (music majors, stop gig•
gling) an instrumental during
which Cook sat back, crossed his

legs, and relaxed.
With a haunting performance
of Leo Kotke's "Sailer's Grave on
the Prairie," Cook demonstrated
his ability with a slide. This came
as the result · of persistent requests from a particular section
of the audience.

...

Benediction

Apparently in deference to the
religious crowd in the audience
who remembered that the day
was Sunday, Cook closed his part
of the program with a hymn. It
was no ordinary hymn, however,
but Leo Kotke's arrangement of
"In Christ There is No East or
West." Amen.
Making sure to warn the audience that he didn't sing, Troy
Alexander stepped~ into · the
spotlights (one of which blew out
during the show). His performance was much less formal than
Cook's. Titles of pieces were only
revealed in passing comments on
occasion, but it seemed that
many of the selections were
spontaneously arrang~d medleys, making titles superfluous.
That sounds familiar

There were, despite quite
liberal interpretations, a few
tunes which one could readily
recognize. Among them were

~-

-

•";

< ...
~

~~

Orama

--

-

-

~ "Both

Sides Now," which
featured Alexander's quick
pinkie, and "Jesu Joy of Man's
Desiring," in which he left out
the modulation of the third verse
(but we purists will overlook that
omission).
Versatility seemed to be tlie atmosphere
that Alexander
wanted to create, performing
ragtime, hanky-tonk, and fiddle
tunes as well as a piece by JohnPhilip Sousa (which 1 doubt he
would recognize). As each selection, regardless of its origin, had
basically the same flavor as the
one before ·it, he did not quite
succeed. This did not, however,
hinder enjoyment of his per-

- -

r·_

formance .

~

Alexander oscillated between
·egotistical displays and humble
apologies. Upon switching
guitars, he showed that he could
make a_ simple G chord interesting, even improvising on it
with the instrument behind his
head. On the other hand, minor
mistakes (many of which could
have gone unnoticed) were punctuated with~ mutterings, facial
expressions, and deleteable expletives.
All in all, the evening proved
to be a good beginning for the
week. I know I felt good on Monday morning.
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by Rick Harvey

lst Thursday night, -I was

~ two tickets to a play. The
&~J-i!t.ch was that I had to
~lit~ a review afterwards: it
;~ fair to me; after all, it
~>J fr!i The play that I saw,

'l't: House of ]lue :Leaves" by
hln Goare, is just one of many
&.I! appear periodically at t]le

Annenberg Center of the University of Pennsylvania (36th
and Walnut). The play is performed and arranged by the
Penn Players, a student group,
but the entire production has a
professional atmosphere .
This particular play ·did not
lack in the ability of the actors at
all; it lacked in the ability of the
writer! Without a doubt, "The

House of Blu.e Leaves" is one of
the worst plays that I have ever
seen. (Class Night offers the only
compet ition for worse ' written
plays.)
The general theme of the play
centers around the struggle of Ti
poor, uneducated and untalented-man who is trying to cope with a
mentally unbalanced family .
Both his wife and his son suffer
from severe mental disorders: As
if that isn't enough, he goes out
and has an extra-marital affair,
too.
Credos & crazies

The humor in the play (I think
that it was meant to be a comedy) comes from making fun of
religion and mental disorders. (It

~Camp

't:l' CHOCONUT
Friends1·ille, Pennsylvania

COUN SELORS WANTED!
the largest producer of professional Live Shows
for theme parks, will be auditioni ng at:
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#204 Presser Recital Hall, 13th & Norris,
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Minor flaws

\Arinen~~rg has consistent casts, errcltic plays

Thurs., March 8, 2-8 P.M.
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Seasonal performers are needed at:
~~0, Cincinnati, OH - KINGS DOMINION, Richmond, VA
1
-:-----.:..:_Charlotte, NC Hanna-Barbera's MARINELAND, LA. CA

1175-S200j;----- - - - - - - - - - - - ~
Week SINGERS • DANCERS • INSTRUMENTALISTS
lllparfart pa1d for h.Ired performers traveling over 2 50 m11es
.
to work at the par 1<5 ·

KINGS PRODUCTIONS, Cincinnati, Ohio 45219

We need several Haverford College men to
make o ur camp exceptional. We want men
with Carpen t ry experience to run our wood
shop and work-projects programs; Waterfront m en (WSI) for swimming and canoe
trips. A lso needed: Farm Counselor, DriverBu yer, Secretary, Sports counselor, and all
around General Counselors for a real out·
door camp for boys.
Camp C hoconut has about 50 campers and
15 counse lors. It is 160 m iles north of Haverford College in Pennsylvania's Endless
Mou n t ains on its own untouched private
Lake. The win ter office is near-by. Tel ephone f or information.

s. Hamill Horne, Director

Camp Choconut
(winter address)
Box 33H, Gladwyne, Pa.
M I 9·3548
19035

is interesting to note that Guare
chooses to link the Catholic
church and mental diseases
together for humor!) The type of
humor used is the same type
which was present in England iii
the late 1500's when, for amusement, the men would get very
drunk, go to a mental institution
and pay the gatekeeper to let
some "fools" out to put on a show
for them.
Ironically, the acting wa§ quite
good. The casting was done well
and the technical aspects were
excellent. It is too bad that these
actors and actresses did not have
the opportunity to demonstrate
their skills in a better play. Inany case, the Penn Players are
worth considering for an evening's entertainment.
More familiar

Well, again this week I had an
offer to go see a play. This time I
wanted to make sure that it was
something that I had heard of. It
was! This Wednesday night, I
went to 36th and Walnut again,
but this time I knew what to expect. The play was William
Shakespeare's ''The Tempest."
I don't feel that it is necessary
to give a description of the plot,
nor is it-necessary to criticize the
playwr ight. This interpretation
is worth dis<;:ussion, though.
Overwhelming music

I thoroughly enjoyed the play
for the most part. There was one

The Bryn Mawr-Haverford College News

major flaw, however; because of
the music, which was dubbed in,
the actors (particularly the one
playing Prospero) were nearly inaudible. I was sitting only eight
rows- from . the stage in a large
auditorium, and I could barely ·:·
hear most of what Prospera (the
lead role) was saying.
What I heard of the acting was
brilliant. The cast is made up of
many Broadway actors and ac- _
tresses who have played major
~ parts
in other plays and
musicals.
I

Spritely Ariel

One of these outstanding attors is Raymond Patterson, who
plays the role pf Ariel. His performance was absolutely dynamic! He performed his part
perfectly, making Ariel the charming, yet devilish character that
Shakespeare surely prescribed.
Generally speaking, the interpretation and modifications of "The
Tempest" in this production are
excellent.
"The Tempest" will be showing
at the Annenberg Center until
March 11. These plays are a good
source of off-campus entertainment. They are relatively inexpensive and the theater is only a
·short walk from 30th Street Station. If you get bored with the
campus evenings, think about
going into Philadelphia to catch
a play. Who knows, you might
even learn something!
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Records

andel goes Eastern
Koto Handel; Water Music &
Royal Fireworks Mus ic; The New
Ko t o Ensemble of To k yo;
r oshikazu Fukumura, conductor;
A ngel S- 37620

Tokyo ta~es advantage of the
material placed before them.
Under the baton of Yoshikazu
Fukumura and using the insightful transcriptions of Keigo
Tsunoda , the ensemble produced
a superb recording which captures the basic characteristics of
Handel while adding a flavor all
their own.
According to the record jacket,
there is &n interesting story
behind the name "Water Music."
Apparently, Handel found himself out of favor with King
George I in 1715, and a
resourceful Baron who knew
that the king loved music and
adored boating on the Thames
thought up a way of reconciling
monarch and musician. If a boat
full of mus1c1ans playing
Handel's music followed the
king's barge down the Thames

by Ronald P. Akins

No, folks , Koto Handel is not
the oriimtal counterpart of
P.D.Q. Bach. The title refers to
music by Handel played on kotos.
"What the-hell is a koto?" you
ask. Well, for -those of you so entrenched in the Western musical
tradition that you have to think
twice about a ukelele, a koto is a
large, oriental' stringed · instrument. Sound is produced by
plucking the strings, the pitches
of which can be altered by moving the bridges on which they
rest.
(Now that you know what a
koto is, can you find all eight in
the photo?)
Old & new sounds

Devious, but effective

Depending on how the instrument is played, the koto sounds
like a harp, a mandolin, a harp·
sichord, or something completely
foreign to our ears. Its timbre
can be harsh or soothing, crisp or
smooth, loud or .. . in short, it is
quite a versatile instrument.
George Frederick Handel's
"Water Music" and "Royal
Fireworks Music" provide an excellent showcase for that versatility. Composed three decades
apart, the works are inherently
diverse in terms of mood, tempo,
and atmosphere.

The scheme must have worked,
as the music has survived. While
a boat full of kotos would be
rather difficult to handle (sorry!),
this group is definitely worthy of
interpreting the _work. It takes a
lot of energy to get exciting
sounds out of the instruments,
and that energy shows through
on the record. They are highly
resonant and execute ,exquisite
ornamentation.
The fourth and fifth movements, Hornpipe and Andante
respectively, exhibit the ver·
satility of the kotos . The former
features a detached crispness
which contrasts with the majestic expressiveness of the lat-

East meets West

The New Koto Ensemble of

,·
Books for Lasting Pleasure . . .

Qua lity Paperbacks

ARDMORE
14 W. LANCASTER AVE ., ARDMOR E, PA. 19003

MIDWAY 9-4888

ol51 """'1:f OJ 1JCU l •U .( IW ol' IOh i • S!f Y 5.. !ttt

~~V:itJi'"lx.;

.,

Freedonia Films (the film series that can't afford to bomb) presents Stanley Kubrick's "Dr.
Strangelove or How I Learned to Stop Worrying and
Love the Bomb." The times are 8 :30 and 10:30

***

CHARGE!
Most Major Credit Cards Honored

IN

ARDMORE

ARMY & NAVY

INJE~KINTOWN

ARMY & NAVY

705 Greenwood Ave.
On Boro Parkway lot 884-9441

WAYNE

ARMY & NAVY
15'6 E. lancaster 293-9832
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· A hundred musicians performed the work that night. While
eight kotos would probably be
unable to be heard over a
pyrotechnic display, ·they are
quite effective in conveying the
largeness of the work with con·
fidence and authority . .
One major drawback, which
lies in the nature of the instrument, is the inability to execute
"subito pianos," or sudden drops

. If you've missed our artists-in-residence in the
concerts that they've held so far this year, here is
your last chance this season. Pianist Sylvia
Glickman and the de Pasquale String Quartet will
perform in the last concert in their winter series
Sunday night in Roberts Hall at 8:30. Featured
will be works by Haydn, Mozart and Shostakovich. If you get your tickets in advance and you
are a student here , you get in free . Otherwise, admission is $fi.and $3, with a $2 fee being charged
for senior citizens and students with ID's.

(BUT FOOTWEAR & MANAGER'S SPECIALS)

,.

12112 to1

~4 W. lancaster
Near Ardmore Movie Opposite Ave.
State Store 642-9435

IN

PAOLI

.ARMY & NAVY
10 W. lancaster Ave.
Diagonally Opposite P.R .R. Station
644-9871

in volume. Because itm difft:l
to dampen the strings ~
have just been pluciei\ll
plucking the nextse~lheTii
strings tend to contimt ;.
brating, obscuring the effa! ~
the device . .
The koto remains, how!!!r,! ,
fascinating instrument.
possesses a character not roc::
in the instruments with wl.i
· most of us are familiar.
Angel Records has tb! ~ i
great service in providmg t
fresh interpretation of prw.:
works. If you liked "Swi~·
Bach," you'll love KotollaJxhl

***
"Everything in the Garden" is not a

commerit
about some professor's flowery prose, but the title
of the Edward Albee play being presented by the
Haverford-Bryn Mawr Drama Club this weekend.
Show up at Roberts Hall tonight or tomorrow
night with $3 in your hand ($2 if you're a senior
citizen or a student with an ID), and you can see
this wonderf ul play directed by Edward Shakespeare. Again, of course, ifyou are a student here,
you get in free (had you worried, didn't we).

***

For all you lovers of things Spanish, Ditirambo
Teatro Estudio de Madrid will be performing in
Roberts Hall at 8:30 Wednesday and Thursday
nigh1s. Wednesday, "El desran de los machos y el
sotano de las hembras" by Luis Riaza will-be staged, with Miguel Romero's "Pasadoble" being
presen ted Thursday evening.

The Bryn Mawr-Have
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Film

'Hardcore'
byEdSllOI

'l!artk»re' is one~ tbe mm:e
~-!Jejng~ this

;. j

Notes

. . . good reading at low prices

20% Sale on Everything

IN

an exorbitant sum and ' jammed
London Bridge for hours. The
performance, six days later,
drew half of London.

tonight, and tht. place is Stokes. One dollar will be
collected from you as you enter to pay for rental,
etc. Peter Sellers and George C. Scott star in this
satife of the military, the bomb and paranoia.
· Henry Kissinger can be seen in his first screen
role.
·

Japerback ~ook ~qop

TJI:.,ETPeDN.,

ter, which is hauntingly punctuated.
On the other side of the disc is
the "Royal Fireworks Music."
Again the jacket enlightens us
that Handel, now in favor with
George II, was commissioned in
1749 to compose the accompanying music for a fireworks display
to be set off in Green Park.
The occasion was a celebration
of the signing of an important
treaty the year before, but it
turned out that Handel's music
was to be the main attraction.
The rehearsal itself lured a large
number of spect ators who paid

Anyone mterest in acting in an ~ ~~
theater group being conducted as an in~
study project in the Haverford English ne,..~
ment should call Micheal Rogers at 896-5211
Who knows, you might like it.

***

season. Its director' Pa~
&hJader, d eut-W ~his
audienre wi1ll a series rJ. insults
and attacks oo what that ~
ieiiCe explrl8 fi.UII entertamment, and its title is the firsi
challtnge - ach~~ to
lurid lfi and raw peep-ibow
gratification. Bot "HHIIlalre"
has little lurid sex and very little
gratili1ti0n. Porno movies rarely meet expectations, aDd
&blader's audieuce is left with a
imilar state of tension.
'l!ardoore" is DOt a porno
movie, and the lad: ri ~
tio!l forms tlie basis of
~er's point of view. fte
lilm ~ a careful and objectiw ez.
a lii ot brutality aud w
mre mal exploitation
xmder's Presentation of
IIWy cootiting moral oodes
m ~ with 81dt OOjer.
:;q that the llldiere is - ~tll!ral, mllelt lo

Interested in a show about a gro1fJjll)
deformed Victorian side-show freak? TOll i
bon's "The Elephant Man" opened at II
Philadelphia Company last night, and will )Ur•
til March 18, which is the day before we halt ~
be back. The theatre is located at 312 &!IIi bt_~tlllm~
Broad Street, and information can be gotll!~
Tllpix l~-a~
calling 546-0555. W~'ll probably havearemil.
,__ Grand .
the issue following our, retU.rn, so go see it II ·' ---- UWII
~ IWiywuoo ~
disagree with the reviewer.
~ frtlldavghter who has

' '*

***

~t&~vera

Philomel, featuring soprano Lee Calder,
at the Main Point Sunday afternoon for .
"Brunch and Chamber Music." If you plan to~
around during vacation and want som~plat:e ll
go, you can find out what else is happenmg thet
by dialing 525-3375.

-~""Ill,~•.Jbe~~
lracb~
-

~.:!!

***
The Church of St. Luke and the Epiphan?~

330 S~uth 13th Stre~t will r~sound Sun~Y~
at 8 wi'th early madJ:Igals, Irish and Englishf
song settings, works by Delius and
Williams and a premier of two works _by GUi
Holst. Originating these echoes ~ ~
Philadelphia Singers under the direction
Micheal Korn. Call 732-3370 to find out '~
tickets.
, L-

***

'

Opening next Friday night (March 9) at 8~
continuing for four weeks will by How~ Brt:;
ton's "The Churchill Play As It Will Be P ~:
in the Winter of 1984 by the Internees 0 ••
chill Camp, Somewhere in England:" The w
comedy will appear at the Society Hill Play~
under the direction of Deen Kogan. Info~£4"
about tickets and other things can be obi8J!l ··
WA3-0210.

1
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Books

BMG.-lSrad W{ites fairly well
The Trojan Gold
by Sheila Cudahy
Harper&Row
-by joseph Harris

'1\e suspense novel has long
been.. treated like a poor relation
by literarY critics. Shunted off to
lhesidewith a polite, uneasy nod
now and then, it has been relegated to the sub-genre level of
science fiction, erotica, gothic
romances, and parody.
Acritic may occasiomilly cite a
work fGl' its stylishness; sometimes a particular novel may
even be described as doing
smnethlng like "transcending the
limits of detective fiction." But
the poor suspense nov"EH stays
considered as kind ~of semi--

a

' literature, forever associated
with paperback racks, beach
towels and travel cases.
It is a foolish snobbery. the
suspense novel _has attracted
writers like Graham Greene,
Dorothy
Sayers ,
Georges
Simenon and Edgar Allan Poe.
Both "Crime and Punishment"
and "The Brothers Karamazov"
owe much of their power to their
success as thrillers. Similarly,
novels like "Our Man In Havana"
or "Murder Must Advertise"
fascinate not because they go
beyond suspense .fiction, but
because they fulfill its~ demands
so well.
Truth or wit

For- it may: be harder to write a

Film ·'t · -. .

good suspense novel than it is to
write anything else. Not only
does "it demand ingenuity, but
also a sense of pacing that must
extend from the structuring of
the plot to the style of the prose.
A suspense writer must either
sustain believability or have the
wit to cover for it when missing.
-The best do both. Finally the
suspense novel must always
entertain. The patches of boredom that would be forgiven in
'serious fiction' are reasons for
closing a detective story.
Sheila Cudahy's "The Trojan
Gold" has the quick, accurate
pacing of a good suspense story,
and is written in·a clean, bright
style that is often amusing and

·

a grotesquely

freak? Tom Gibopened at the
and will play 1mbefore wehave to
at 312 Soil~
can be gotten by
baye areviell in

so go see it and
oo lie Cd~. fillle
afterlloon Itt tbPJr
•If sou plan to sit!

(8llt~ep!atet0

lse ~h!~\hell

"Hardcore" is one of the more
disturbing movies'being sold this
season. Its director, Paul
Schrader, sets out- to harass his
audience with a series of" insults
and attacks on what that audiEnce expects from entertainment, and its title is the first
challenge - a cheap come-on to
lurid -sex and raw peep-show
gratification. But "Haidcore"
has little lurid sex and very little
' gratification. Porno movies rarely meet expectations, and
Schrader's audience is left with a
similar state of tensiQn.
"Hardcore" is not a porno
movie, and the lack of gratificatiO!l forms _ the basis of
Schrader's point of view. The
filmisaC¥eful and objective examination of brutality and hardcore sexual exploitation.
&:hrader;s present ation o(
radically conflicting moral codes
~accomplished with such objectivity that the audience is confronted, shattered, al}d left to
figure out its own resolution.
, The' plot is simple - ·a Calvin. ist. businessman from Grand
: Rapids goes to Hollywood to
~Web for his daughter who has
· disappeared there. He discovers
that she has been whoring on
screen and off, and he tracks her
down.

than his daughter's rejee.tion of
it, and Schrader causes the collision of values for the purposes ·of
cinematic pleasure.
Schrader himself is a film
scholar, and a number of influences are identifiable. The
process of filinmaking is an explicit part o"f "HardGore," and
Schrader's exploitation of the
medium is as disquieting as the
exploits of the porno experts in
the film.
Key allusions

When the hero's sexual and
- moral conflict explodes, it'is not
much of -a surprise that his- victini ends up in the ,shower. Ads
for "Star Wars" are seen in the
background, and a promising
UCLA ·film school graduate
winds up directing his movies in
a motel room.
And the film is based on John
Ford's epic Western, "The
Searchers," and Schrader's use of
paint on the massage parlor exterior shots can be likened to Antonnioni _?.s well as Godard. _
Schrader is ruthless in his exploitation. Samuel Fuller (in
Godard's "Pierrot Le Fou'')
describes film as "a battleground: love, hate, action,
violence, death - in one word,
'emotion,"' and Schrader's objectivity and distance from either
side of the moral argument he
presents does not limit his emoMoral issues
tional drive. His battle is recordWhile "Hardcore" never
ed without the interference of a
aehieves the degree of emotional
particular moral point of view,
charge that Schrader seems to
-and the absence of spiritual
have intended, it does cut fairly"
direction intensifies the emo~Pinto the aesthetic as well as
tional conflicts.
the moral codes of its audience.
Because "Hardcore" is a batThe movie follows the Peckintleground,
sets or" oppositions
!lah and de Palma school of goodgive the film its purpose:
looking guts, but Schrader
Midwest meets West , repressed
Presses the aesthetic_issues fursexuality meet s perverted sexther. Peckinpah's violence is
uality, father meets daughter,
designed to whip its audience inand so on. In its course, good
to agreement with - the film's
direction meets bad acting, and
Plllemic, and de Palma's demands
good intentions meet some
a certain degree of belief in
mediocre result s. Scott is insatanichorror.
capable of sustaining the kind of
But Schrader presents no contension Schrader requires, and
clusion. Its he.ro's Grand Rapiquite
possibly the fault is
dian ethical vision is no more or
Schrader's.
less to be reviled or applauded
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Though Sheila Cudl,lhy has been active in publishing, this is her first
novel._

:.....

never tedious. But while "The
Trojan Gold" entertains, it never
grips, and one finishes the novel
feeling the same way as after
completing a too easy crossword
puzzle. There's been too little
challenge, and the bits and pieces
put together lack a sense of accomplishment..

That there is little mystery involved in this suspense novel isn't
bad in itself; Georges
~
Simenon's wonderful crime
w?"
novels often seem constructed
around almost no crime at all.
li'
...
But what Simenon always does
have is Inspector Maigtet, whose
The · film~s final moments canalert, fascinating thought proAttempt at subtlety
not be considered as a successful '
cesses become the true subject of
completion of the film even if a
Part of the reason for this is
the novels.
lack of resolution is the film's
But "The Trojan Gold" is nar~
that Cudahy, . a Bryn Mawr
moral point. But something
rated through so many perspecgraduate, backs away from many
,.
always has to happen at the end
tives that one never gets the
of the cheaper, more lurid thri~s
of a movie, even if it is nothing
sense-of being in on the workings
that her novel might have given.
more than the screen suddenly
of a single mind. The whole proThere is a
tinge of
going black. In "Hardcore,'' the
cess of gradual discovery tha-t is
reasonableness, not desperation,
end is not quite so abrupt, _but it
at the center of great suspense
to "The Trojan Gold." Passionate
remains inconsistent with the
fiction is never built up by
love affairs are shown up until
rest of the movie.
-·
Cudahy. Her novel· flits so quickbedding, then coyly let off and
And since exploitation requires
ly from character to character
resumed in the morning.
calculation, it is difficult to
Shady, midtown transient · that the story never so much
determme where Schrad_er's conforms as simply adds up, one
hotels are mentioned but barely
trolled -conflict ends and where
observation clumping uporr
described, as though it would be
unsuccessful filmii!_aking begins.
tacky to exploit their seediness.
another.
If Schrader believes throughout
Hijackings, murders, explosions
Redeeming value
"Hardcore" that the polarities he
and gunfights occur, and yet the
That
these observations are
-presents are irreconcilable,
tone of description never goes
often
enjoyable
in themselves is
perhaps- Hardcore's end was
past the genteel. As such, these
the saving grace of the book.
meant to dissatisfy.
events seem viewed at a dis"The Trojan Gold" ·refers to the
tance, and hold little dramatic
Effective score
lost treasure of Priam's Troy,
impact.
coveted both for its monetary
Jack Nitzsche's musical score
Stereotypical characters
value and its worth as art. The ,
suggests a thorough sense of
relationship between these two,
dissatisfaction~--The score is built
This understatement does not
·money and art, forms the basis
on harsh, strange progressions of
avoid cliche, however. There is
of the novel. There are several
sounds that both express and
still a brilliant, beautiful heroine
good gossipy insights given into
heighten tension, and . like
(who is also a tough, respected
the art world, and a few pleasing
another Nitzschean battleground
journalist), an artist fiercely
descriptions of the Manhattan
score, "Performance,'' the music
committed to his work (who
scene in particular.
·
develops out of deep ·conflicts in
loves the journalist), a likeable
"The Trojan Gold" is hardly
the minds of the film's charvillain (who appreciates art), an
Simenon or Sayers. It's not really
acters.
unlikeable one (who doesn't), a
As a cinematic tension-builder,
even up to the ltwel of a Marsh or
creepy CIA agent (this decade~s
Tey, Hammet or Chandler. But
Nitzsche may be the acid generaversion of the incompetent chief
it's not bad, and it could make a
tion's version of Bernard Herinspector) and a mysterious
rainy day at the :'lt·ashore more
mann, the musical master of · South American playboy (who
pleasant, or a night in which
"Psycho." "Hardcore's" music
eventually gets held up, beat up,
there wasn't going t 1 be any
will not be disco-ized into top-40s
and blown up). Intrigued?
sleep anyway pass mon quickly.
singles, as John Williams' work
Another weakness has to do
is doomed to be, because it canwith points of view. There are
not be disengaged from what is
too many in "The Trojan Gold."
on the screen. And· anyone interested in the development of rock
music in movies should see and
hear "Hardcore" for that reason
alone.
members include Nancy Snow,
It should also be noted that
The Drama Club's student-run
Kevin Rush, Sandra Waugh, Bob
Schrader's other major works,
. spring production of "Company"
Weibezahl, Lori Perine, Marcus
"Blue Collar" (as director) and
will be performed on April 6 and
Tocotin,
Carolyn Barton, Don
"Taxi Driver" (as screenwriter)
7 in Roberts .
Sternfeld, Belinda Carter , Bill
are being shown at Haverford
Rehearsals are now underway
Lockhard, Robin Beckhard,
this semester. For an easy upfor the production, which
Rosemary Straijer , ·Do ttie
date on the career of one of
features Ron Brown in the lead
Goldberg and Patricia Angueira.
Hollywood's new directors, two
role of Robert. other cast
free films and one trip to "Hardcore" would be more than worth
·· \
some tension .

~

/Hardeore' almost -makes poin.t ·
by EdSikov

~'.
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Company under way
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MiiBicoi1traCt"ii hurd/8 to HPA plan ·.
(Continued from page 1)

living at HPA to get off the meal
plan. The Student Affairs Office
had assumed that Devlin had
checked with Dunn before agreeing to the HP A arrangement .. "I
was damn annoyed that this was
not the case," said Dean of Student Affairs Al Williams.
Mancini- said that Residence
Council told Gorchow that there
would be no problem with the
HP A meal plan proposal, except
that Bryn M~wr students would
have to go through the offcampus room draw. She added
that ARA would pay Seilers for
any imbalance in the meal exchange. "We felt we had a proposal that wouldn't lose money,"
said Mancini.
Final implications

Williams said, "We learned
that Kim (Devlin) had no
authority" to agree to the proposal. Dunn explained, "The
problem is that Residence Co'Uncil did not realize what the final
implications of the arrangement
were ." And Wolf said that he
suspected the misunderstanding
was between Devlin and Gorchow.
Devlin claimed that Klug knew
early in the semester "that we
wanted to have (Bryn Mawr) people at HPA. I did not realize the
problems had not been worked
out - in part, (because of) my
own naivete." She emphasized
that she had contacted .Gubins
with whom Gorchow supposedly
kept in touch all semester. But,
"both administrations sat on
their asses and everything got
messed up," she said.
"Acrimonious debate"

Devlin attended the meeting of
deans and business managers on
Tuesday. The "amazing thing'~
about the meeting was "the
acrimonious debate going on,"
she said. "I've never seen the two
administrations talking to each
other in such ugly tones. I think
Bryn Mawr is really being stubborn, but I think, in this case,
they have a right to be."
Several Haverford administrators agreed that Bryn Mawr
could not be expected to absorb
the anticipated losses. Provost
Tom D'Andrea, who spoke to
Dunn about the issue Wednesday

~ ~MC

Dean Mary Maples Dunn,
Director of Physical Plant Tim
Pierson, Erdman Warden Chuck
Heyduk, and Betty Harvey, Ad- .
ministrative Assistant to the
Director of Halls, have recently
looked over Denbigh, Merion,
Radnor, Pembroke, and the College Inn to evaluate the condition
of the rooms. They were expected to visit Rockefeller and
Rhoads yesterday.
No students ..yere involved
with the evaluation. Residence
Council Head Kim Devlin felt
that viewing the rooms was "too
tedious . I personally don't have a
day to sacrifice," she added.
Residence Head-elect Laurie

dorm different from the others.'
She stated that (at Pl'esentJ
there are "two irreconcilable dif.
ferences, which are, at ha!e.
bottom, financial. " However,sh
1
denied that this impasse had
anything to do with any othtr
issue. She summarized the pJ'Ob.
lem by saying, "Haverford ge~
the advantages; Bryn Mawr gets
the costs." But later she a~.
"We are open for negotiation •

Provost seeks 19 .cut
some small·- classes
dependent study. Students can
also enroll _in equivalent Brvn
Mawr classes, if Bryn Mawrr~
it can accomodate the extra
students. A third alternative~
to give small classes only evm
other year.
.' ·
A copy of D'Andrea's letter
was sent to Students Council fer
consideration and S1lggestiong,
According to Council Secrela!y
Meg Palmatier, one concern ~
that students be included in the
-decision to cancel classes.
Council also hopes that 1001e
time can be found to accomodate
several sections of very ~
classes, so that class sizes may1:e
cut, she added.
However, Council has been
able to do little yet, because of
the backlog of items on i~
agenda and the lack of specifies
in the proposal. "We're still
looking at it," Palmatier sa¥!;
"right now there' are too many
variables."
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UJA drive
Contributions to the United
Jewish ' Appeal, which aids
Israeli immigrants and needy
Jews throughout the world, are
being accepted by Jonathan
Wagner through campus mail.
Make check payable to the
Federation Allied Jewish Appeal.

Garden_ing talk
A lecture on "After Dinner ·
Gardening" will be given by Jane
Herman on Wed., March 21 at
8:30p.m. inGest 101.

Herman, Supervisor of Education at the Morris Arboretum,
will talk on 'garbage gardening,'
or what to do with grapefruit,
pomegranate and mango remains. Refreshments will be
served, too.

8-D survey
The Eighth Dimension invites
all 8D '(Olunteers, past and present, and all other members of
the hi-College community to a
dinner meeting tonight at 6 p.m.
in the Swarthmore room of the
Dining Center. The brief meeting
will enlist participants and

-investigates 'dorm space

by Susan Porterfield
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Wednesday night, Executive
two administrations should try
Council was evaluating alterto work out some compromise so
native proposals.
that Bryn Mawr students could
live at HPA off the meal plan.
lrr.e concilable differences?
Noel Evans, Andrea Herz and
Dunn commented that "exLejla Grayson began circulating
change is important. I quite
petitions asking the two sides "to
recognize that HPA is a dorm. At
sit down and work it out," Tues' the same time , Bryn Mawr would
day night.
be suffering a substantial loss.
Todd Garth. a member of
The problem arises ," she added,
Residence Council, said, "The
Bryn Mawr administration
"because Haverford has one
seems to have made a decision
Equitable atmosphere
for purely financial reasons ,
Mancini disagrees. "I don't
without being in touch with how
want to drop this, I don't want to
the students feel. "
give it up," she said . ''It is very
Devlin, who was instrumental
important for Bryn Mawr
in arranging another meeting
women to live at HPA." She add-next week, said, "It should be
(Continued from page 1)
ed that HPA would be "more atworth it for both schools to eftractive if every constituency is
fect a compromise." She added
a violation of the contract under
living there." Mancini calculated
that she was "the last person
which the students entered
that if 185 Bryn Mawr exchange
who wants the dorm exchange to
Haverford," he said. But he also
residents - the number this year
go down,"- a likely result if the
pointed out that the number of
-lived on campus at Haverford
two sides cannot agree to an
small classes has actually innext year, only 200 on-campus
alternative - because she just
creased
over the past few years.
spaces would be available to
spent weeks deciding which
seniors, juniors and sophomores,
dorms would be coed, based on
The proposal also would not
since 340 places are reserved for · the assumption that the exaffect any particular department
freshmen , transfer students and
change would remain about the
because of its size, h e continued,
customsmen. She said that this
same as this year's.
because the needs of majors
would not create a "very healthy,
would be kept in mind. He also
HPAviablel
equitable atmosphere."
obs~rved that very small classes
Gorchow, 'who said "Kim
Devlin mentioned the consehad
been cancelled informally in
(Devlin) and I are a litt le perturbquences of not allowing Bryn
the past after consultation with
ed that the cooperative progress
Mawr students to live off at HP A
the professor, and that the new
broke down," stressed that this is
the meal plan at Tuesday's
policy was merely an attempt to
a "terribly important issue."
meeting: "I said if they didn't
institutionalize
the practice.
Council President Paul Tumwork out the arrangements, no
minia
remarked,
"HP
A
is
now
a
one would want to live at HPA."
Accomodation
viable part of the Haverford
She explained that the dorm exAccording
to D'Andrea, there
community. We feel that
change between campuses thereare ways to accomodate people
something can be worked out
fore would decrease. ·
who want to take courses that
whereby Bryn Mawrters can
Student reaction
are underenrolled. If the
have the same benefits as Haverprofessor rr consents, the class
fordians do by living at HPA off
The reaction among many
the meal plan." As of late
can be rescheduled as instudents seemed to be that the

afternoon, said that he could
understand why Bryn Mawr
could not afford to lose the
money. Donna Mancini said she
could not ask Dunn "to foot the
$25,000." Wolf said, "I wouldn't
accept that loss. That's good
judgment." He added thatthe only solution is for Bryn Mawr
students "to be told that they
will not be allowed off the board
plans."

,,,

Prendergast commented, " l
didn't really know when they
were going. I didn't know that
we were invited to go with the
administration.
"We really scoured for extra
space, and checked over the
spaces where we have had com-plaints. We are certainly going to .
have to fix up some of the
rooms," commented Harvey. She
cited as examples some of the
rooms in Pembroke and Denbigh
that have leaks.
Besides fixing up some of the
present rooms, Harvey mentioned plans for constructing new
rooms. In Pem East and possibly
Pem West, rooms will be built in

the extra space found at the ends
of corridor&. The old dining
rooms of Rockefeller and Radnor
also will be converted into
rooms, as will the card rooms in
Erdman.
"We think that we're going to
get maybe 34 or 35 spaces," said
Harvey. However, this does not
necessarily meant that this many
spaces will open up, since several
rooms that were triples this year
are being changed back to
doubles, and many doubles are
being changed back to s~ngles .
"This was for our first year expanding, and unfortunately you
learn from your mistakes," noted
Harvey.

gather ideas for a survey of student support for the off-campus
volunteer program.

SGA app'ts
Juniors Carol Davis and
Danise Holloway, sophomore
Todd Garth and freshman
Denise Lee were appointed
members of ·sGA's Appointments Committee by the Assembly at its meeting last Sunday.

Arts Council
One position for the bi-College
Arts Council is still available
through SGA, as are three Concert Series positions , one
Speaker's Fund position, one
head of Security Committee.
Those interested should send
statements or contact Libby
White in Barclay 220,649-6289.

Hoagie relays
A committee is now being
formed to organize the fJnt an·
nual "University City Hoagie
Relays", which will be held 111
May 13 to benefit the American
Cancer Society. Call923-9l00.
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CPR ~course_
Free American Heart A&.xit
tion (AHA) certified courses:m
cardiopulmonary resuscitat¥
(CPR) are now available at l2
area hospitals, thro_!!gh funding
from the United Way.
Participants in the four hour
course learn artificial respiralim
and chest compression undercer·
tain .circumstances. Those who
successfully complete the train·
ing are certified as AHA "!kart
Savers." For more information.
call the CPR Heartline at ~
8CPR.

WANT A SUMMER CAMP JOB?
Positions available (Mal-Female) - Specialists in All
athletic areas; Assistants to Tennis Pro; Golf; Gym·
nastics; Swimming (WSI)· Smallcraft (sailing-canoeing);
Rifle~y, Archery; Arts and Crafts (general shop, ~ood
workmg), Ceramics, Sewing, Photography, Sctence
(general-electronics), Pioneering; Tripping; ·General
Counselors, 20 + . Camp located in Northeastern Penn·
sy lvania (Poconos). For further information write to:
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(A1) Trail's End Camp, c/o Beach Lake, Inc.,
215 Adams Street, brooklyn, N.Y.11201
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Friday, March 2
4 p.m. German colloquium. Professor of history Barbara ~a ne
will speak
on
' ·N eoRomanticism. Neo-Class ici sm.
and the Garden City Movement:
the origins of ' Nazi Archi tecture?" 47 Thom<?S.
4:15 p.m. The .philosoplily club
presents William d~ Vries .
Haverford alumnus, of the
University of Pittsburgh , who
will speak on " Kant and Hegel
on Teleology." Gest 101 .
4:30p.m. Edward Anders wi ll give
his final lecture on " Was there a
Super-heavy Element in Meteorties?" Stokes.
4:30p.m. Professor E.T., Rewolinski, speak.er for the ad hoc
religion committee, will lecture
on "Histiography and Values:
Problems in ·· Modern Biblical
Scholarship." Tea at 4:15 p.m .
Gest 102.
4:30p.m. Psychology Journal Club
will meet. Carroll E. Izard,
department of psychology ,
Universrty of Delaware, will
speak on "Emotion as Motivation:- an Evolutionary-Developmental Perspective." Tea at 4
p.m. 204 Dalton.
4:30p.m. Classics colloqu iur11. Jan
Tremblay, Princeton '76 will
speak on "Plot and Destiny: the
Mechanics of the Happy Ending
from Homer to Heliocorus."
Russian center lounge.
4:30p.m. Informal dance concert .
Pembroke dance studio. Tea
afterwards.
5 to 7 p.m. Student to Student
Counseling holds an open
house to permit the community
to get to know the counsellors.
Sunken lounge.
• 5:30 p.m. Havurat Shabbat sponsors Sabbath services aQd dinner. All are welcome~ Yarnall.
6p.m. Eighth Dimension meeting
for all former and current
members over dinner to discuss
a survey of student support for
the program. Swarthmore Room
.of the Dining Center.
6 p.m. The Bryn Mawr al umnae
association is holding ~a--c~inner
for senio_r:s. All Bryn Mawr
seniors are welcome. Ely room ,
Wyndham.
6:30p.m. Christian Fellowship will
meet~. Gest 101.
1 p.m. Chess Club will' meet .
Stqkes 303.~ •
8:30 ~ p.m. The Haverford-Bryn
Mawr Drama Club presents Edward Albee's " Everything in the
Garden." Admission is free for
bi·College students with I. D., $2
for other students and senior
citizens. $3 for the general
PUblic. Roberts.
8:30 and 10:30 p.m. Freedonia film
series presents "Dr. Strangelove." Admission $1 . Stokes .
9:30p.m. Natalie Blatchford , Kevin
Singley, and Jon Pitts will perform. Three Seasons Cafe.

Satur~ay, March 3
9:30 a.m. The Garee~ Plann ing
Office presents its second
career exploration workshop .
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Gest1 01 .
9:30 a.m. :-tavurat Shabbat s pon~
sors a Shabbat Minyan. Kiddis h.
and lunch. Yarna ll.
10 a.m. The re will be a c areer plan~
ning MBA forum. Ely room.
10 a.m. t o 2 p .m. First annual (Bryn
Mawr) College News flea
market. Thomas Great Hall .
8:30 p.m. The Drama Club
presents its second performance of " Everyth ing in the
Garden ." Roberts .
8:30 and 10:30 p.m. The Haverford
Film Series presents Herzog's
" Every Man for Himself and God
Against All ." Stokes.
11 p .m . Open campus party , sponsored by the Sisterhood. Dress
fashionable. Perry House.

Sunday, March,4
11 a.m. Catholic mass. Vernon
Room.
4 p.m . Morris dancing. Rockefeller
dance studio.
7 P~m. David Richie, organizer of
hundreds of Quaker workcamps on four continents, will
speak with QUAC about his
work and the - role of service
work in the Quaker faith. Haverford Friends meeting house.
8 p.m . English dancing . Goodhart
music room.
8:30 p . m ~ The Haverford chamber
.music program presents the
DePasquale String Quartet with
Sylvia Glickman, The program
will include works by Haydn ,
Mozart , and Shostakovich.
Ticket~
free to bj -College
students if picked up in advance, $2 for senior citizens and
students with I.D.s, all others $5
and $3 ~ Roberts.

Monday, March 5
12:3 0 p.ni.
Deutsches Mittagessen.
German
house
smoker.
4 P~m. Math majors ' tea. Math w ing
the
physical
sc i ence
of
build ing . .

Tuesday, March 6
10

a.m. to 3 p.m. Ring day.
Thomas.
4 p.m . Math majors' tea. Math
wing/physical science building.
4:15 P ~ m . History majors' tea. Vernon Room.
4:15 P~m . The department of
history presents Martin J . Sherwin , Princeton University, who
will speak on " The Containment
Doctrine and U.S. China
Policy. " Stokes 104.
6:45p.m . There will be an informal
discussion group on current
Jewish topics with · Rabbi Jack
Lu xemburg. Bring your trays.
Swarthmore room of the Dining
Center.
8 p .m. Physics majors' tea~
Rockefeller livingr oom.

Wednesday, March 7
a.m. to 3 p . m ~ Ring day.
Thomas.
~
12 p.m. to 1 p.m . .German table.
Aile wilkomm. Left side of the
dining center.
1 p. m . and 4:30 p.m. Anthropology
f ilm series presents "Trobriand

· 10

Cr icket. " 100 Dal ton .
8:30 p.m. The Gay People's
4 p.m . Math majors ' tea . Math
Alliance meets.
Busi ness
wing.
meeting foll owed by di scus5:30 p.m . Deutsches abe nde ssen.
sion . Second floor of the ColHaffner yellow.
lege Inn .
6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m . ''International
8:30p .m. Di ti rambo Teatro Est ud io
Night" buffet . For reservations
de Madrid presents " Pas odo~
call527-3833. Wyndham.
.ble. " Goodhart.
7 p.m. Spanish tertu lia. LaVonne - 8:30 p.m. Murray Feshbach , chief
Potee t -Bussar t , Ph . D. ' 77 ,
of the USSR branch of the
department of Spanish at
Foreign Demographic Analysis
Bucknell. wi ll speak o n '' Cuba
Divis ion , U.S. department of
Today ." Spanish smoke r.
Commerce, . w ill speak on
7:15 p.m . Safe Energy Alliance
" Population Problems in the
meeting . Canaday.
USSR." Gest 101.
8:30 p.m. The department of an8:30 p.m . Shelly Miller and Cece
thropology and sociology preSitron , of the Women' s Subursents Kennell Jackson, proban Clinic, ·will speak on "Abor·
fessor of history at Stanford,
tion. " Morris infirmary.
who will lecture on " African
Friday, March 9
History for Americans." Stokes.
4 p.m. Spring Break Begins. (sigh)
8:30 p.m . The department of
Spanish presents Ditirambo
Monday, March 19
Teatro Estudio de Madrid per8:30a.m.
Spring break ends.
forming " EI Desvan de los
12:30 p:m. Deutsches. mitMachos y el Sotano de los hemtagessen . German
house
bra.s." Goodhart.
smoker.
8:30 p.m. Bryn Mawr Russian Prof.
George Pahmov will lectu re on
Tuesday, March 20
" Russkij bit ," in Russian. Rus4:30 p.m. English majors ' tea.
sian House.
English lecture room.
\
10: 15 p.m. The Haverford Film
4:30 p.m. Dennis Oates of Lukens
Series presents " The Thin Man"
Steel Company will lead an inwith William Powell and Myrna
formal discussion on comLoy. Stokes.
puting and economic fore10:30 p.m. Off-Campus room draw~
casting in business. Vernon
Thomas.
Roem.
6:45 p.m. There will be an in'formal
Thursday, IV!arch 8
discussion group on current
10 a.m ~ Fifth day meeting. Gest
Jewish topics with Rabbi Jack
101.
Luxemburg. Bring your tray.
'4:30 p.m. The department of
Swarthmore room of the Dining
history presents Joel RosenCenter.
thal, professor of history at
8 p.m . Eleanor Sims, professor of
SUNY Stony Brook, who wi ll lechistory at the Un iversity of
ture on " The Fami ly in Later
Pennsylvania,
will speak on
Medieva l England."Gest 101 .
"Muhammad-Zaman: a l7th
4:30 p.m. Cit ies majors' tea: VerCentury Eclectic Painter of Pernon Room .
sia." 127Thomas.
7 p.m. The second showing of the
10
p.m. to 11 p.m . Studierpause.
anthropology film " Trobriand
German house warden 's suite.
Cricket." 100 Dalton.
7

p.m . Spanish and Hispanic
studies majors' tea. Vernon
Room.
7 p.m. Israeli dancing. ·Erdman living room.
7 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. The Bryn
Mawr Film Series presents
"Sympathy for the Devil."
Physics lecture room~
8 p.m. Neil Forsyth, Mellon Fellow
and lecturer in Greek, will speak
on " Homer in Milton." English
lecture room.

Ampersand
Ampersand, the bi-College
literary magazine, is now accepting submissions for the spring
issue. The deadline is March 19,
and material can be submitted
via campus mail to Anna Meriwether (62 Lloyd) or Lucas Held
(41 Lloyd).

Health_ plan
The Bryn Mawr and Haverford
libraries have been sele<;ted as
cites for public display of the'
proposed State Health Plan.
Copies can be read at t h e circulation desks. Comments of the proposed plan are invited before
April20.

Wednesday, March 21
1 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. Anthropology
film serie
presents "Four
. Families , Part Two" and
"Development of the Child: Infancy." 100 Dalton .
4:15p.m. The Spanish department
presents Felix Marinex-Bonati,
professor at Columbia University, who will speak on "Barcarola, and Pablo Neruda." Gest
101.
4:30 p.m. The Gest lecture series
presents Samuel Laeuchli , professor of religion at Temple,
who will lecture on " Basi lica vs
Temple - the Religious StrucTHE LARGEST SELECTION OF
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ture of Classical Antiquity.•·
Stoke-s.
4:30 p.m. Biology se minar. Clay
Armstrong. of the Univers ity of
Pennsylvan ia. will lecture on
'·tonic Channels and thei r
States in Nerve Membranes."
225 biology bu ilding .
5:30 p.m. Deutsc hes Abendessen.
Haffner yellow.
7 p.m. Spanish tertulia, Victoria
Cole '79 will give a recital of
Span ish songs with commen~
tary. Spanish smoker.
&30 p.m. A lecture on after-dinner
gardening , also known as garbage gardening , by Jame Her~
man. Gest 101.
10:15 p.m. The Haverford Film
Series presents " White Heat"
with James Cagney. Stokes.

I

Thursday, March 22
10 a.m. Fifth day meeting. Gest
101 .
6 p.m. The business club presents
Fred Rudge '32, management
consuitant, Fred Rudge As·
sociates. Mr. Rudge will speak
on " The Ro.le of Increased Productivity as a Cure for ln.flation." Swarthmore room of the
Dining Center.
7 p.m. Second showing of the anthropology film "Four Families ,
Part Two" and "Development of
the Child : Infancy." 100 Dalton .
7 p.m. and 9 P ~ m. The Bryn Mawr
Film Series presents Truffaut'~
"Stolen Kisses." Physics lecture room.
8 p.m. Victory Lang. professor
Emeritus of German at Princeton , will speak on "Naturwissenschaft and Literatur um
die
Jahrhundertwende."
Goodhart .common room.
8:30 p.m. Faculty research talk.
Christopher Goff, assistant professor of biology, will speak on
" Machinery at the Threshold of
Life: How do Viruses Work?"
Stoke.s .
8:30 p.m. The Gay Peoples'
Alliance meets. Business
meeting followed by · discussion. 2nd f !oor College Inn .
8:30 p.m. "Birth Control: What is
Avail?ble and How Effective is
it?'' Morris infirmary.
Compiled by Scott Hite and Stuart
Slavin
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NEED A PAPER TYPED?
CALL NATALIE
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Badmin ton squad c!Oses~season
B y dropping three of last four
by Stephen Goldstein

l

The badminton team rounded
out its season with a rather flat
and crammed week, losing three
of four matches in the hectic
stretch run . Thursday's match
(thougn the beginning of the end)
was a very satisfying win against
Roserr ont, perhaps Bryn Mawr's
finest match of the year:
However, lopsided losses to
Albright, Drexel and Ursinus, allteams that Bryn Mawr could conceivably have defeated - destroyed last week's promising
start. The Mawrters emf the year
at 4-6, - a mark which they will
>1ot deny could have been improved upon by at least two
rames.
Against nearby Rosemont, all
of the single players won - but
;.t was far from easy. First
~;ingles eatry Anne Rhoads came
back.from a losing"first set, 11-2,
ar.d a second-game tie-breaker,
- 12-10, to take the third game and
the match, 11-7.
l<rancesca Galassi, returning
from · the. ranks of the injured,
-also was taken to three . sets
before finally prevailing, 11-7,
8-11, 12-11. Senior third-singler
Carolyn Cantlay, beginning her
final week in a Bryn Mawr badminton skirt, won a tight 11-8,
·
11-8 decision.
At first doubles, Carol Holden
·and Cathy Taylor were the only
Mawrter losers, falling in three
sets, 8-15, 15-8, 15-11. Elisabeth
Hahfl and Kathy Knowles won,
4-15, 15-11, 15-11, to round out
the 4-1 varsity win.
In the jayvee match, a similar
pattern was followed, with three
singles - wins. by Mary Jo
Downey, Anu Shah and Mary
Wang, pacing a 3-2 triumph. The
doubles teams of Barb FailerLydia Robertson and Jackie
Deane-Jane Day both finished on
the down ·3ide.
Elated Coach Elaine Jolnson
exclnirned, "We were wonderful
against Rosemont."
Good times stall

The fun stopped when the
Albright match started.
Johnson, shaking her head, said
of Albright, "They had very
strong - very strong- singles."
The scores bear this out, as
Rhoads fell in a toughy, 11-7,
12-11, and Galassi and Cantlay
were routed by identical 11-2,
11-0 scores. In double§, HoldenTaylor lost 15-6, 15-3, and
Knowles-Hahn fared likewise,
14-13, 15-8. For those weak in
addition, Albright won. 5-0.
The jayvee did somewhat better . Maria Albuquerque lost,
11-7 , 11-2, but Downey, contiliuing her winning ways, took an
11-1, 11-3 breezer. Lydia Lawson
won by forfeit, and FallerRobertson and Deane-Day lost in
straight sets. However, the latter
was only a practice match, as
Deane-Day picked up a forfeit
win, and the jayvee won , 3-2 on the st rength of the two
forfeits.
Drexel was another low point
for Bryn Mawr . However , some
excuse can be made here as the
Pag~20·· ·~,
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absence of Rhoads forced everyone up a notch , with an obvious
commensurate decrease of each
Mawrter's chance of victory, All
of the singles players lost in
straight sets, providing the main
fuel for the 4-1loss. Galassi lost,
11-7, 11-1, Albuquerque fell,
11-2, 11-5 and Cantlay scored only a solitary point in each of her
games.
In doubles, Holden-Taylor fell,
15-8, 15-2, but Hahn and Patty
Plunkett, paired for the first
time, won a . shutout-preventing
three-setter at second doubles,
4-15, 15-12, 15-8.
Johnson noted that "Drexel
was good," but felt that Bryn
Mawr's chances would have been
much better with Rhoads in the
lineup and everyone else down a
notch.
In jayvee, Downey again won,
12-9, 11-7, but Lawson, Failer,
Jennifer Hill and Janine i)avisAnu Shah all lost. Ursinus the killer ·

The Ursinus match on Tuesday
was the coup de grace for Bryn
Mawr. In the warmups, and based on the record, it was obvious
that the two schools were fairly
evenly matched.
However, anything that could
go wrong did. In the first singles
match, Rhoads went against
Leslie French. Rhoads and
French appeared to be very equal
in terms of sheer ability .
However, the important difference between the two- use of
strategy - proved to be the telling factor.
Rhoads, commenting on the
11-1, 11-1 loss, noted, "I don't
have much of a strategy - when
she saw that my cross-court drop
shot was working, she just
started to serve short, and being exceedingly dense - it
took m!: until halfway through
the second game to figure out
that I had to return the short
serve with a drive. By then, It
was too late ." She added, "I need
to work , on my drop shot."
Rhoads, acknowledging that she
played better last year, finished
with a 3-5 record.
Galassi's situation mirrored
that of Rhoads, being outmaneuvered and defeated (11-1 ,
11-4) by an opponent (Karen Bartuslere) roughly equal in ability.
Galassi, who displayed a
tenacious, gutsy game and much
determination, explained, "I
think we'Fe pretty even, but she
was hitting low over the net. She
m:~de me play her game , a d~:ive
game. I should have been moving
her around with drops and clears
- that's my game." Francesca
closes the year at 4-6. As with
Rhoads , . the injmy-plagued
Galassi's record is probably not
indicative of her ability.
Singles swept

Cantlay's 11-4, 11-1 loss t o
Kyle-Jackson completed the Ursinus shelling of Bryn Mawr's
singles players. Cantlay remarked , "It. shouldn't hf:ve been tha t
bad. I jmt played po•xly ." The
senior co-captain wmpletes the
year with a 5-7 mark.
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The doubles teams both lost,
completing the Ursinus sweep.
Hoken-Taylor fell, 6-15, 5-1.5, to
end the year at 3-10, and
Knowles-Hahn fell . 5-15, 11-15.
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The junior squad also lost.
Albuquerque A-5' on the year)
picked up the only win, 11-4,
11-6 . Downey, finishing the year ·
with a good 6-4 mark, lost, 7-11 ,
10-12 . Albuc.:uerque and
Downey, both freshmen, show~d
improvement over the ~ourse of
the yf:ar, and ;1eed only some
minor improvements on their ·
already fine games.
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Lawson fell, 2-11, 0-11, FailerRobertson lost 7-15, 6-15 (senior
Barb's last match) and DeaneDaylost, 11-15,4-15.
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Anyone who thinks that these
women are playing in the coll·~giate equivalent of a beer
laague is dead wrong, as rough
practice regimens and competitive intensity indicate. The
game is not 3asy, as a few impromptu post-game. volleys have
shown me. Breaking with journalistic impartiality for a momen-t , these players deserve
much credit fo~ their efforts, in
addition to the rewards that they
say they receive from playing
badminton.
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~ bell seemed to be

aOOut11111V_.early.
The fight ccntiDuld through
the ninth 8l1d filial round as FA
cootinued to doJninate. Aheady

Jim Rice . (above) an.d his Red Sox teammates won't be the 'olllj
people in Florida this spring. Haverford - thanks to various.fuJid.
raising schemes - will also be represented. The college's lacrosse,
baseball, and tennis squads will all make the trek down Soulb.
Though Ford athletes will probably not see Rice, their object will be
the same - getting in shape. Now if they can just figure oul how 10
get paid eight million dollars a year doina lt. ..
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by Stephen Goldstein

reg-u hr season champions the
Geeks. • who emasculated Rudy
and the Eunuchs, 33-20.
In the ABA semis, the
Pugilists took- Lux 'n Bagels,
57-42 , and the Joint, paced by
Greg Jones' 21 tallies, clipped
the Straight Shooters.
·
The "B" league semi-finals produced an all-Collegiat~ final. Mitchell and his crew failed the
Geeks, 31-27, led by Geordie
Mitchell's 14 and nouveau Fred
crushed the · Mole Mob, 46-26,
· behind Szura's 16. ·
The· fiilals produced some excellent basketball and a degree of
controversy. In a tight, wellplayed game, Son of Fred took
Mitchell plus 9, 39-33. Szura's 14
and Dave Martin's 10 led the
way. For the losers, Mitchell and
Jack Schulman were getting the
bounds, but cold shooting, particularly by the normally red-hot
King (1-10) lost it for them.
The "A" league final produced
charges by joint captain Kevin
Long of racism on the part of
referees Dave Cohen, Marin

SPORTS ·SCRIPTS
BRYN MAWR GYM CLASSES begin Monday. Classes which
would normally be held outdoors will meet in the Gym until
weather permits.
SWINGING SINGLES SOPHOMORE Paul "the Man" Forshay
would like to announce his coming-out party Mon. night in
Stokes. In ce lebration of his 50th home run pitch, Paul will
deliver a series of lectures on "My Love Life: Manly Art or Social
Disease?" All interested are encouraged to attend.
HOURS FOR UNIVERSAL MACHINE ORIENTATION are as
follows: Mon., 12-1 , Tues., 2-3, Wed. , 3-4, Ttiurs., 11-2,3-4. These
hours are permanent. Students should come to the Gym office
and ask for an instructor.

'
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the way. Despite !Amg's charges,
observers tended to point lo the
Pugilists fine teani work and the
Joints rough, individualistic
playground-style ball as being
the decisive factors in the oq!·
come. The referees called ~
fouls on the Joint and 15 on the
Pugilists, while the. ~
went to the_charity stripe 24
times, the Joint 16:-
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11 1
16 1
13 5
12 I
· lO 8
8 ~
6 11
6 tl

Pug i1is1s·
•
S1 raigh1 Shoolers
The Jo in!
Lux ·n Bagels
Sting Rays
Berger Kings
Case y' s Children
Grim Reapers
Lesler"s Gang
Cohen's Cons

1~
1 11

ABA
Geeks
St igma
Marksmen
Lloyd Free Memorial SS
Flying Devaults
Mezzers
Denbigh
Hatfields and McGiynns
Space Cadets
710
Collegiate
Son of Fred
Mitchell plus 9
Mole Hill Mob II
Rudy and the Eunuchs
Ki ller Hoags
Spanky and the Gang
Devo
Really Big Show
LCB
Sex Offenders

16 1
11 I
II '
ll 4

10 I
8 ll
6 12
5u
2 ~
0 ~
16 l
16 2

12 6
11 6
11 1
6 12
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Scordato and the league hierar·
chy (see Long's letter to tht
editor). The Pu@ists defeated
the Joint, 54-43, With play·
makers Matt Sekelick and Tony
Ciasulli and boardmen Bari)'
Greenberg and Ben Gailey (who
also led with i5 points) leading

•

to

#Going' in the

Intramural hOop rouiJdup
The Pugilists and Son of Fred
emerged as the winners in the intramural league playoffs held
last week. The Pugilists knocked
off the Jiont in the NBA finals
and Son of Fred took Mitchell
plus 9 in- the "B" league championships.
In the "B" series, the top four
teams from both the ABA and
Collegiate leagues qualified for
the championships. In the
quarter-finals, three of the Col·legiate squads were vic£0rious.
Son of Fred, co-champions of
that league, routed the ABA's
Lloyd Free , Memorial Shooting
-Squad, 51-37 . Brian Szura and
Dave Martin paced Fred with 17
and 18 points respectively. Mitchell plus - 9, the other cochampions, defeated the Marksmen, 47-40, paced by Rich King's
14.
. Mole HilLMob II, tied for third
in Collegiate, beat the Stigma,
co-runners-up in the ABA , 38-30.
Ira Kelberman's 22 led the Mob.
The sole ABA winners were the
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- Eddie Andujar: a pro karate champion
by Howard Jacobson

roundhouse kick to the back, a
non- target area, scoring points
with it.
·

In June of 1976 Eddie Andujar
decided to take a year off from
t~~oof and train for a career in
professional karate. After two
!llODths of working out Ed
fought Jl title bout against Isiasa
[)uenaB of Mexico. Duenas was
thelightweight title holder from
the World Black Belt League .....:. a
separate organization from the
Professional Karate Association.
'!he first two rounds of the ~
lll!tcil were quite even and unexciting. In ,th_! third round,
however, Ed quickly tipped the
~ce in his favor striking
Duenas across the head with a
spinning backhand; a punch
which Eddie's stable invented
~ has pertected as one of the
~ost powerful
punching
llln~ in fighting. Duenas
m~t:Wwn ..for a count of six
oefore getting up in sync with a
seemingly quick bell. In fact , to
many in the crowd and to Ed's
comer, the bell seemed to be
aiiJut twenty seconds early.
The fight continued through
the ninth and fmal round as Ed
continued to dominate. Already
angry as a result of the third
round, Ed's temper really heated
up as Duenas began to use a

~

Shortly after the fight the
President of the PKA and the
·promoters of the fight apologized for the nrix up. They offered
him a chance to fight for the
welterweight title.
On May 5, 1977 in Providence,
Rhode Island, Ed fought Thomas
Bakalakas who was ranked in the
division's top five for the title.
Ed won a unanimous "decision
without much difficulty making
him the welterweight champ.
After the fight and after a
great deal of ~ thought Ed announced to his friends and to the
PKA that he had ended his
career with this fight'. The PKA,
- however didn't want to see him
go, so they offeredh im a chance
to fight over school breaks and
during the summer. He accepted
this offer.

Ed robbed?

When the fight ended, both the
crowd and Ed thought he had
won the fight. However, the
judges, two Mexicans and one
American, felt differently as
they handed out a split decision
in favor of Duenas. Both the
crowd and Ed expressed their
dissatisfaction with the qecision
in a less than subdued manner.
Less than two months later Ed
fought a remat ch with Bennie
Urquidez in California. Again Ed
expected to be fighting as a
lightweight. This bout was the
one he was especially psyched
for. as he had left school primarily to fight Bennie again. Ed was
in his best condition ever, but his
streak of bad luck continued.
The night before the fight the
President of the PKA came to
see Ed to ask him about his
weight. As it turned out Ed
weighed 152 pounds, the upper
limit for lightweights or so he
thought. Unknown to Andujar or
his manager, the PKA had added
a -welterweight division to the
leag:p.e pushing 152 pounds out

It's well advised not to fool with the man on the right. Eddie Audujar can
break more than wood with his fists.
·
~

.

of the lightweight division,
seven pounds above the new
limit. If he was to fight Bennie,
Ed would have to lose seven
pounds.

.

by Janice Hicks

Sports view
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. \Yhat is involved is time. A game is a restrainmg.and a letting loose, a holding back and an at tack. Think of a swimmer hanging over the water '
her feet barely on the starting block. The short
word "go" is not short enough; a gunshot is more
precise in time. It estimates more nearly an instant. It means something, it is a command, and
the swimmer goes.
And fhere is the athlete who isn't concerned
~ith minimizing the time of the contest. Some
games could last forever. But such an athlete yet
needs the sense of instants. In time. he/she has to
see, approach, wind up, swing, touch, hit, cut,
bat, smack, kick, shoot, pass, dink, reach or pull.
In fact he/she is going to extremes: from stillness
tomotion, from "not going" to "going." And all ~
thiS because some one or some thing gave that
command.
Binary language

So we have established a kind of binary
language that a well trained team or individual
might respond successfully to. The two elements
of.the language are one and zero , positive and
negative, go and don't go. It is a programming
language with two system commands. If the athlete knows all else, he/she only n eeds the "go" to

perform.
On paper or from the side line, it is a verbal

command. The word is easy to say, quickly, or for
alongtime, or loudly, or in whispering to oneself.

Fnday, March 2, 1979
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First defense against Hart

'Going.'·- in the woFid of sport
.
Go (ready, set). But will it go? Go for it, go
under it, go, let's go. Get going, go down, go up,
go all the way. Does it go wit hout saying? What
she says goes. Going, going, gone. Go it alone, let
go, gooverit. Have a go at it, go t o it, go get it, go
in for it. Go on and on. Did you go? Go crazy. It's
gone. "'
The biggest word in sports is "go ." If just a
single word were allowed in a gymnasium, or on a
field, we should hope that it would be this one. It
~ a deceptively simple language. Coaches, spectawrs, players, say either "go" or "don't ·go."
That'sall an athlete really needs to hear.

.

But in practice, it is often nonverbal. A highly
pitched baseball just outside the plate comes in
signaling "go.;' The light turns green when a
volleyball is set high and off the net:
"Go" is useful in sport because one can assign a
direction to it; any direction in three-dimensional
space is allowed. If necessary, a few more wo~ds
may be added to the language, and they are prepositions or adverbs . Go against, go without, go
together , go over, go back, go away, go ahead, go
by, go through, go left, go right, go forward, g.o
on .
Communicat ion between team members may be
increased by t he use of these predicates. The
number of words a player needs to use during
play is commensurate with his/her familiarity
with the habits of the others. An ideal state is one
where, for example, six players know exactly
what each will do. The six act as a whole and no
verbal commands are needed. At the less than
ideal stage , add the two words "go" and "don't
go"; further from ideality, add the adverbs and
prepositions, then add more specific sports idiom,
including random and less than polite words. This
is the range of sports language.
Sports peak

Each sport of course has its own idiom. The requirements for a useful sports idiom are precision
and clarity. It has been suggested that, for volleyball, a tri-word language is sufficient. "Out" is the
signal for "don't go." "Ball" is the signal for "I will
go." "Help" is the distress signal. (It is a more
realistic language, one that is not limited to the
ideal team.) But also there are "go" sets, "one"
sets, "three" sets, "jap" sets, "cross" sets, "shoot"
sets, to name only a few. In practice, these commands are often abbreviated, or nicknamed,
"one," "shoot," "go," etc. The shorter the word,
the closer the team comes to playing in silence.
That condition allows the team to approach its
ideal state, where no words are needed because
every play is judged and foreseen .
And therein lies the usefulness of "go." It is the
happy medium between idle chatter and silence
on the playing field. We obviously cannot reach
perfection there. But at least we ought to pay attention to what we say, since what we say matters so much to wh at we do.

Naturally everyone associated
with Ed was upset with the PKA
and its officials, but t here was
little that could be done. With
the help of his trainer, father
and Bill "Super Foot" Wallace who was fighting on the same
card in the feature bout - Ed
lost the weight but with it a lot
of his strength and energy too.
The fight began well for Ed~ as
he fought well in the first five
rounds. Unfortunately, the sixth
round was the beginning of the
end. Andujar had used all the
energy he had to fight the first
five rounds and now he could
barely move. Bennie on the other
hand was getting better. In the
same round he broke Ed's nose.
The seventh round went fairly
well under the circumstances but
by the eighth round the referee
had called in the doctor who
stopped the fight giving ~ennie a
TKO . ......
This was the second fight Ed
had fought on national TV and
the second time he had lost. If
one were superstitious one might
say that TV was no less than a
jinx for Ed.
At the end of the fight, Ed was
in r.eally bad condition. He had
severe pain in an arm, a leg, an
ankle and was partially deaf in
one ear. The .Pain led Ed to the
conclusion that he should end his
career and rest for the remainder
9f his year vacation.
Still, he was upset by the Urquidez fight. "I always want to
·.do my best and, in the fight
' again~t Bennie, I didn't get to do
my best because of the weight
problem," said Ed. This anger
would eventually press him to
fight again for the title in the
welterweight division.

The Bryn Mawr-Haverford College News

His first title defense was
scheduled for August against
Ernest Hart, the number one
contender.
In the beginning of August, Ed
was told that there would be no
fight for various reasons. Then
two weeks later 'he was told that
the fight was on again. Within
the next few days the fight was
postponed twice from August to
September to October due to TV
scheduling problems. Because of
school obligations, Ed decided to
train only as much as his work at
Haverford would allow. When the fight came Ed was
physically unprepared. On the
other hand, Hart was ready. As a
result Ed lost fi unanimous decision, his third straight loss on
T.V.

•
':.

Ed still pleased

Despite the defeat, Ed was still
pleased with the eveniri.gs'
results ~since his nephews, whom
he currently tr"ains, both won national recognition in the
lightweight and middleweight
classifications. After this bout
Ed retired having no immediate
desire to regain the title.
Presently, Ed is prepping his
nephews and is ·training and
teaching students in both
fighting and the technical art of
karate.
He recently took his younger
nephew to Japan where the
younger Andujar did well, impressing many professional
karate officials. In addition, Ed
fought two exhibition matches.
He won the karate match but lost
the kick boxing match prim~·ily
because of another confusion of
the rules.
The only immediate plans Ed
has for the future is a possible title fight this summer. Right
now, however he is unsure.

...

HC spring sport coaches
Baseball
Cricket
Golf
lacrosse
Tennis
Track & Field

'

Greg Kannerstein
Kamram Khan
Skip Jarocki
Dana Swan
Marty Gilbert
Tom Donnell y
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Bad year for Ford cagers
by Bob Coleman
Before the Haverford basketball team' s 1978-79 season, Mike
Racke was predicting a 19-3
record for the Fords. No one really believed Mike, not even Mike
himself. But a lot of people
thought he might not be far off.
Indeed , there were good
reasons to have "great expectations" for this team. Racke >yas
coming back after a year in
which he proved he was the Middle Atlantic Conference's second
best big man. Len Tarnowski was
back to. play more explosive
basketball. Bob Coleman was
,back with his hot shooting. Don
Vereen could only improve , and
was expected to intimidate opponents on defense with his shotblocking ability. Bobby Ursomarso was back. along with Tony
Ciasulli to steady the playmaker
slot, a weak point the year
before. Greg Jones, senior, was
up from intramurals to lend his
notable talents to the Fords at
forward and guard. And there
was depth galore. So what happened to all of this talent?

"victories in the Ursinus and
Widener games could have
changed the whole season
around as far as wins and losses
go ." The Fords went on to lose
ten out of their next thirteen
games, with a low, according to
Racke , in blowouts at the hands
of Washington and Franklin and
Marshall.

A vague· word like "inconsistency" only brushes the complex
reasons behind the disappointing
1978-1979 season. A lot more
cou1d and should be said, but, for
many reasons, they won't be.
Returnees next year

The Fords' impressive finish
shows that they may have finally
settled down , and signals good
Jones leaves
things for next year . The whole
The Fords went into X-mas ·
team is going to be back; there
· break with a 3-4 record, and
were no seniors on t he teams at
without Greg Jones, who had
the year's end .
left the team fo r personal
Individually, there .weren't
r easons. Following the break t he
great improvement s among t he
Fords were a victim of ridiculous
returnees. Racke's stats went
scheduling. Nine of the Fords
down from his freshman year ,
next ten games were away. Th e
and so did his desire . Len TarFords won the home game. At
nowski was still invaluable, but
the end of this slaughter, which
still below his explosive potenincluded five losses in Virginia
tiaL
and Florida , the Fords were 4-13 ,
Bobby "Erving" Ursomarso imand doing a lot of-soul-searching.
proved on offense and defense,
But the Fords managed to reyet still needs to improve more.
group and win their last five
Don Vereen learned how to ingames to end up with a re~ord of
timidate on defense , and was
9-13.
valuable on offense. Jimmy
Why? Don Vereen sites "inCarter and Frank Gilliam showconsistency" and "psychological
ed a lot of promise as freshmen .
pressures" for what he calls a'
There is ·also a jayvee player of
Ciasulli leaves
"disappointing" season. Len Tarnote . His name is Joel Small, and
nowski agrees that the Fords
Before· t he season even started,
he is dynamite, only neAding to
were inconsistent and "disapTony Ciasulli left the team with
be molded into a playmaker.
pointing
two,
three
people
his defense in. tow. The Fords
Expect a lot from the Fords
would be playing well and opened against Navy and lost-as
next year. I guarantee a playoff
others" would not be. Len also
expected, but were not out- classspot,_and I wouldn't be surprised
suggested that various line-up
ed - there was cause for opto see next years' team on t he nachanges _confused , things, and
timism. Ursinus was next, an imtional charts in Division III. See •
took "a little while to get used
portant game, being the first
you next year.
to." Throughout the year the
home game and the first MAC
Fords were jolted by different
game for the Fords. The Fords
things, including losing players ,
lost in overtime, an9 it hurt.
long stretches of road games,
Haverford won its next game
and tougn losses. These things
against Hampden Sydney, and
(Continued from page 24)
play on an athlete's mind.
confidence was restored. At this
.
point Bob Coleman left the team,
Pressures, real or imagined,
med" as Adam Zauder _PUt 1t so
taking his offense with him.
are felt from all sides: teamaptly . As Eastern applied a full
Next was Widener, another MAC
mates, fans referees , and
court pressure, th~y forced ~he
t urnovers and contmued makmg
coaches. Inexperience is not an
game and a team the Fords badly
· b k
Th
h B
excuse; Widener and Ursinus,
wanted to beat. But this turned
t h e1r .as ets. . oug
ryn
t he playoff-slot winners in the
into another overtime loss at
J\:1awr d1d manage to break occaswnally, they were really hurFords conference, were as inexhome. Vereen , looking back, ex.
h . h t
d . .
perienced as the Fords. Pinpointplained that the Ursinus and
~mg t elr s o s ~p - an mlssing a definite reason for the
Widener losses "took something
mg.~ Eas~rn fmally won at
Fords' 9-13 season is impossible .
out of us." Racke agreed, saying
65- ~3, Wlth Mar_ge Carson
le~dmg our shootmg by 1_2
pomts, fo_llowed closely by Leshe
Dor_sey w1th 11.
. _
F~nally, however, the tlde ~u_rned m one of the more thnllmg
games of the century. Bryn
.
Intramural:
Mawr beat Harcum at 66-60.
Team captains get rosters to Coach
Softball
Harcum started by applying
Zanin by 5:00p.m. Tues., Mar. 6
man-to-man pressure, but ~s
Meeting for unaffil iated players at 5:30
Bryn 'Mawr managed a fa1r
p·.m. Tues., Mar. 6, Old Gym
number of turnovers, they ~ovInstructional:
ed
to a 2-1-2 zone. B~t tomght,
Thu rs., Mar. 8- Billiards Rm.- 7:30 p.m.
Billiards
after
three bad sh?otmg ~a~es,
See
Skip
Jarocki
with
class
schedule
Golf
Bryn Mawr was fmally smkmg
Mon. or Tues. Mar. 5-6
ba~kets, and_ adding on t he _
before 5:00p.m.
pomts. Incred1bly, and you probSee Marty Gilbert with class schedule
Tennis: Beginning
ably won't believe t his , Bryn
Mon. or Tues. Mar. 5~6
Intermediate
Mawr actually led (31-26) at the
before 5:00p.m. __ _
close
of the first half, following a
Tues. , Mar. 6- Founders #4 - 4:30p.m.
Karate
brilliant three point play by TedWed., Mar. 7- Common Room (upstairs
Yoga
dy Maura. Definitely influential
in Founders) - 7:30p.m.
in this half was Emily Moser who
Training Room- Locker Bldg.
First Aid and
led the reboundifig with 17 reTues. , Mar. 6- 7:00p.m.
Personal Safety
bounds at the half, soaring up for
See
Penny
Hinck
ley
with
class
schedule
Sailing
them,
head and shoulders above
Mon. or Tues.- Mar. 5-6
everyone
else.
before 3:00p.m.
On the scoring side it was MarDana Swan's office, Ofd Gym
Project Courses
t ha who was doing all the
Mon., Mar. 5
miraculous things, and in a
between 12-2:00 p.m.
tribute to her almost, Harcum
See Tom Donnelly with class schedule
Running Training
moved to a box-and-one-onMon. or Tues., Mar. 5·6
& Techniques
Martha defense in the second
before 4:00p.m.
half. Bryn Mawr wasn't to be left
out however and Leslie took up

Bobby Ursomarso (above, driving) had a solid year for Haverford.
Howeve·r, his skills~weren't enough to keep the team from tumblin.

BMC -takes Harcum--._;;..--

Gym sigflup -
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her usual lone man-to-m~n posltion As Martha popped m three
quick baskets from all c;orners of
the court, Bryn Mawr was up by
ten points (40-30) with fifteen
· t s to go
·
mmu e
·
But then Harcum decided to
start snooting, and with long
· managed to break
passes,
through our zone, reducing Bryn
Mawr's lead to one poirit (54-53)
with five minutes to go, and tying the score at 58-58 with three
minutes left to the game. Luckily, Jill managed a great outside
shot to make t he score 60-58,
and Bryn Mawr started applying
man-to-man pressure. And after
a few more minutes of great.
shooting by Leslie and Martha,
Bryn Mawr won at 66-60. That is
the highest score Bryn Mawr has
achieved t his season, and Martha
Cummings is probably still
dreaming of her 22 points and
her offensive and defensive reboundiiig! ·Sweet dreams, Martha you deserve them!
--.:
.
Jayvee act1on
Meanwhile the jayvee has not
been idle. While Bryn Mawr varsity lost to Swarthmore, the
jayvee covered themselves with
glory, winning 50-29. It seemed
that nothing was going wrong.
Beth Dubyak and Chingling Tanco were sinking all kinds of
shots, which left even them
shaking t heir heads in disbelief.
When the team started applying_
man-to-man pressure, intercepts
and fast breaks seemed to be the
order of the day. Eventually
Chingling led the scoring with 13
points.

Playing against Harcum, at
Silo\ lis\
first it .seemed that in com·
The
meet
ope115 with the sbot
parison to the Swarthmore game
put; Havezfonl's main • here
everything was going wrong. At
~ Gerry Islerer, who pial
the half, the jayvee were behind
fourth
last year. CM Ihmelly
16 points, at 31-15. Then in true
fee~ he is "ready to explode"
Bryn Mawr fashion came one of
while Coach 'llaynor notes that
the greatest combacks in record·
"Gerry seems to be putting it
ed history. As Bryn Mawr again
resorted to man-to-man pressure , together the last two neb.• 11
the higlJ jump TGin Gll88lr
· they were able to intercept and
Paul Robbins both bave 111 Gattake their shots. With three
side shot at a win. There is 1
minutes to go, ·-Bryn .Mawr ac·
good chance, however, that OOtb
tually led at 39-37 playing oneof
llill p~.
the finest g~es th't!y have ever
played, With one minuted Jeft
~plain Anian Chatterjee is
lhe defending outdocr big jump
howev~r, Harcum was up by.ofie
point (43;42) and despite~;all
~)ln. He has~ very
kinds of ·plays Bryn Mawr_trled
sparin~y tJris rear llld is a big
question marl for this
with eleven seconds left, and
l'..••n..
event.
later with one second left, they
:"""""Y notes fllat, ~
~e'
s
lllOle
ll'ldy
tl!aa
he'
s
'
didn't getthe basket they need·
~· ~ rr.,_
eler
ed. But talk about excitement
don't think he'
adds that "I
Ann N utk ll and Anjini Kochar
8
Oy not . • ~ to be hurt
l~d the scoring with 14 points
. JWnping. fn the f,;,.I.
1Ump !he88!ne~ ~
each.
Bryn Mawr will wrap up their
season. this weekend, hopefully
making it to the finals On Sun·
more. iJnport.nt : · ~ •
~~~~- ~
day.
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.Statistician
Interested in traveling? Want
to meet exciting people? Have
you ever considered the possibility of being a baseball
statisticiail? ICso, the Haver·
ford varsity baseball team
wants you. No experience
necessary- on-the-job.training
available. Everyone encouraged
to apply. If mterested, co.ntacl
either Jerry Miraglia in Erd·
man at 527-5066 or BillBeltlll
Denbigb, at LA 5-8500. #
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MAC Indoor track pre view:
Sheelf.may_ erSse iival 2 milers
by Pat Grannan

The Haverford track team has
reached the moment ·of 'decision.
The Middle Atlantic Conference
Indoor Championships are tonight, with the field events
lEginning at 6 p.m. and the runningevents at 7. There will be a
bus for students who wish · to
travel to Widener to cheer on the
Fords. The· bus leaves at 5:45
from Stokes Bay. Contact Bob
Tatar for more information.
'!he Ford thinclads figure to
make their first serious run at
the MAC Title: Co-captain Gerry
I.alerer put it this way: "We're
going to win. You don't do things
for second place.· You do it to
win." He continued to _ say,
'Coacli Traynor and Coach Donnelly taught us how to will and
how to want to win." Gerry has a
defmite point - the Fords really
want to win this one. They will,
however, be facing very stiff
competition and a -Haverford title woula definitely have to_ be
considered an upset.
Coach Tom Donnelly notes
that the most Haverford has
~red in this m~t in the 70's is
17points. He says, "We're aiming for 34-35 as a minimum."
Donnelly l,IOtes that the league is
starting to balance out . He con·
siders any chance for -a Haverford victory to be slim. He does,
however, con8ider it a possibility
if everyone runs their best. One
thingis sure - Haverford will no
longer be an also ran.
Shot first

The meet opens with the shot
put; Haverford's main hope here
il Gerry Lederer, who placed
fourth last year. Coach Donnelly
feels he is "ready to explode" .
while Coach Traynor notes that
"Gerry seems to be putting it
together the last two weeks." In
thehigh jump Tom Glasser and
Paul Robbins both have an outfide shot at a win. There is a
good chance, however, that both
will place.
(1.captain Anjan Chatterjee is
thedefending outdoor long jump
ctampion. He has jumped very
sparingly this year and is a big
question mark for this event .
Donnelly notes that, physically,
'he's more ready than he's ever
, OOen," and Traynor adds that "I
don't think he's going to be hurt
~ not jumping."- In the triple
Jlilllp the same question arises
~ncerning both ' Chatterjee and
au! Robbins. However, it is
Clore important here since
teclmique is so criticaC
The first running event is the
00 yard dash. Freshman Mike
Cararos is the only Ford entry
~re. ~nnelly hopes t.hat fie can
run_ ~ best time, although
: tically he is not counting on
. to place. Chris Silliman and
~ Blackwelder are running in
e ~ high hurdles. Donnelly
~ It an. "iffy event. It could be
btg thing. If anything goes
~ong you're out of it." Both
.Ords are recovering from in~o.r sickness. Traynor notes
'it.
IS regaining his strength .
'ue start is the key."
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The mile is often considered
t rack's showcase event and
tonight's event should- be the
most exciting of the night. Three
Ford freshman are going t o take
their best shot at dethroning two
time champion Bob Stachow
from Lebanon Valley. Donnelly
is "expecting all three to run
their best. Mike (Sheely) will be
tough to beat." Adds Traynor,
"Mike has a sense of how to run
well. I think Dane (Rutstein) can
beat Stachow. Kevin (Foley) is a
competitor. When the race
means something he'll do it."
Th~ next event is the sprint

relay. Donnelly says, "I have
more confidence in the relays
than anything else." He lumped
the sprint relay with the mile
relay, which is the final event.
"Gettysburg, F&M, and Widener
are used to dominating the relays
- we'll surprise them." Chatterjee, Brian Cooper_, Lee Strauss ·
and Glasser make up the sprint
relay team.
Jim Godfrey and Rocky Parker
are the Ford entries in the 600.
Donnelly looks for both to run
-w ell and for Godfrey to place.
Traynor says that "Rocky's due
for a good race," and thinks he
-may place also . Jim Cat chings
and Doug Mason both have an
outside chance in the 300. Donnelly observes , "Bot h have improved more t han anybody. "

.·

of Glasser, Silliman, Chatterjee
and Godfrey will be trying to
finish things off successfully.
Also at the meet will be Bryn
Mawrter Jessie Ravage' competing in the women's mile.
Jessie, a sophomore, is a former
Massachusetts state champion.
She is not yet in top shape but
should be very competitive.
If things go pei:fectly the Fords
will come ho~ MAC Champions. More likely, however, they
will come back with second or
third place after throwing a big
~care into the winners. Not all of
the Fords will be comepting,
however. Some, like Jeff Kehne
and Don McAllister, are out with
injuries while others merely suf.
fer from the depth of talent on
the squad which forces them to
have to beat the stringent qualifying times for third entries
from a school. The key to the
meet is how many second, third,
and fourth places the Fords are
able to collect to go along with
the few firsts.
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Gene McGlynn (left) and John Vaughan are two of H~verford's distance

men.

Jack Frost trip termed success
by Elaine Marcus

This past weekend witnessed
t he renaissance of one of Bryn
Mawr's oldest organizations: the
Bryn Mawr Athlet ic Association.
Though all Bryn Mawr student s,
(and this year, all Haverford
The 1000
women playing in Bryn Mawr
Rutst ein and Foley will both be
teams), are members of the
comirig back to complete a gruelAthletic Association, in the past
ing double in the 1000. Donnelly
the workings, and even the exfeels that both will place but that
istence of this organization has
it will be tough to win. Traynor
been known only to a select few
feels that "It's tough to ask
_Bryn Mawr athletes. No Jil.Ore.
Kevin t o come back . (He's been
This year, under the direction
hurt.) Dane has been able to
of presidents Sue Hayflick and
come back really well and someJanice Hicks and vice president
times run a better second race
Ruth Rosenhek, the Athletic Association, (AA) is planning t9
t han first ."
The final individual event is
organize and sponsor a wide
the two mile. ' In the words of
range of athletics-oriented acDonnelly "Mike's (Sheely) going
tivities, open to the entire hito destroy the field. If Gene
College community. The first of
(McGlynn) and Andy (Farquhar) ' these, which took place February
run smart - run their own race
24, was the ski trip to Jack Frost
Mountain.
r ather than Mike's, they can do
really well." The mile relay team
Twenty-seven Bryn Mawr and

Haverford students boarded a
bus at -6 a.m. in the pouring rain .
Although several people cancelled -due to the lousy weather, ski
conditions were excellent. Jack
Frost had a 55 inch base, and
even though it had rained the
night before, the slopes were not
icy or slushy.
Due to the cloudiness of the
day, the mountain was all but
deserted: no waits for lifts, no
problem finding room to ski
(even on the bunny slope). The
rain did not resume until about
3:00, naif an hour before we
were due to leave the slopes
anyway. The majority of the
group were beginners, but found
the two lessons given by the Jack
Frost ski school sufficiently
helpful to be able to negotiate
the two beginners' slopes. A very
good time was had by all. The
people who cancelled because of
the flu or the weather really
missed out on a fine day of ski·
ing.

- Other activities planned by the
AA for this year include a field
day of sports and outdoor activities, a raft trip and a campuswide party at Applebee Barn.
Next semester they hope to
organize a beach trip at the
beginning of the year. To provide
financial support for individual
Bryn Mawr teams, a work day is
planned, organized on the same
basis as last semester's Rent-An·
Athlete. Also, tee shirts will be
sold bearing the emblem "Bryn
Mawr Athletics".
The AA feels that athletics is a
very important part of Bryn
Mawr and the hi-college community. Look for more exciting
AA activities in the near future .
Any ideas or suggestions for
things you'd like to see done by
the Athletic Association should
be addressed to Sue Hayflick in
Merion, Janice Hicks in Denbigh,
or Ruth Rosenhek in Drinker.
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Hoffman, RidgWay pace HC-BMC chess
During the past three weeks,
thirty-four Haverford and two
Bryn Mawr students participated in the First Annual
Haverford-Bryn Mawr Open
Chess Championship. The tournament was designed t-o give
beginners their first taste of
organized, competitive chess, to
give the "rusty has-beens" on
campus a: chance to regain their
former skills and to help determine the hierarchy of Haverford's intercollegiate chess team.
It has also stimulated a resurgence of general chess activity on campus, although people
haven't yet begun bringing portable- magnetic set s along on
Blue Bus rides.
The tournament ended in a t ie
for first place bet ween the two
highest rated players, Steve Hoffman and Bill Ridgway. Both

finished with scores of 4 1/ 2 -1f2 ,
winning their first four games
before drawing each other-in the
last round. Neither had an easy
time of it; Hoffman's w'i ns over
Mike Harris and Don Berger
were both Marathons, while
Ridgway actually had a dead lost
position at one point in his game
with Ben Finkelstein.
Second .place went to chess
t eam veterans Don Berger and
Ben Finkelstein, along with surprising Evan Post, all of whom
posted impre~sive 4-1 scores.
Berger and Finkelstein lost only
to Hoffman and Ridgway, while
Post lost only to an aggressive
Jeff Beeson. Post was awarded
the $10 beginner's prize for the
highest score of any player never
to play in a US Chess Federation
tournament.
Morry El-Badry. AI Essa and

The Bryn

Maw r- H av~rfo rd

upset_artis_t Lee Straus all wound
up with fme scores of 3 1/z-Jlk
Straus shocked everybody when
he completely outplayed Beeson
in the first round, while ElBadry and Essa played tough,
consistent chess throughout. One
exceptional performance that is
not to be ignored was turned in
by Jeff Edwards, whose 3-2 score
included only losses to Berger
and Post - losses which could
have easily gone the other way.
The two Bryn Mawrters, Anne
Kessler and Michelle Portnoff,
posted scores of 2-3 and 1-4,
respectively - gaining valuable
tournament experience, as did all
of the beginners who braved the
stiff competition. It's encouraging to see the interest and improvement that the Bryn Mawr
contingent showed during the
t ournamen t; hope fully t he

pioneers have blazed a trail for
others to follow .
Chess activity at Haverford is
just beginning. Aside from weekly meetings in Stokes 303 (Friday nights at 7 p.m.) the following activities are planned: 1)
Another big tournament to be
held right after Spring Break,
this time- to be split into rated
and unrated sections - w1tn
players playing very equal opponents throughout, 2) At least
three intercollegiate matches
with Penn, Swarthmore and
Widener - perhaps as many as
10 and· 3) the publication of
FIANCHETTO, Haverford's very
own chess magazine. People who
have any games to contribute to
FIANCHE'ITO, o·r any questions
about chess in the hi-College
community should contact Steve
Hoffman at 649-1958.
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Tune by blitzing Harcum 66-60
the first three games in a
disheartening losing streak. The
As I sit and write this article
first shock came in the game
members of the Bryn Mawr
against Drexel, played last Fribasketball team are probably
day in Drexel's sumptuous gym.
psyching up for the PAIAW
Drexel leapt to an early 12-2
play-offs, starting Saturday .
lead
; and carried on pouring in
after just having beaten Harcum
shots as if they'd been born to do
in the last pre play-off game ,
so. In fact, they made their first
bringing their league record to a
seven baskets before they finally
creditable 5-2. Iri the past week
missed one. Eventually they endthe Bryn Mawr team has been
ed the half at 38-19, and that
doing nothing but playing
was pretty good playing on Bryn
basketball - afternoons, evenMawr's part if you consider the
ings, everyday of the week final score! (74-32). Putting it
leaving such unimportant things
very frankly, Bryn Mawr was
as economics exams for the Vf~ry
(unbelievably!) outclassed. Drexearly hours of the morning.
el's team was one of the fas test I
Actually playing four games in
have seen in all my many years,
the past week, Bryn Mawr now
and all five players were always
needs the two day break before
down there defensively, blocking
they meet Philadelphia Comall our shots. Praise must go to
munity College in the first round
Marge Carson, who seems to
of the play-offs, to be played at
strive on opposition . She leapt on
Harcum at 11 a.m. on Saturday.
rebounds, mad€ beautiful inThough Bryn Mawr ended the
tercepts, and generally carried
week on a good note, they lost
the Bryn Mawr team. She led the
scoring with 13 points.
.
by Anjini Kochar
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177 pounder Ike Eisenlohr (above, about to roll his opponent) capped a
fine career by taking third place at last weekend's MAC Championships
at Gettysburgh.

7-4 season B success~
1

Eisenlohr third in MAC's
by John Kosner

¥

The harder they come , the
harder they fall. So it was for
Haverford's fine 177 pound
senior, Ike Eisenlohr who paced
the Fords at last weekend's Middle Atlantic Conference (MAC)
Championships at Gettysburg.
Never one to do things the easy
- or unsuccessful - way-at tour·
naments, Eisenlohr managed to
face the same man twice (gaining
a split) on the way to an excellent
third place finish . As unusual as
it is to meet the same wrestler
twice in a tourney , last week's
competition marked the fqurth
t ime in Larry's career that this
had happened to him. Ike might
question whether everyone
should be so lucky.
In gammg the Fords' only
place (Stu Slavin , Dave Drooz,
Bob Feitler and Steve Greenspan
also completed), Eisenlohr sub- jected himself to, as coach Fritz
Hartmann put it , "one long
haul. " All told , Ike posted a 5-1
record. That's six - - .gasp bouts in two - ugh- days. .
Eisenlohr started well in the
tourney as he minted Lebanon
Valley's Greg Schmidt 9-5 in the
first round . In round two,
though, Larry r2.n up against ,
Mike Marchese of Western
Maryland. Marchese, Eisenlohr's
latest deja vu opponent, put Ike
on his back with but one tick left
in the second heat.
Sufficiently annoyed , Eisenlohr entered the consolation
brac~et and began tossing
bodies. First, Frank Griffiths of
Suaquehanna was forced. to default. Next Brad Bretson (Gettysburg) and Tim Johnson
(Moravian) went down the drain
in decisive decisions.
Marchese again

In the consolation finals (and
-thus in the running for third or
fo urth place). Larry was paired
with - you guessed it - Mar-
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chese again . Though Mike was
just as tough as before, Ike spiked him this time around, snaring
a 9-8 verdict and the higher
place.
Eisenlohr's fine performance
was even more impressive consiQ.ering he was operating on an
injured ankle. Coach Hartmann ,
who felt last week that the injury
might really impede his star's title designs, was a bit surprised at
its lack of effect. "The ankle just
didn't really seefn to bother him
too much ," Fritz said. "Everybody gets banged up but Larry
didn't let it get in his way." In a later voting, Eisenlohr (as
a third place finisher) just missed
being named among the five
wildcard wrestlers to go to this
weekend's Division III National
Championships at Humboldt
State in California. In the voting,
Ike sadly finished sixth.
Good tourney for Stu

At 158 pounds, Stu Slavin had
"a good tournament", according
to Hartmann .- "He wrestled some
very good matches," the coach
said. "In the first round he pinned Gary Colbert (Western
Maryland) and in the consolations he put a good wrestler from
Gettysburg onhis back in 4:36."
Besides his two big wins,
Slavin also lost twice and finished out of the money. His defeats
- ironically - came to men
whom he had defeated before.
Jack Vogel of Upsala (a 9-7
Slavin victim earlier in the year),
turned t he tables .on his
tormenter, 9-6, in the regular
draw. Following Stu's consolation conquest, Steve Gaverish
(King's College) atoned for a 2-0
loss to Slavin in the consolations
here last year by winning a one
point decision, achieving it in the
matches' final moments.
Dave D1:ooz and Bob Feitler ,
Haverford's standouts at 126
and 134 pounds respectively,
wrestled well but fared poorly as

they combined to lose three
times, twice by pins.
118er Steve Greenspan - also
put up a tough fight , yet he too
was not victorious . Greg Coe of
Swarthmore and Graig Walling
of Widener put a collective 11-1 clamp on him.
Al Besse, the senior who filled
in nicely for the team during the
second. half of the season, was
unable to compete due to injuries.
Coach Fritz -Hartmann was
satisfied with the team's overall
performance and its 7-4 record.
"It's difficult for a school such as
ours, which doesn't recruit
wrestlers, tQ make the grade of
some of the other schools in our
conference. Consider-ing our
schedule though, I think we did
.·
quite well.
"A tough time"

"It's quite evident that - as
I've said before - the best teams
are not in our division. Our
average wrestlers would have a
tough t ime against those teams
if we did face them.
"As far as this season's concerned, I felt the seniors were the
crucial ingredient: they held the
team together. It's not easy to
have a 7-4 record and not forfeit
one match all year. That says
something about Eisenlohr,
Slavin, Drooz , Besse anci'-(John)
Lebreton."
Losing these five fine athletes
may create real problems for the
Fords next year. "We stand to be
thin in many areas" , says the
coach . Nevertheless, Fritz may
well have some tricks up his
sleeves.
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cepts on Leslie's ·part. But then
t hings started_ working for
S\varthmore. They really start~
applying pressure and trapping
the Bryn Mawr players, slowing
down their passes .to the slowest
possible speed a nd freezing them
in their positions.

·FacultV ·
bY Mike carloS
and oeanne perirnan
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With ten minutes to go Hryn
Mawr managed to reduce the
lead to four points at 31-27, after
two beaut iful s£?ts by Martha,
but that was the smallest margin
Bryn Mawr managed. Swarthmore won by ten points. While
Martha Cummings led the scoring by 17 points, credit has to go
too to Leslie Dorsey for the great
defensive game she played.
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Curriculum changes

Finally, the proposal calls for
the College's commitment to

Dorm exchan
Peril stays sl
by Geanne Perlman

Dorm exchange will be lowered
from185 to 135 next Year and
Pembroke West will remain
single-sex decided the Residence
Council at an emergency m~ting
last night. The meeting was called because only about 160
women ~ to live at
Haverford, including those
registered for HPA.
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Alist of seven non·n~o dents
resented by tu
deiJiaDds •P . Education w
for Democraallti~ inStitutional
eg at Haverf?rd,
. an eJjtisJII
alleVJate
raCJSlll . ted by the faculty lll a
~-ere reJec
ch 6
,pecial meetin_gon Mar_ . · _
.The MiJionty coalitJOD an
ced its support of SDE's
~::ands "conditional u~n. the
inclusion" of seven a~ditJonal
demands, which will be discUSS~
by the faculty at 8 special
meetingthis Thursday.
SDE's de!Dllnds, delivered w
President Stevens on March 5,
call for adnlitting to the class of
1983 students "selected ac·
cording to intellectUal ability," at
least 20 percent of whom would
be from minority backgroundsS~fically, Black and Hispanic
students would account for 12.5
percent and 7.5 percent respectively, "reflecting their proportion in the American popula·
tion." Also, "beginning in 1980
and continuing in following
years, 25 percent of the Haver- ford student body (would] be
drawn from the poor and work·

V{hen Bryn Maw! lost again to
Eastern the very next day, it
s~emed that things were reallv
going badly for Bryn Ma11~.
, Wh€reas at the Swarthmore
game our pl~yers were taking
their _shots too slowly, against
Eastern they were just throwing
them up , missing an incredible
Loss to Garnet
number, and shooting only 21
-percent- at the end of the first
After this really disappointing
half. What really stopped us.
and disheartening game, Bryn
though, was Eastern's tough and
Mawr badly wanted to beat
fast moving 1-2-2 defense.
rivals Swarthmore on Sunday.
But somehow a really strong will
Comeback time?
to win just didn't manage to
At
the
beginning of the second
carry the da?:. Bryn Mawr lost by
half
it
seemed
that Bryn Mawr
ten points, 45-35 .
would pull one of its great comeSwarthmore started strong,
bac ks once again. Leslie took
shooting really well offensively,
Eastern's Brenda Cox (no. 30)
and playing_a strong man-to-man
nian-to-man , while the rest of the
. defence. Bryn Mawr kept pace
t eam picked -_up their 1-1-2
with Swarthmore for the first
defense, ·and stop~ Eastern's
seven minutes, trailing by only ·
shooting for a bit. Four minutes
one.. basket (8-6). However, four
ill to the half, Jill Krasner shot
quick baskets by Swarthmore's
from outside bringing the score
outstanding no . 15 led them to a
to 39~27. Minutes later Marge
quick 18-6 lead. But Bryn Mawr
leapt on an offensive rebound
brains ·were working (as usual!)
and converted it to give Bryn
and Leslie Dorsey took no. 15
M~wr two more points. As Bryn
man-to-man, while the rest of the
Mawr took up its zone pres;
t-eam fell into a 1-1-2 defe~se,
following this basket,_ Martba
which
completely
baffled
stole the ball and bounded for a
Swarthmore and allowed Bryn
lay-up bringing the soore tD
Mawr to recover somewhat, end.
39-31. and all the specta~ In
ing the half at 21-15.
their feet . ·
Swarthmore opened the second
But Eastern called-for 8 tim:
half with mancto-man full court
out and regrouped, -811d when
pressure. Originally -Bryn Mawr
play resumed again, it was clear
managed to break through this;
that "the rally had .been stem·
by setting up blocks and picks,
(Contm uf'd on naae 221
and through some great inter-

FENCING AND HOCKEY FANS:
in-dept h art icles about the
seasons of th e Haverford fencing
and Lame Ducks hockey teams
will appear in t he next issue of
TH E NEWS.
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